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WAR ON POVERTY-VICTORY OR DEFEAT?
THURSDAY, JUNE 20, 1985
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON MONETARY AND FISCAL POLICY
OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:15 a.m., in room
SD-138, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Steven D. Symms
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Symms and D'Amato; and Representatives

Hawkins and Scheuer.
Also present: Charles H. Bradford, assistant director; and Chris
Frenze and Ed Abrahams, professional staff members.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SYMMS, CHAIRMAN

Senator SYMMS. Good morning.

who
We welcome Congressman Hawkins and all the witnesses
to
welmorning.
It
gives
me
great
pleasure
are here with us this
come all of you here today to examine the basic features of the war
on poverty programs and see what conclusions may be drawn about
their impact. As we know, the effectiveness of these poverty programs has been debated for many years.
There isn't anyone in this country that isn't dissatisfied with
poverty, high unemploymentconcentrated in many cases among

and related social
minoritieslack of educational opportunity,designated
to help the
problems. The question is whether programs
poor are having the unforeseen effect of actually hurting them.
Several years ago the President stated:

the
The welfare system is antiwork, antifamily, inequitable in its treatment of
breakpoor and wasteful of the taxpayers' dollars It provides incentives for family
for cash assistance and, thereup, In most cases two-parent families are not eligible
It
fore, a working father often can increase his family's income by leaving home
discourages work

It has been 8 years since President Carter made this statement

in a message to Congress, and the debate continues.
forcefulOn the other hand, advocates of the Great Society argueeffectively
in
the
mid-1960's
have
ly that the programs initiated

combated poverty. Though the poverty rate may have trended
social proupward since the late 1960's, in the absence of these they
argue.
grams the poverty rate might have gone much higher,
foundathe
President
laid
the
In 1964, the Economic Report of
tion for the war on poverty with the argument that poverty can be
eliminated by Government programs:
(1)

2
Conquest of poverty is well within
power About $11 billion a year would
bring all poor families up to the $3,000our
income level
have taken to be the minimum for a decent life The majority of the Nation couldwe
tax themselves enough
to provide the necessary income supplements to theirsimply
less
fortunate citizens The
burden one -fifth of the annual defense budget, less than 2
percent of GNPwould
certainly not be intolerable.

In constant 1980 dollars, outlays for poverty programs are nearly
$70 billion, about three and one-half times as much
as in the mid1960's. Despite these expenditures, the poverty rate has
fallen
since the late 1960's, but has gradually increased. We all not
hope
that
the 1984 statistics will show

a decline in the poverty rate when
they are released later this year.
Many experts predict that this
will, indeed, be the case.
We look forward to testimony this morning of our four distin-

guished witnesses.

Congressman Gus Hawkins is here this morning. He has been
very active in many of these programs and has demonstrated
a
great interest in his many years in the House of
Representatives.
Congressman, did you have an opening statement? Is there any-

thing you wanted to say before we start?

Representatives 'HAWKINS. Not at this time, Senator, but

mAy
commend you on holding this hearing. Regardless of the
views
that
may be expressed by the experts, it is a serious problem. I think
it
is one of the major problems facing us. I
am
glad
tc
see
us
at
Cris
session getting around fcr a change to discussing such t. basic issue.
I think it is long overdue. I certainly commend you.
Senator SYMMS. Thank you very much.
I might just say that we have four economists here
this morning:
Mr. Lowell Gallaway with the department of
economics
Ohio
University in Athens, OH; Mr. Peter Gottschalk, assistant of
professor of economics at Bowdoin College in Brunswick, ME; Mr. Robert
Greenstein, Center on Budget and Policy Priorities;
and Mr.
Charles Murray.
Mr. Gallaway, we will start with you.
I think what would make a better hearing here is if we could try
to get each of you to make your statement within
a 10-minute envelope and then we will have questions. This will provide
an opportunity for more discussion of sore of these issues.
Mr. Gallaway, we welcome you here this
morning. Please go
ahead.
STATEMENT OF LOWELL GALLAWAY, ECONOMICS
DEPARTMENT,
OHIO UNIVERSITY
Mr. GALLAWAY. Thank you, Senator Symms. I especially thank

you for inviting me to testify before the subcommittee today. It is
now something like a quarter century since the proverty issue
emerged on the public scene. I remember
those early years well. I
was involved with some of the work in which we were
to
define and determine whether poverty was truly structuraltrying
in character. There might be some debate about it, but my impression was
that the broad academic consensus was that the poverty of the
early years of the mid-1960's
not structural in character, by
and large, which meant it was was
amenable to being reduced through
normal processes of economic growth.
Of course there are time lags in academic life, and
we were reaching some consensus on that question the by the time
government
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poverty programs
apparatus of the period had already structured
structural
in character.
the
assumption
that
it
was
on the basis of
that
were
developed:
direct cash
There were a variety of programs
eliminate
specific
projects
designed
to
transfers, in-kind transfers,
felt
to
be
a
source
of
structural
the possible handicaps that were
poverty, all of these things.
that we should indulge ourWell, time has passed, enc ugh time
of
the
effectiveness of these proselves in some sort of evaluation
analysis seems to be very clear. You
grams. That we need somelatest
statistical releases that are availlook at the raw data in the official
poverty rate in 1983 was 15.2
able and you find that the percentage
point higher than it was in
percent, and that is half a
in
its
early years.
1966 when the war on poverty was
has
happened
to produce this really unThe big question is what
anticipated result.
document
On the basis of some analysis contained in a technicalincluded
in
I ask that that be
that accompanies my testimonyand
to
fairly
straightforward
answers
seems
the hearing recordsome
'Mc
New
Structural
technical
submission
is
entitled
emerge. That
and it is coauthored by a colProverty: A Quantitative Analysis,"
University,
Richard Vedder, and Ms.
league of mine at the Ohio
Therese Foster.
On the basis of that analysis, I turn first to the effects of transfer
variprograms on the poverty rate. By transfer programs, I mean
income of
designed
to
directly
enhance
the
ous strategies that are
active employment for pay.
the poor through means other then transfer
programs seem to have
The architects of these original

malady, which is a
suffered from the fairly common Washington
inputs
in
the economy is not
firm belief that the supply of resource
the case of the
responsive to changes in their effective prices. Inassumption
there
what
that
translated
into
was
an
war on poverty,
labor supply associated with a
would be no disincentive effects
on
rapid growth in the volume of transfer payments to the poor.
suggestive
It is worth noting that rather early on there wasofsome
such
It
evidence that indicated the widespread presence indirecteffects.
in charwas partly in response to that evidence, which was
acter, that the various negative income tax or income maintenance
experiments were designed and funded.
I think most of us who have
I can't be certain about this, but
question
over the years feel that
been associated with the poverty
experiments
were
funded was that they
the expectation when those
the
specter
of disincentive efwould once and for all put to rest
fairly
and
it
tends
to
demonstrate
fects. Well, that evidence is in,
do
transfers
to
low
income
persons
persuasively that direct cash
of
their
work
effort.
tend to reduce the volume
is
The clear implication of the presence of disincentive effects
least
potential
of
transfers
will
be
at
that the income enhancing
partially, perhaps totally, offset by the reductions in work efforh,
they generate.
of
For example, our technical analysis reveals that in the case
Federal
quasi-cash
transfers
from
the
the purest forms of cash and
SeGovernment, the category reported as public aid by the Social
transfers
is
some
threshold
level
of
curity Administration, there
beyond which additional payments are counterproductive; that is,
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they lead to higher poverty rates rather than
lower, On the basis of
the average of our estimatesthere
were
some
40 estimates involvedlevels of public aid have exceeded
that
threshold
in every
year since 1971, through 1983, which is the last
year for which we
have poverty data.
Might I interject at this point an observation
that the impact of
the growth in social welfare programs of
extended beyond the measurable economicthe public aid type has
rate. One of our other witnesses today, Charlesstatisticthe poverty
Murray, has argued
that the structure and size of many of
our social programs have adverse effects on the stability of the American
family. Some of the
statistical analysis reported in our technical submission
to this
hearing confirms Murray's arguments.
There is a significant relationship between the magnitude of social
United States and both the rate of divorce welfare programs in the
lies with a female hear. after controlling and the number of famifor other factors that affect
these indexes of family performance. Apparently,
there is somethint. about the rules of the poverty
game
that
operates
to produce
impo.rtant modifications in the structure and
stability of the American family.
What does that evidence imply, in general,
about the nature and
success of the war on poverty? Primarily, from
my standpoint, it
seems to indicate that the
assumption of the designers of
the war on poverty, that working
poverty

was structural in character,
became, in effect, a self-fulfilling prophecy.
At the outset, in the early 1960's, poverty was susceptible
to
being reduced through broad improvements
in economic conditions.
Not so now. At least that is the
way it appears. Apparently, the
behavioral changes induced by the
growth in social welfare programs associated with the
war on poverty have created the very
thing that these programs were
designed to eliminate, true structural poverty. The result is the existence
ican population that is detached from theof a subclass of the Amer-

economic life. These people have becomemainstream of American
economically alienated,
and they are dependent on the largesse of society
for their survival.
How far we have come in this
respect is suggested by the chart
that accompanies my testimony, which
is displayed on the easel to
the right. It portrays what I and
my
colleagues
call the provertywelfare curve. It is akin to the Laffer
curve
in
the
area of taxation.
It shows a relationship between the poverty
public aid in which the poverty rate declines forrate and the level of
an interval, as aid is
increased, until aid reaches the threshold
value, and, then, beyond
that point there is a positive association between
aid and poverty.
The more aid, the more poverty, and it is
a brand of poverty that
may be regarded as being structural in character,_
There is one major difference, tEnugh,
between this structural
poverty, the structural poverty
of our time, and the structural
erty that was envisaged by the poverty
povdesigners of the 1960's.
That early version was rooted in thewar
belief
that people were
trapped in poverty because of a lack of
opportunity.
The new structural poverty, as we call
much greater extent it is poverty by it, is something else. To a
choice. From time to time,
many of those in the poverty 'ohort will
move up and out of that

8
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condition. But, there will be other candidates to replace them, and
they will continue to come as long as positive incentives are there
to join the ranks of the poor.
The particular poverty-welfare curve shown on the chart is derived from a statistical model that yields a representative threshold value of public aid. It can, in a sense, be thought of as a typical
case.

We have highlighted on it the 1983 level of aid and the maxi-

mum levels that were achieved during the late 1970's. You can see
that they are both far beyond the critical threshold level of aid.
At 1983 levels of welfare, every additional $4,000in 1980 dol-

larsof Federal public aid expenditures has the effect of putting

one more person on the poverty rolls. On a broader scale, what this
translates into is a finding that an additional billion dollars of Federal public aid, in 1980 prices, would increase the measured poverty population by a quarter of a million individuals.
We face a great dilemma at this point in our history. The intuitive humane response to rising poverty rates is to want to help, to
do something for the poor. Yet, the empirical evidence at this juncture indicates that the conventional ways of helping, by increasing
public expenditures on antipoverty programs, will have just the op-

posite effect on what is intended. Rather than reducing the ob-

served level of poverty, we will increase it.
Difficult as it may seem, reducing levels of public aid may be the

only way to significantly lower poverty rates. The time has come
for us, as a society, to bite the bullet and face up to the realities of
our time. We cannot eliminate poverty by the simple expedient of
dumping mor ay out of airplanes. What is required is a structuring
of the alterhatives available to the potential poverty population
that will encourage them to avoid the poverty condition where possible.

I hope you will indulge me for just a few more minutes, Senator
Symms. After I prepared my testimony, I constructed an addendum
to it. The research process is a never ending one, and some additional findings were developed rather late in the game. They deal
with the important subject of rising poverty rates among children
and they are embodied in a second technical submission, which is

co-authored with Richard Vedder, which is entitled "Suffer the

Little Children: The True Casualties of the War on Poverty." I also
request that it be included in the record.
In that analysis, we used data from the 1970 and 1980 decennial
censuses and performed a formal statistical analysis which shows

that, after you control for the effect of the rate of growth in per

capita income among States, the highest rates of intercensal growth

in children's poverty are in States with high levels of average

AFDC payments. Similarly, low levels of such payments are associated with high rates of decline in children's poverty.
The import of these findings is truly depressing. They indicate

that a major share of the burden of the new structural poverty is
borne by children, who do not have a choice in the matter. They
are in a sense the innocent victims of what can he called the folly
of much of our welfare system, and it seems to be a folly that has no
end.

6

For example, there is a piece of legislation that has made the
rounds in the past few years called the Omnibus Anti-Poverty Act.
There are portions of that legislation that approach being sheer
madness.

I speak in particular of the attempt to mandate minimum levels
of AFDC payments for the States. It is estimated that, in its 1984
form, it would have required 41 Stat:.-.6 to increase their levels of
AFDC payments by 1986, in some cases by more than fourfold
their maximum level in 1984. Very frequently the States over
that
would be most affected are those that have had the most significant successes in reducing the rate of poverty among children over
the decade of the 1970's.
It almost seems that if one were to attempt deliberately to design
a program to increase the poverty rate among American children,
you couldn't do much better than this. I know we may not like the
evidence on this point, but we can ill afford to ignore it as this
stage in our history.
Thank you for your patience.
Senator SYMMS. Thank you very much.
[The chart attached to Mr. Gallaway's statement, together with
the articles referred to for the hearing record, fGllows:j
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Amid Lhe affluence of the early 1960's, poverty was rediscoiered
in the United States.

At that time, the hypothesis was advanced that

poverty at mid-twentieth century had became "structural" in character.
meaning that those with low income levels were out of the mainstream
1

of economic life in the United States

The policy implications of that

contention were powerful, suggesting that significant strides in elim-

inating poverty could not be made by the simple expedient of stimulating
economic growth in the United States.

Rather, some set of special pro-

grams would be required that would "target" in on the unique problems
of the poverty population
A major source of support for the notion of "structi-..al" poverty

was the intellectual coumunity in Anerca
: represented

Poverty of the "structural"

for some sectors of that world a potential "cause", an

issue to be raised in the seemingly never ending negative critique of
Structural poverty in-plied a defect, a shortcoming

American sr,ciety.

that would need "fixing"

And, of course, the repairman would be gov-

ernment, the federal governuent in particular
not unanimity on this score

To be sure, there was

A rather extended scholarly debate on the

merits of the structural poverty thesis sprinkled the academic journals,
with the general consensus, at least among economists, being that ,t
2

had little merit.

However, this conclusion had

real world in which public policy is formulated.

no

impact on the

While those of us

with a technical bent labored in the scholarly vineyards to demonstrate
that changes in the poverty rate were quite closely associated with
variations in geneial e7onornc conditions, especially she level of

10
personal income, those closer to the centers of political power
3

argued just the opposite.

Their rhetoric triumphed in the arena

of public affairs and 'The War on Poverty" was born.

Th.. Locality

of the structuralist triumph is indicated by the fact that The War
on Poverty began before the academics had even

approached a reso-

ution of the st:ucturalist controversy.

The First TWo Decades
That W2S some twenty years ago.

What has happened since is a

remarkable sequence of events which have taken a number of twists and
turns.

Some simple statistics should suffice to illustrate the in-

triguing saga of The War on Poverty.
gin with the poverty rate itself.

They are show in Table 1.

Be-

The basic data for the period 1953-1983

indicate that the percentage of Cie population defined as being in
the poverty condition declined rather steadily until the early 1970's,
falling from 26.2 percent. in 1953 to 11.1 percent in 1973.

After

197, though, there is no further decline and, by 1983, the last year
for which the official data are available, the poverty rate is
ally greater

actu-

than the 1966 rate of 14 7 percent, when The War on

Poverty uel in its infancy.

What happened to produce this remarkable turnabout in the
behavior of the poverty rate";

(he pcssibrlity is that general economac

conditions changed in a fashion conducive to increasing poverty.
Admittedly, the 1983 unemployment rate of 9.6 percent is a relatively
high one compared to 1973's 4.9 percent

4

And, there is almost no

11

Table 1

Poverty Rate, UnemploTent Rate, Real Per Capita Federal Public Aid,
and Real Per Capita National Income,
United States, 1953-1983
(dollar values in 1990 prices)

Year

Poverty
Rate

Unemployr.2nt

26 2 %

1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

27 9
24 5
22 9
22 8
23 1
22 4
22 2
21.9
21 0
19.5
19.0
17 3
14.7
14.2
12.8
12.1
12.6
12.5
13.5
11.1
11.2
12.3
11.8
11.6
11.4
11.7
13.0
14 0
15.0
15.2

Sources.

See Appendix A

Rate

2 9 %
5 5
4 4
4 1
4.3
6.8
5 5
5 5
6 7
5 5
5.7
5.2
4.5
3.8
3.8
3.6
3 5

4.9
5.9
5.6
4.9
5.6
8 5
7.7
7.1
6.1
5.8
7.1
7 6
9.7
9.6

Real Per Capita
Federal
Public Aid
$ 26.31
26 83
27 98
28 00
28 84
29.98
33 16
32 64
35 10
40 11
42.75
44 49
48.40
56.57
65.40
76.54
87.22
100.19
127.49
153.18
158.25
159 62
193.10
216 12
218 57
227.19
222.46
216.78
220.36
192.66
197.54

Real Per Capita National
Income
$

5,833
5,691
6,146
6,298
6,229
5,985
6,382
6,420
6,444
6,763
6,971
7,279
7,721
8,124
8,248
8,551
8,667
8,425
8,555
9,070

9,J06
9,088
8,799
9,190
9,594
9,986
10,072
9,316
9,311
8,993
9,331

12
growth in real per capita national income between 1973 and 1983.

To

explore the possibility that the behavior of the poverty rate after
1973 is a mere extentsion of its 1953-1972 patterr, the standard statistical model explaining the poverty rate that evolved out of the
early evaluation of the structural hypothesis has been estimated for
the intervals 1953-1972 and 1973-1983.

That model is expressed in

the relationship

(1)

log P

-

f(log Y, log U)

where P denotes the official poverty rate,

Y represents real per capita

income (in 1980 prices), and U is the unemployment rate.

All variables

are expressed in logarithms of their true values.
4

The statistical relationships that emerge are as follows(2)

log P53_72

6.45

-

1.77 log Y53_72

O.0

(9.17)

log U53_72

(0.62)

and

(3)

log P73_83

=

3.52

0.39 log Y73_83
(0.88)

-

0.16 log U73_83
(3.51)

where the values in parentheses beneath the coefficients represent
their associated t-values.

A comparison of the two regression equa-

tions reveals a very substantial change in the basic relationship between the poverty rate and general levels of economic activity.

Clearly,

movements in overall levels of income have a such cmaller ,mpact on
the poverty rate after 1972 than they did before.

16
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in the nature of the poverty-income relationship after

The change

the early to mid- 1970's suggests that the structuralist hypothesis
may have begun to operate at that point in time.

Why then, though'?

An intriguing argument -as been advanced by Charles Murray to the
effect that the changing nature of the behavior of the poverty rate
may be attributed to the rising availability of transfer payment income
under various governmental programs that are part and parcel of The
5

War on Poverty.

The basic thrust of the :hrraS argument is that labor

supply disincentives created by ,:he availability of transfer payment

income have led to people luntarily selecting combinations of money
income and leisure which qualify-them for being Included in the poverty population.

It is a controversial !:hesis but one that has a

substantial volume of pre-existing evidence that supports it.

Rather

early on in the discussions of poverty associated policy proposals,
indications of the operation of such disincentive effe_ts began to
6

emerge.

That evidence was inferential in character but more direct

observations of the working of labor supply disincentives

have became

available in recent years as the results of the various Income Maintenance (originally Negative Income Tax) Experiments have become
available.

Those experiments, sponsored by the federal government, were
intended to provide a definitive answer to the disincentive effect
question.

Many of us who have been associated with the poverty question

over the years had the feeling that the advocates of the experiments
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We turn first to those who are isolated from labor market
sources of income.
fashion.

Their situation can be depicted in a static

Figure 1 shows a distribution of non-labor market income

that is skewed to the high locome side, that is, it is assumed
that disproportionately greater nurribers of people in this situation

%ewe income below the official poverty level of income.

Now, if

we introduce a program of cash and quasi-cash transfers of income
targeted to the "poor", there will be a systematic shifting of people
up to and across the poverty boundary.

This suggests the existence

of a negative relationship between the volume of transfer payments
and the observed level of poverty, contrary to the Murray hypothesis.
We turn now to the second case, involving those with full access
to the labor uarket.

This situation is illustrated by the indif-

ference map shown in Figure 2.

This is the familiar representation

of an individual's leisure-income preferences.

We have simplified

it to show just one indifference curve and the price (wage rate)consumption (leisure) locus for the entire indifference usp.

Also,

a poverty level of income has been denoted.
The single indifference curve that is sho.41 in Figure 2 inter-

sects the price-consumption curve at a level of income that exceeds
the poverty threshold.

Thus, with the wage rate implicit in this

situation, participation in the labor market will result in a nonpoverty outcome, where poverty is defined in strictly money terms.
All this, though, is conditional on the volume of pure money transfer

18
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were fairly certain that they would show an absence of disincentive
effects.

The evidence is now in and it shows quite clearly that

labor supply disincentive effects are associated with the availability of transfer payment income.

Further, they are systematically

related in a positive fashion to both the magnitude and the duration
7

of the payments.

The Public Aid (Murray) Hypothesis
When the results of the Income Maintenance Experiments are considered in combination with the behavior of the poverty rate over time,
it becomes legitimate to raise the question of whether disincentive
effects are aar,ing to raise the poverty rate.

This possibility is

reinforced by the history of the availability of transfer payment income
in the United States.

Again, the reference Ls to Table 1, which shows

that the combination of cash and quasi-cash (in-kind) benefits that
make up the statistical category of federal government expenditures
called public aid has risen dramatically in the United States.
The conventional theory of labor supply offers some potential
insights into the effects of these increases on the poverty rate.
Consider two sub-groups in the population at risk of experiencing

poverty, one that is isolated entirely from the possibility of
gainful employment and another that includes individuals capable of
being fully employed.

Admittedly, these are the extreme cases.

ever, they illustrate the general range of possible outcomes.

How
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payment income available to the individual,

if non-participation

in the labor market is opted for, being less than sores critical
value.

That value is determined by the point at which the indiffer-

ence curve shown in Figure 2 intersects the vertical locus describing
the maximum amount of leisure (or zero work effort) an individual
may choose.

This is denoted by the symbol T.

If the magnitude

of transfer income is greater than T, an individual can move
to a higher
indifference curve by foregoing labor market activity.

In the case

shown in Figure 2. there is a range of transfer income that will

shift an individual from a non-poverty condition to a poverty
one.
What this analysis suggests is that an escalation of the magnitude and availability of transfer payment income has the potential
of providing positive incentive effects to abandon work effort
to
individuals whose money income from that activity is only marginally
in excess of the poverty threshold.

Consequently. l'or individuals

with access to the labor market, higher levels of transfer payment
income may produce higher observed levels of poverty.
the magnitude of transfers escalates,

Further, as

this effect may well become

stronger and stronger.

In combination, the two cases described here offer a possible
explanation for the observed deterioration in the siuple povertygeneral economic conditions itlationship after 1973.

As we have

seen, the further we move into the War on Poverty years, the greater

2`4
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the volume of transfer payments.

The theoretical argil ilts sug-

is happens, the work effort disincentive effects in the

gest that as

second case will operate to cancel out the income

ipplementation

effects in the first, producing a relationship between the poverty

rate and transfers such as that show in Figure 3.
mechanism through

This is the

.ch Or:- Murray hypothesis would be expected

to

work.

Empirical Tests of the Aid Ilia-ray) Hypothesis

How may we go about empirically evaluating the various dimensions
of the impact of transfer payrent income on the poverty rate in the
United States?

We cannot simply add the logarithm of the volume of

transfer payments to the previously estimated statistical relationships
between the logarithm of the poverty rate and the logarithms of per
capita real income and the unemployment rate.

That would imply a

monotonic relationship between poverty ani transfers whereas our theoretical argument suggests a non-montonic possibility.

To deal with

this problem, we must employ an estimating equation that will permit
the relationship between the poverty rate and public aid to assume
the form shown in Fig4 e 3.

Ftr this purpose, we have adopted a

quadratic form of the following type:

(4)

P

=

a

+bA+cA2

where A denotes per capita federal public aid measured in 1980
dollars.
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If the public aid hypothesis is valid, the value of the
parameter

b

will be negative, c will be positive, and, beyond some

point, the quadratic term (A2) will overwhelm the linear term (A)
and additions to public aid will lead to a rise in the poverty ,-ate.

The exact point (or threshold) at which patine aid w 11 bc_ore
counterproductive from the standpoint of reducing the observed poverty
rate can be determined by differentiating (4) and setting the result
equal to zero, to wit:

(5)

dP/dA

=

- b +

2cA =

0

which implies that the threshold occurs at
public aid greatei than

b/2c

b/2c.

Any level of

will lead to a higher

poverty rate

than at the threshold value for aid.

Employing a quadratic relationship between poverty and public
aid means that the general relationship between poverty and the factors
we hypothesis to affect it is

(6)

P

=

U, A, A2)

A number of possible ways of specifying an estimating equation
that embodies the relationships of expression (6) are possible,
depending en the way in which the poverty, income, and unemployment
variables are handled.

Of special importance is the treatment of

the unemployment variable.

The evidence indicates that early in

the period 1953-1983, the impact of unoiplomlent on poverty was

2J
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weaker than in the later years.

A part of the problem is the

upward drift in the unemployment rate associated with an increase
in the "natural", or equilibrium, rate of unemployment in the

American economy that is characteristic of the 1970's.

Part of

that rise in the natural rate of unemployment itself may trace
to the increasing volume of public aid.

Such aid tends to modify

people's labor market search behavior in a way that is likely to
produce increases in the observed unemployment rate.

Thus, it may

he hypothesized that the unemployment rate is a function of a
certain set of factors and the lei,e1 of public aid.

Our preferred

method of handling this problem is to invoke an unemployment model
reported in a 1982 staff study for the Joint Economic Committee
and to hypothesize the following:

U

(7)

=

8

f( W, D, Pr, A)

where W denotes the level of money wage rates in the economy,
D represents the Gro;s Nztional Product (GNP) deflator,
the average output of labor.

and

Pr

The advantage of this approach is it

permits the aid variable in a general estimating equation for
poverty to capture the effects of the upward movement in the
natural rate of unemployment that may be attributed to increases
in aid.

Employing standard U. S. Uovernment data sources for the
9

variables described thus far,

26

a number of different versions of

is

23
expression (f) have been estimated.

Some contain the expanded un-

employment notion embodied in (7) and others use the conventional
measure of unemployment (in both linear and logarithmic form).

In

addition, several different forms of the income variable and both
linear and logarithmic values for the dependent variable, the poverty
rate, are employed.

All told, sore forty different versions of (6)

have been estimated for purposes of this discussion.

This was done

in order to determine whether the statist:cal importance of the
public aid variables is sensitive to the formulation of the statistical model.

An analysis of the results suggests that the public aid variables
perform in a consistent fashion, irregardless of the overall farm
of the estiliating equation.

In all forty versions, the linear aid

variable has a negative sign and the quadratic aid variable has a
positive one.

As to statistical significance, 35 o: the linear and

36 of the quadratic coefficients are significant at the five percent
10

level.

From the stm.-ipoint of the stability of the coefficients,

the minimum values in the various groupings range from 55.6 % to
90.6 % of their respective maximum values (see Table 2).

Thus,

in general, the public aid variables in the various forms of the
estimating equation perform in a fashion that is consistent with
the Murray hypothesis that transfer payments eventually become
counterproductive when used as a policy device to reduce the incidence
of poverty in the economy.
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Table

2

Analysis of Regression Coefficients for Real Per Capita Aid
Variables, 40 Statistical Models Explaining Behavior
of Poverty Rate. United States, 1953-1983

Characteristic of Coefficient

Coefficient and Nature of Statistical Model*
Pov-Expanded LogPov-Expanded Pov-NonExLogPov-NonExpanded
paraded
Aid
AidSq Aid
AidSq
Aid
AidSq
Aid
AidSq

Maximum
Value

-.081

.00026 - 0056

000018 - 1086

00029

-.0058

.000016

Minimum
Value

055

.00014 -.0051

000014

00017

- 0048

.000013

-.061

00023 -.0053

000016 - 0888 .00024

- 0053

000015

67.8 7.

55.1% 90.6 % 77.5% 56 2 %

Mean

0610

Minimum as
% Marina.rmk*

58 2%

82.7 %

80.1

# Significant Coefficients at
5 7. Level

(Out of 10)

9

9

10

10

7

7

9

10

9

9

10

10

8

9

10

10

# Significant Coefficients at
10 7. Level

(Out of 10)

Authors' Calculations.
* Pov and LogPov denote, respectively, that the dependent variable
in the regression model is the poverty rate and the logarithm of the poverty rate. Expanded means that the model employs the values of money
wage races, the gross national product deflator, and the average productic.ity
vi
vmkialac. Ly Lakm aCCULUIC Of LhC
unemployment on the poverty rate. Non-expanded means that either the
unemployment rate or its logarithm are used directly as a measure of unemployment.
** Percentages are calculated using values of the coefficients that
have not been rounded to the extent shown in table
Source:
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One full set of regression estimates

shown in Table 3.

They

have the linear form of poverty as the dependent variable and the
expanded version of the unemployment relationship as independent
variables.

The overall performance of these regressions in explaining

the behavior of the poverty rate over the period 1953-1983 is excellent
in a statistical sense, with all the coefficients but one being
significant at the five percent level and 98

.

percent of the

variation in the poverty rate being explained.

In addition, they

broadly satisfy certain a priori expectations.

For example, the

coefficients of the wage and GNP deflator variables should be approximately equal with opposite sign.

Equal movements in these qariables

imply a constant real wage rate which, with changes in labor productivity
being controlled for, should indicate no change in unemployment and
no effect an poverty.
(2) and (5).

Also, notice the constant terms in equations

They are 1Juth very nearly equal to 100.

This is what

one could expect if all the independent variables had values of
zero, viz., a poverty rate of 100 percent.

Interpreting the Evidence
Quite clearly, the empirical evidence just reported argues very
strongly that beyond some threshold level transfer income of the
public aid type will lead to increases in the poverty rate.
what is that threshold level of public aid?
answer to that question.

However,

Table 4 provides ea

The data contained in it

g7ve

a range

of estimates, running from a minimum of $ 110.17 per capita to a
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Table

3

Selected Poverty Models, United States, 1953-1983

Model

Constant

1

77.97
(7.87)

2

3

4

0.79

-0.83

-0.49
(5.07)

(3.73)

(3.41)

101.24
0.64
(9.92) (3.54)

-0.67
(3.24)

-0.31
(2.99)

-0 14
(3.74)

0 74

-0.77

-0.41

-2 67

(8.73)

(3.75)

(3.44)

(4.06)

(4.30)

20.73

94.73
(7.99)

Aid
Squared

P.

-.0577 .0002604 .98
(2.28)

-.0585 .0002479 .98
(2.45)

D-U

2.03

(3 17)

-23.49 -.0596 00C2299 .98
(4.88)
(2.65)
(3.27)

82.73

(1.53)
5

Money
Wage
Rate

Regression -.Parameters
Coefficients!!
GNP De- Average Income* Aid**
flator
Productivity
of Labor

1.79

1.94

(3.26)

0.53

-0.54

-0.24

(2.72)

(2.15)

(5.22)

-.0606 .0002087 .98
(2.80)
(2.12)

1.58

(3.00)

0.53

-0.55
(2.25)

-0.23

-9.66

-.0548 .0001881 .98

1.53

(1.75)

(2.60)

(2.47)

-186.77

(2.42)

('.40)

0:41
(1.91)

Source: Authors' calculations.
* Income is real per capita national income in 1980 prices. The income
variables are, respectively, models 1-5, income squared, log income, income,
reciprocal of income, and a quadratic form, income and income squared. The
first income coefficient in model 5 is for income, the second for incnne
squared.
** Real per capita federal public aid.
# The values in parentheses beneath the regression coefficients are
t-statistics.
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Table

4

Threshold Values for Real Per Capita Federal Public Aid,*
Various Poverty Mbd.ils, United States, 1953-1983

Threshold
Measure

Nature of Statistical Model
'Dependent VariableDependent VariablePoverty
LogPoverty
Expanded Un- Non-Expanded Expanded Un- Non-Expanded
Unemployment Unemployment Unemployment Unemployment
$ 161.70

$ 177.18

$ 138.52

$ 183.98

Maximum V

182 16

190.47

193.78

194.94

Minimum Value

142.00

164.72

110.17

167.05

Mean Value

Minimum as 7.

od Maximum

78.0 7.

86.5

source: Authors' Calculations.
* In 1980 prices.

fl

56.8 %

85.7 %

28
maxnmum of $ 194.94.

Per capita refers to the total population,

not just to the poverty population.

The overall average of the

estimates is $ 165.35.

The most useful estimates of the threshold level of per capita
public aid are those using the expanded form of the unemployme_nt

relationship in the estimating equation.

This is due to this form of

the estimating equation shifting the impact of public aid an the
unemployment rate to the coefficients of the public aid variable.
In the other versions of the estimating equations, there is an Indirect effect of public aid on poverty, operating through the un
employment variable, that is not captured by the coefficients of the
public aid measures.

Focusing just on the expanded unemployment

type equations yields an average threshold aid estimate of $ 150.11
per capita.

How does the $ 150 per capita public aid figure compare with
actual levels of aid?

Referring again to Table 1, we see that the

S 150 level was first exceeded in 1972, the year before the poverty
rate reached its all time low.

In every-year since, through 1983,

per capita levels of federal public aid have exceeded that threshold
level, by over fifty percent in 1978.

Thus, for twelve consecutive

years, following 1971, the magnitude of federal public aid was in

the range in which it actually resulted in poverty being greater
than it would have been with a smaller amount of aid.

1983 levels of

public aid were slightly more than thirty percent greater than the
$ 150 figure.

The gap between the actual level of aid and the
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average threshold level translates into eleven billion dollars (in
1980 prices) of public aid that has the primary effect of increasing
the poverty rate.

To more fully illustrate the urpact of current levels of public
aid on the magnitude of the poverty population, compared to v.-hat it

was in 1971, the pure effects of public aid have been calculated for
each of the estimating equations reported in Table 3.
are shown in Table 5.

The results

If we take the median outcane, equation 2 (a

model, by the way, which we feel is superior to the others in terms
of both its logic and performance), it is estimated that the number
of people recorded as being in the ?overty condition who are there an

a volmtary basis was in excess of two million in 1983 and had been
more than for million during the late 1970's.
note that this is a minimum estimate.

It is important to

As the level of public aid

moves above the threshold level, there are still the direct income
enhancing effects of aid that operate to =NE people out of poverty.
What we see in Table 5 is not the gross number of people who have
chosen the poverty condition on a voluntary basis, but the net accretion to their numbers.

Thus, in some ways, the figure- in Table 5 are

merely the tip of the iceberg.

The net additions to the poverty ranks as the result of escalating levels of public aid expenditures shown in Table 5 constitute

members of a new class in American society, a group that may be

- 86

2
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Table

5

Change in Poverty Population Attributable to Change in Real
Per Capita Federal Public Aid* Compared to 1971, Various
Poverty Models, United States, 1972-1983

Change in Poverty Population**
Year

Model 1

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

+
+
+
+

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

+

Source:
in Table 3.

842
1,040
1,106
3,558

+ 5,064
+ 6,359
+

7,563
6,910

+ 6.281
+ 6,787
+

3,636

+ 4,154

Model 2

+
+
+

230
330
344
1,869

+
+ 3,587
+ 3,809

+
+
+
+
+
+

4,638
4,180
3,667
4,009
1,745
2,076

Model 3

+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Model 4

569

-

751
795

-

2,870
5,029
5,320
6,348
5,798
5,216
5,655
2,866
3,308

+

+

154
147
167
733
1,947

4

2,089

-

+
+
+
+
+

+

2,692
2,339
1,905
2,137
473
679

Model 5

-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+

151
148
17
628

1,711
1,837
2,376
2,059
1,669

1,876
389
572

Authors' calculations from regression models reported

* In 1980 prices.
** Difference between poverty population in indicated year and
poverty population in 1971 as the result of differences in levels of
real per capita federal public aid.
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regarded as the mainstream of a "new structural poverty".

This

new form of structural poverty differs significantly from the earlier concept, in which eeople were presumed to be locked in poverty
involuntarily, core to their lack of access to sources of labor market
income.

Now, the genesis of structural poverty is a set of responses

to the availability of non-labor market income that leads people to
voluntarily abjure the labor market.

To illustrate graphically the

minimum magnitude of this form of poverty, we have converted the
estimates derived from equation (2) in Table 3 (shown in Table 5)
into Figure 4.

The ironic dimension of the new structural poverty is that it
is the direct result of a set of public policies that have been
geared to eliminating, a structural poverty that, by and large, did
not exist.

In a very real sense, the structural poverty we find

today derives from the structuralist hypothesis of yesteryear,
representing, more or less, a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Welfare and Family Stability
About the same time that academics began exploring the notion
of structural poverty and political decision makers inaugarated The
War on Poverty, Daniel Patrick Moynihan issued his famous report detailing how the Negro family was being undermined by public policy,
11

in particular the welfare system.

In more recent years, commenta-

tors such as George Gilder and Murray have suggested that the eligibility rules for welfare recipients provide enormous economic
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incentives for households to be headed by single women.

It is

argued that the costs of marriage in terms of lost welfare benefits are
greater than the financial and nonfinancial benefits associated with
the traditional two parent nuclear family arrangement.
Certainly, the incidence of family instability has risen mar::edly since the 1960's.

At the beginning of that decade, 20.6 percent

of black children under the age of 18 lived with their mother only more than three times the incidence observed for whites, and a large
enough proportion to alarm tioynihan.

look small today.

Yet, the numbers for that era

In 1983, for the first time the proportion of black

Children under age 18 living only with their mother exceeded 50 per13
cent.

The single parent family is now the norm among blacks.

The

incidence of single parent white families has increased likewise, rising
from 6.2 to 15.0 percent between 1960 and 1983.
There are many different statistical measures of family instability, but the one that has been maintained the longest and is perhaps
the most straighforward in an interpretative sense is the divorce
rate.

Data are available on a regular basis from at least 1920, allow-

ing for analysis of this phenomenon from a long term historical perspective.

Table 6 shows that the mean divorce rate was stable in the

1920's and 1930's, rose in the 1940's, remained stable for another
generation, and then skyrocketed in the 1970's.
divorce rate do seem to

The changes in the

parallel historical changes in welfare expend-

itures, particularly in regard to explaining the recent experience.

37
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Table

6

Divorce Rate, by Decade, 1920-1983

Decade

Mean Divorce Rate*

1920'2

1.56

1930's

1.65

1940's

2.78

1950's

2.36

1960's

2.66

1970's

4.57

1980's

5.10

Per 1,000 population; mean
is the average of the 10 years comprising the decade, except for the
1980's, where the mean is for the
years 1980-1983.
Sources: U. S. Department of
Commerce, Historical Statistics of

the U. S., Colonial TiunsF673707

aiunatistical Abstract of -6W
United States, various years.
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Sam researchers, however, believe this relationship between
rising divorce and increases in welfare payments is no more than a
coincidence.

Writing in the Wall Street Journal on May 15, Richard

D. Coe and Greg J. Duncan assert, "there is no conclusive evidence of
strong links between the generosity of existing welfare programs
and the incidence of births, divorces, marriages or remar,iages."
David Ellwood and Mary Jo Bane conclude, "welfare simply does not
appear to be the underlying cause of the dramatic changes in family
14

structure of the past two decades."
Who is right
wood, and Bane?

Moynihan, Gilder, and Murray, or Coe, Duncan, Ell-

To examine tnis question

we have gathered data on

public assistance and the divorce rate for 10 four year periods, beginning with 1944-47 and ending with 1980-83.

Four year periods are

used in order to rciuce problems associated with the time lag between
marital separation and the issuance of a divorce decree, as well as
short term fluctuations in divorce related more to the vicissitudes
of the business cycle rather than longer term developments.
One other phenomenon that might explain rising divorce has
been the great upsurge in inflation.

Rising prices, particularly when

unanticipated, pose financial strains for families, increasing pressures for female labor force participation and reducing the advantages
of trading arrangements that form the economic basis of the modern
15

family.

We regressed the divorce rate against real per capita federal
public assistance payments per capita and the percentage increase in
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consumer prices (compared with the previous four year period).

The

results are impresslve:

where

A

1.836 +

D

(8)

Pr +

.039
(5 138)

008 A ,
(5.786)

D denotes the divorce rate,

Pr

R

= .96, D-W = 1.62

the rate of change in prices.

the public aid measure, and the values in parentheses beneath the

coefficients are t-statistics.
Expression (8) suggests a very strong statistical relationship between the divorce rate and both the rate of price inflation and the
level of public aid payments.

These factors, alone, can explain 96

percent of *he considerable variation in the divorce rate over these
forty years.

Between 1964-67, the beginning of The Great Society, and 1976-79,

when the divorce rate peac.d, that rate rare than doubled, going from
2.5 to 5.2 per 1,000 population.

Applying the coefficients from ex-

pression (8) to the actual increases in public aid and inflation, we
observe that 1.36 percentage points (50 percent) of the 2.70 percentage
point growch in the divorce rate is explainable by welfare growth,

while 1.27 percentage points (47 percent) is explainable by increased
inflation.

While the results do suggest that unfortunate macroeconomic

policies were also important, they are also highly consistent with the
Mbynihan-Gilder-Murray view.

They indicate that, by the late 1970's,

the number of divorces had risen by about 300,000 annually because of
ne increasing volume of welfare payments associated with the statutory
changes of the mid-Sixties and after.
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Mbving further along these lines, we have estimated a variety of
statistical models to explain the ri--.st obvious outward manifestation

of fanuly change, the rise in t'ne relative number of families with a
female head, a phenomenon that w...1 discussed earlier.

In this case,

the Moynihan-Gilder-Murray hypotheses suggest that the percentage of
families with a female head will be positively related to the availability
of public aid.

In addition, we introduce as explanatory variables the

degree of labor force participation among females and real per capita
16

A representative result is the following.

national income.

(9)

log F

+

1.56

=

00085 A
(4 13)

where log F

+

02363 L
(8 74)

-

.02799 Y
(3.27)

is the logarithm of the number of families with a female

head (expressed as a percentage of all familiec),
public aid variable,

A

is the familiar

L is the labor force participation rate for

femal,s (aged 20 and over), and Y is real per capita national income.
Again, the values in parentheses beneath the regression coefficients
are t-statistics.

Clearly, all the variables are highly significant

in a statistical sense.

Our interest is in the public aid mea,ure.

On the basis of an average

of the regression coefficients from a

number of-. statistical nodels of this sort, we estimate that an additional

one dollar of per capita aid (between 200 and 25C million dollars in
1980 prices) has the effect of producing an additional 5,000 families
with a female head.

The Mbynihan-Gilder-MUrray conjectures are strik-

ingly confirmed and the Ellwood-Bane conclusion that welfare is not

4
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related to changes in family structure is called into

serious question.

With respect to the disagreement betwm, our findings and those of
Ellwood and Bane, it is worth noting that . recent study by the Congressional Research Service, reported in Children in Poverty, prepared
for the Committee on Ways and ',leans of the U. S. House of Representatives,

agrees with our conciczions.

Using cross-sect onal data, rather than

time series information, it finds that Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) payments, a major component of our public aid variable,
have "had a dramatic impact- on the living arrangements of young single
17

nuthers, increasing the proportion who set up their own households."
It further finds that such benefits had an effect on divorce and separation rates, especially among younger mothers.

Collectively, these findings suggests that the externalities,
or "spill over effects", of public aid type transfers of income to low
income members of the society cannot be ignored.
to quantitatively see

re

While it is difficult

their impact in dollar terms, it appears

that the social costs no the country of these externalities probably far
exceed those suggested by a simple examination of the official poverty
rate statistics.

ConcludinP Remarks
One powerful theme seems to emerge from the preceding analysis
of the empirical data that describe the poverty-welfare nexus.

The

Wai on Poverty, after some apparent early successes, has been lost.
Far from accomplishing its intended goal of reducing the volume of
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structural poverty in the economy, it has created its own version of
sl,h poverty, a "new' structural poverty that is enteied into by choice,
simply because it is more attractive than a non-poverty condition.

This is not a new development, something that is unusual in time and
place.

A careful reading of the historical experience indicates that it

h.tb happened before.

One example.

The Speenhamland Laws that pauper18

ized the laborers of England in the early 19th century.

Intended to

provide a guaranteed minimum income for all, they encouraged the condition they were intended to alleviate, just as tranqfer payments in
late twentieth century America operate to produce poverty rather than
eliminate it.

How far we have gone in this respect is suggested by

Figure 5, which portrays what we call the poverty - welfare curve for
the United States.

Akin to the Laffer Curve in the area of taxa-

tion, it shows a relationship between the poverty rate and public aid
in which the poverty rate declines for an interval as aid is increased
until aid reaches the previously described threshold level.

Beyond that

point, there is a positive association between aid and poverty.
The particular poverty-welfare curve shown in Figure 5 is
derived from a regression model that yields approximately the average
threshold value of aid for those models using an expanded unemployment format.

Thus, it can be thought of as a "typical" case, given

1983 levels of the other variables in the regression 'yodel.

We

have highlighted in this diagram the 1983 level of aid am] the
UWUPLC1 level of aid that was reached during the late 1970's.

4
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of these are far beyond the threshold value for aid, meaning that
the United States is well into the Speenhamland phase with its welfare programs.

At 1983 levels of public aid, every additional $ 4,000

of federal public aid expenditures has the effect of putting one
more person on the poverty rolls.

At present, all that seems to be

at issue is how attractive we will choose to make the poverty candid:dn.

That, by and large, will determine the size'of the poverty

population

in America.
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APPENDIX A
The data sources for the measures employed in -nalyzing the
behavior of the poverty rate in the United States are as follows.
POVERTY RAZE: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population
(1)
Reports, Series P-60, various issues.

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE: U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment
(2)
and Earnings, various issues.
LIMEY WAGE RATE: Compensation per hour, business sector, as
(3)
reported in Table B-40, Economic Report of the President (Washington,
D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office,-TOW.
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT DEFLATOR: Implicit price deflator, business sector, as reported in Table B-40, Economic Report of the President (Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing 0 ice,-1785).
(4)

Output per hour of all persons,
AYERACE PRODUCTIVITY OF LABOR:
(5)
business sector, as reported in Table B-40, Economic Report of the
Presidelnt (Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office,-I385).
the
NATIONAL INCOME: as reported in Table B-19, Economic Report or
(6)
President (Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX: as reported in Table B-52, Economic Report
(7)
of the President (Washington, D. C.: U. S. Govenmwmt Printing Office,
7185)7
FEDERAL PUBLIC AID: Federal public aid as reported by the Social
(8)
Security Administration in the Social Security Bulletin, various issues.
POPULATION: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population
(9)
Reports, Series ?-25, various issues.
(10)

DIVORCE RATE:

U. S. Bureau of tne Census, Current Population

'.'reports, series P-20, various issues.

FAMILIES WITH FEMALE HEAD: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Current
(11)
Population Reports, Series P-20, various issues.

as reported in Table
(12) FEMALE LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATE:
U. S.
B-32, Economic Report of the President (Washington, D. C.
Government Printing OffiCe71985).
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APPENDIX B
Per Capita Aid Coefficients and Threshold Values of Per Capita Aid*,
40 Statistical Mode's of Poverty, United States, 1953-1933

Regression Coefficients

Model Form

Aid

LogPoverty-Expanded UnemploymentAutoregressive
Adjustment

LogPoverty-Log
UnemploymentAutoregressive
Adjustment

LogpovertyUneuploymentAutoregressive
Adjustment

LogPoverty-Ex
panded Unemployment***

Poverty-Expanded Unemployuent-Autoregressive Ad-

justmnt

Poverty-Log
Unemployment
Autoregressive
Adjustment

-.0053256#
-.0056175#
-.0054970#
-.0053556#
-.0055101#

Aid Squared

.00001821#
.00001665#
.00001757#
.00001470#
.00001531#

Nature of
Income
Variable

Threshold
Value of

Public Aid

**

PCNYSQ
LRPCNY
RPCNY
PCYREC

PCNYSQ&

$ 146.23
169.71
152.41
182.16
163.86

RPCNY
-.0051557#
-.0047764@
-.0051855#
-.0054093#
-.0057751#

.00001441#
.00001314#
.00001574#
.00001420#
.00001592#

PCNYSQ
LRPCNY
RPCNY
PCYREC
PCNYSQ 6c

178.20
181.75
164.72
190.47
181.38

RPCNY
-.0057309#
-.0051387#
-.0054337#
-.0053903#
-.0052453#

.00001640#
.00001475#
.00001565#
.00001501#
.00001514#

-.0052019#
-.0051855#
-.0051912#
-.0051562#
-.0050897#

.00001832#
.00001574#
.00001719#
.00001419#
.00001553#

PCNYSQ
LRPCNY
RPCNY
PCYREC
PCNYSQ S
RPCNY

174.72
174.19
173.60
179.55
173.23

PCTIYSO

142.00
164.73
150.99
181.68
163.22

LRPCNY
RPCNY

PCYREC
PCNYSQ &
RPCNY

-.057728i#
-.0663234#
-.0595363#
-.0808615#
-.0560019

.0002622#
.0002418#
.0002476#
.0002328#
.0001445

PCNYSQ
LRPCNY
RPCNY
PCYREC
PCNYSQ &
RPCNY

110.17
137.14
122.24
173.67
193.78

-.102926q#
-.0957595#
-.0997982#

.0002640#
.0002520#
.0007586#
0002314#
0002022@

PCNYSQ
LitPOIY
RPCNY
PCYREC
PCNYSQ &
RPCNY

194.94
190.00
192.96
186 82
192.06

-.08646141/

-.0776700@
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

Regression Coefficients

Model Form
Aid

Poverty -Unem-

ploymentnAutoregressive Adjustment

Poverty-Expanded Unemployment***

Aid Squared

Nature of
Income
Variable
**

Threshold

Value of
Public Aid

-.1085783#
-.0851431#
-.1002202#
-.0702270
-.0610323

.0002949#
.0002418#
.0002792#
.0002102@
.0001716

PCNYSQ
LRPCNY
RPCNY
PCYREC
PCNYSQ &
RPCNY

$ 184.09
174.52
179.48
167.05
177.83

-.0577331#
-.0595512#
-.0584523#
-.0605617#
-.0547999#

.0002604#
.0002299#
.0002479#
.0002087#
.0001881#

PCNYSQ
LRPrIN
RPCNY
PCYREC
PCNYSQ &
RPCNY

110.85
129.52
117.09
145.09
145.67

Source: Authors' calculations.
* Real per capita federal public aid in 1980 prices.
** Real per capiXenatiemal,ineome in 1980 prices. The codes for
the income variables are as follows: PCNYSQ- income squared; LRPCNY
the reciprocal of income; and PCNYSQ
inane; PCYREC
log income; RPCNY
ano RPaTimmace up a quadratic form of the income variable.
*k* In the absence of an autoregressive adjustment, the DurbinWatson statistics are important. The respective D-W's for the log poverty1.87, 1.55, 1.75, 1.36, and 1.57. For
expanded unemployment models are:
the poverty - expanded unemployment models, they are 2.03, 1.79, 1.94, 1.58,

and 1.53.
# Significant at the five percent level or beyond.

@ Significant at the ten percent level or beyond.

5i

One-tailed test.
One-tailed test.
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The evidence with respect to the relationship between the volume
of poverty and the level of money income transfers to the low-income
segments of the population is mounting and it presents a compelling
case for the existence of poverty

by choice ".1

Elsewhere, we call

this the "new" structural poverty, by which we mean that people choose
poverty levels of money income over non-poverty levels because they
feel the combination of income and leisure acconipanying "poverty" to
be preferable to that associated with non-poverty.

Voluntary poverty of the type envisaged in the concept of a "new"
structural poverty has quite different implications than poverty of
an involuntary nature, especially from the standpoint of the social
well-being of those recorded as being in the poverty condition.

Spe-

cifically, in the case of poverty "by choice" it would seem that those
who voluntarily select poverty status in preference to a non-poverty
situation must feel that they are "better off" in terms of overall
satisfaction as the result of being in poverty.

If this is true, the

mere fact that they are observed as being in poverty does not mean
that society should regard them as somehow automatically being candidates for further societal largesse.

At 'the extreme, if all observed

poverty were of this type, the meaning of the poverty rate as an
indicator of social malaise would be the reverse of the conventional
notion that the higher the poverty rate, the poorer the performance of
the society in taking care of its low income members.

In the case

of poverty by choice - the "new" structural poverty - a
rate indicates a more satisfied lower income population.

higher poverty
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Of course, all this is conditional on the proposition that all
those who constitute the
group by choice.

new

structural poverty are a part of this

Unfortunately, this is not the case.

very significant component of the

new

There is one

structural poverty that has not

voluntarily opted for the poverty condition, namely, related children
within family units, who, more often than not, are the very rationale
for the existence of the transfer payment income that induces their
parents to elect the poverty condition.

How important is the possibility outlined above'
substantial.

Apparently, quite

The data of Table 1 describe the changing patterns of

poverty rates among related children, by state, during the decade of
the 1970's.
censuses.

These data are calculated from the 1970 and 1980 decennial

2

They are presented here in the form of the percentage change

in the poverty rate for children across the decade in question.

Perhaps

the most striking feature of this statistical measure is its volatility
across the states.

At one extreme, New Jersey, the poverty rate among

children rose by 53.2 percent between 1969 and 1979 while, at the
other, Wyoming, it fell by 34.7 percent.

Such differences cry for an

explanation,

Perhaps the most obvious possible source of these widely variant
poverty experiences among the states is differing economic conditions.
There is a sizable degree of variation in the rates of economic growth
among the s

Thus, this variable should be given serious consid-

eration in any explanation of the diverse rates of change in poverty
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Table 1

Percentage Change in Poverty Rate k7ong Related Children
Under Age 18, by State, 1969-1979

State
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indian&
Iowa
Kensas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massacusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Ham7thire

Percentage Change
in Poverty Rate
- 19.5
7.8
- 25.2
-

-

-

-

-

New Je----y

New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas

-

19.7
9.4

46.2
26.8
3.6
12,4
12.6
35.5
28,0
23.)
5.0
13.3
21.7
9.0
8.7
48.9
41.5
7.3
26.4
2.0
3.8
0.8
9.9
19,0
53.2
17.2
49.6
22.5
10.1

22.0
- 20.3
11.1

27.5
16.2
- 26.8
5.8
- 16.3
- 13.8
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Table

state
Utah
Vermout
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

1 (uoncluoed)

Percertage Lhanne
in Poverty Hate
0.9

20.9
- 17.2
17.3
-23.9
16.9
- 34.7

5:Jurce:
Table 2, Appendix H, Children in Poverty,
Committee Print, Committee on Ways and Means, U. S.
House of Representatives (Washington, D. C.
U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1955), pp. 613-614.
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among children.

In addition, there is, of course, the possibility

that the poverty-non-poverty choices implicit in the concept of

he

"new" structural poverty spill over into the poverty experience of
Consequently, the relationship between the inc,dence of

children.

change in poverty among children and the availability of transfer
payment income must be explored.

We can begin the exploration with a rather 'straightforward excurConsider the family unit,

sion into the realm of economic theory.

however defined, to be an income maximizing entity.

)w, we

choose to ignore any non-pecuniary benefits or costs associated with
the rearing of children.

Now, under these conditions, maximizing behavior

would seem to dictate that children will be produced only if the discounted present value of the stream of income they generate exceeds
the discounted present value of the monetary cost of rearing Clem.
Combining these two considerations in one relationship, the critical
determinant of whether it is profitable to have children is the discounted present value of the difference between the marginal increment
to income they provide and the marginal cost of rearing,
=

(1)

i.

e.,

Z (MRc - MCc)1/0 + r)1
i=0

where

denotes the benefit, froo hav'ng children,

B

marginal revenue from children,
r

MR

is the

c

MCc

is the marginal cost of children,

is an appropriate discount rate, and

n is the number of years

the children reside within the family un't, from birth.
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If

B

c

is positive for some finite n, the production of

children is a profitable enterprise.

If negative, child rearing is

not, although it may still be engaged in for the sake of non-pecuniary benefits associated with the existence of children.

For our purposes, expression (1) is useful if we can obtain data
describing the marginal revenue and marginal cost associated during the
years within the family unit.
variety are available.

Fortuitously, some estimates of this

On the cost side, United States De, irtment of

Argiculture USDA) estimates of child-rearing costs have been calculted. 3
We troa$ as marginal costs food, clothing, medical care, education, and
certain miscellaneous expenditures.

We use ninety percent of the

economy budget cost levels estimated by the USDA in 1983 dollars.
The rationale for using ninety percent of the economy cost level

is

that the income brackets these estimates embrace are in excess of the
poverty threshold level of income on the high side. 4

The calculated

marginal costs, for various years of age, between birth and the attainment of the 18th birthday, are shown in Table 2.
On the other side of the coin, the marginal revenue of a poor
child depends on the level of transfer payment income generated by
the presence of such a child.

Confining ourselves to those situations

in which a family unit is already established, we approxlmate the
marginal revenue of an additional child by equating it with the sum
of the average cash and food stamp benefits available per poor child.
Table 3 shows these for the years 1974-1979, the latter part of the
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Table

2

Estimated Marginal Cost of Rearing Children,
Various Age Levels

Age

Marginal Costs

1190 Dollars)

Less than 1

S

1

Z-3
4-5
6

7-9
10-11
12
13-15
16-17

770
836
851
943
1,057
1,147
1,257
1,317
1,392
1,497

United States Department of Agriculture,
Source:
Agricultural Research Service, USDA Estimates of the
Cost of Raising a Child, A Guide to Their Use and
Interpretation, Miscellaneous Publication Number
U. S. Government Printing
1411 (Washington, D. C.:
Office, 1981), updated.

of
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Taole

3

Average Cash and Food Stamp Benefits Per
Poor
Child, 1974-1979

Year

Average benefits
(1983 Dollars)

1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

1,252
1,308
1,446
1,418
1,295
1,225

Average:
1974-1979

1,324

Source:- Table 6-4, Children In Poverty,
Committee Print, Committee on Ways and Means,
U. S. House of Representatives (Washington,
D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office,
1985), p.

182.
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decade referred to in the calculation of percentage changes in the
poverty rate among children reported in Table 1.

The average yearly

benefit level for these six years is S 1,324 (1983 prices) according
to materials prepared by the Congressional Research Service for the
5

Ways and Means Committee of tne U. S. House of Representatives.
A casual examination of the data of Table 2 indicates that the
marginal revenue associated with rearing a poverty child exceeds the
marginal costs up to about age 12.

If we assume that the child re-

mains with the family through his or her 17th year, the value of Bc
in expression (1) is $ 2,969 (1983 prices), using a three percent real
discount rate.

This is probably an understatement of 8c

for a variety

of reasons:
1.

Discounting up to the 18th birthday is probably inappropriate.

Poverty children are q,:itc likely to leave the

sehold before that age.
2.

The real discount rate of three percent is probably higher
than warranted,

3.

No account is tdikeo of income that may be generatA by children as they enter their older years.

4.

The true marginal revehJe of rearing children is probably
understated due to non-inclusion of certain other forms of
welfare hanefits.

5.

The true marginal revenue of rearing children is understated
to the extent there is any family income subject to income
taxation (the impact of the individual exemption).
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6.

The true marginal costs are perhaps overstated because
living standards are not maintained at ninety percent of
the economy cost level.

Whatever the true value of

8

,

c

it seems clear that it is positive,

meaning that, at the margin, it is profitable to have children if they
qualify for the standard stream of welfare benefits.

In effect, chil-

dren become the "meal ticket" for the family enterprise.

To illustrate

the importance of children in this respect, we have estimated a
Robinsonian exploitation rate for them at different age levels, using
the relationship
(2)

where

E

Table 4.

(MPc - MCc)(100)/(M8c)

=

E

denotes the exploitation rate.

6

The results are shown in

During the first year of l'fe, the typical "poor child" is

subject to a 42 percent rate of exploitation,

Exploitation continues

to be positive through age 12 and then turns slightly negative up to
age 18.

Over their total lifetime, the exploitation rate for chil-

dren averages 12.5 percent, meaning that children receive only seveneighths of the transfer payment income they generate for their parents.
All of this is to suggest a formal statistical hypothesis of the
following form:

(3)

PC

.

a

1

where

+

b A.
1

+

C Y.

u

1

PC denotes the percentage change in the poverty rate for children

reported in Table 1,

A
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is a measure of the availability of transfer
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Table

4

Rate of Exploitation of Children, by Age

Age

Exploitation Rate

42 %
37
36
29

Less than 1
1

2-3
4-5

20

6
7-9
10-11

13

6

12

13-15
16-17

Source-

1
-

5

- 13

Authors' Calculations.

E3
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payment income to lcw income households,
growth, the subscript i

Y

represents economic

refers to individual states, and u is a

random error term.

For data, we have used the most obvious source of transfer payment income directly relating to children,
Dependent Children (AFDC).

Aid for Families with

The average family payment levels for

1975, roughly the mid-point of the decade under consideration, are
employed.

To measure economic growth over the decade, we use the

percentage change in per capita income levels. 7

The results of estimating a multiple regression equation embodying the relationships shown in expression (3) are as follows:

(4)

PC

=
i

24.28

+

0.7267 A.
(4.81) 1

-

1.9905 y.,
(8.83)

where the values in parentheses are t-statistics.
impressive in a statistical sense.

2

=

.844

1

Expression (4) is

Almost 85 percent of the variation

among the states in the percentage change in the children's

poverty

rate is explained and both the hypothesized explanatory variables
have regression coefficients that are highly significant in a statistical sense.

What is the import of this statistical evidence?
to that Question -s a somewhat depressing one.

The answer

Wnat is indicated here

is that a major share of the burden of the rising incidence of the
"new" structural poverty is borne by the children of those who voluntarily choose the poverty condition.

Not by choice, but by chance,
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the offspring of those who have volunteered for the poverty condition have peen thrust center stage into The liar on Poverty.

Perhaps

more than anything else, they indicate the ultimate failure of that
endeavor.

In a sense, the generals who marshalled society's resources

to fight poverty have condemned millions upon millions of children
to a life of poverty.

Exactly how many is difficult to determine but,

if we had kept the poverty rate among children at its 1969 level,
there would have been almost four-and-one-half million fewer children
living in money incolle poverty conditions in 1983.

These young

people are the true casualties of The War on Poverty, a monument to
the folly of social planning that ignores the behavioral responses
of the individual members of society.

Unfortunately, there seems to be no end to such folly.

Witness,

in the 98th Congress, a piece of legislation entitled The Omnibus
Anti-Poverty Act of 1984 was introduced.

Among ocher things, it

would have mandated minimum AFDC payments for the states that would
have forced some 41 of them to raise their benefit levels by 1986.
At the extreme, under this legislation, Mississippi would be forced
to increase its AFDC benefits by a facto.: of more than four, compared
8

to its 1984 maximum benefit levels for a

family of three.

And

Mississippi had one of the largest declines in poverty among children
between 1969 and 1979.

To be frank, if you deliberately set out

to create a system that would ensure an increase in the rate of poverty

55-772 0 - 86 - 3
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among children, you could not do mucn better than this.

This

dimension of the Omnibus Anti-Poverty Act approaches being sheer
madness.

It ignores the available evidence and, worse yet, pre-

scribes a massive increase in the very poison that has led to
increasing impoverishment among America's children.
it end?

Where will
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FOOTNOTES

See Lowell Gallaway, Richard Vedder, and Therese Foster, "The
'New' Structural Poverty: A Quantitative Analysis," elsewhere in this
For other works espousing this view, see Charles
hearing record.
Murray, Losing Ground (New York: Basic Books, 1984) and Warren T.
BrookFs, The Economy in Mind (New York: Universe Books, 1982).
1.

These data are taken from Table c, Appendix H, Children in Poverty,
Committee Print, Committee on Ways and Means, U. S. House of RepresentaU. S. Government Printing Office, 1985), pp.
tives (Washington, D. C.:
613-614.

2.

United States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research
Service, USDA Estimates of the Cost of Raising a Child, A Guide to
Their Use, and Interpretation, Miscellaneous Publication Number 1411
Wiirlingtdn, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1981), updated.
3.

For a family of four, the 1983 upper income bracket to which what
are called the "thrifty" and "low cost" budgets apply approaches S 20,000,
before taxes.
4.

5.

Table 6-4, Children in Poverty, op. cit., p.

182.

For the classic discussion of Robinsonian exploitation, see Joan
Robinson, The Economics of Imperfect Competition (London: Macmillan,
1933), pp. 381-391.
6.

The data source is U. S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Survey of
Income is expressed in 1967 dolTars,
Current Business, various issues.
using the consumer price index as a deflator.
7.

See Children in Poverty, op. cit., for data concerning the maximum
benefit levels, by state, in 984.
8.
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Senator Symms. Please proceed, Mr. Gottschalk.
STATEMENT OF PETER GOTTSCHALK, INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH
ON POVERTY, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON, AND DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS, BOWDOIN COLLEGE

Mr. GoTrscHAnk. Thank you for inviting me to testify on this important subject. Policy decisions are being made on the basis of factual evidence, factual evidence which I believe has 'seen misinterpreted.
If I could, I would like to insert my prepared statement into the
record.
Senator SYMMS. Yes. All of the prepared statements will be part
of our record.
Mr. GcrrrscmAnk. Also, the Institute for Research on Poverty has
just published an issue of Focus which gives a summary of a conference at Williamsburg on an evaluation of the antipoverty program. I would like to have that inserted in the record as well, since
it deals specifically with this hearing.
Senator Symms. Without objection, so ordered
How long is it?
Mr. GOITSCHALK. It is 26 pages.

Senator SYMMS. We will either put it in the record or the subcommittee files.
Mr. C1( "TSCHALK. Clearly the testimony of Mr. Gallaway outlines

the major thrust of the criticisms on the war on poverty. There are
really two parts to the criticisms.

The first is a factual statement. The factual statement is that
The second is a causal statement, that the larger programs

poverty is worse when programs become larger.

caused the increase in poverty.
Those are two separate arguments. I think it is important to separate them, as Mr. Murray has done.

In my testimony, I want to look at the factual evidence and I
want to argue that it is partially right but misleading. I then want
to look at the second question: Did the programs cause the poverty?
I take a much more neutral view than most people in this field.
It seems to me that many programs worked and some didn't work.

I think that statements that all programs are failures or all progrpmas are successes are simply not consistent with the data.
Before I move to the specifics, let me just mention two commonly
ignored facts about the war on poverty. The first is that the war on

poverty's main aim was to mRke people self-sufficient. The idea
was that transfers would be a necessary evil during the time in
which you could help people overcome market disadvantages. That
is very clear in the literature put out early in the war on poverty.
There was no idea during the early years that growth would solve
the problems or that transfers would solve the problems. The hope
was that you could make people self-sufficient.
The goal of the people who designed the war on poverty continues to be the goal of those of us working in the field.

The second ignored fact is that the
on poverty, while large
in some absolute sense, in any relativewar
sense was small. The war
on poverty never exceeded $10 billion per year.
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So for people who want to either :lame all of society's ills on this
relatively small program or people who want to claim tremendous
success, I think they are simply overlooking the fact that the war
was fought with relatively small ammunition. You can't expect to
have a large positive impact nor a tremendously negative impact
with this committment.
Let me move to the details.

The first question is, did things get worse when progams in-

creased?

If you will look at Wile 1 of my prepared statementI will flip
very quickly through these tables, because I don't want to take
more than my allotted time.
If one looks at that table, you find that prior to 1969, pretransfer
poverty declined. That is, people were earning more and hence
their poverty rates were going down. During the same time, unemployment rates were going down. It seems to me that there is a
fairly clear connection between the increased ability of people to
earn income and the declining unemployment rates during that
period.

During the same period, post-transfer poverty was declining. In
other words, things were working well. People were earning more,

their pretransfer poverty rates were going down, and their posttransfer poverty rates were going down.
After 1969, there is a change, an important change.

Pretransfer poverty started going up. In other words, people

were earning less. The question is what caused this change. There
is no doubt that the proportion of people who didn't have sufficient
earnings to put them above the poverty line started going up after
1969.

Well, Mr. Murray, and now Mr. Gallaway, argue that it is the
programs. I do not deny that the programs may have had some
impact, I think it is irresponsible to r. rue that programs had absolutely no impact, because the soup; economic analysis, which I will
cover in a little while, shows that ley do have negative impacts,
and one shouldn't deny that.
However, what seems to be denied by the other side is that unemployment rates went up during that same pet iod. We all know
that after 1969, economic conditions, worsened. It shouldn't surprise us that pretransfer poverty rates start going up when unemployment increased. You will notice post-transfer poverty does continue to go down.
The story is straightforward: As the economy weakened, people
couldn't earn as much, more of them fell into pretransfei. poverty,
and the Government stepped in and helped some of those people
out of poverty.
Starting in 1979 post-transfer poverty also started goi,ig up, and

if you look at the evidence from several other papers which we
have written, you will find that transfer programs were being cut
back during that period.

So, it is clear that transfer programs and unemployment both

have an impact on poverty. To ignore macroeconomic conditions is
just simply to ignore the elephant while focusing on the mouse.
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The next argument leveled against the war on poverty is that it
hurts blacks relative to whites. The problem with that argument is
that it mixes together several different elements.
If you will look at table 2 of my prepared statement, it shows
changes in proverty rates for six different groups, broken down by
age of head, sex of head, race of head, and presence of children.
What you find is that blacks do relatively better than whites in all
six groups. In other words, the poverty rates among blacks go down
relative to poverty rates among whites for every one of those six

groups.

Now how can the overall poverty rates 'or blacks go up? The
answer is that there were more female head of families who had
above average poverty rates, and hence the .nix of blacks, is more
toward that group which has relatively high pc .-erty rates.
Is the Government responsible for the t. ange in female headship
among blacks? I will review evidence in a little while which argues
that there is very little evidence that the Government is responsible for those changes.
If you look at the factual statements, things did not get worse for
blacks. If you break it down by demographic groups, as I think you
should, you should compare black nonaged males with the white
nonaged males.

Were the programs a failing
Here what I would like to do is just review three different programs to give you a range, because that is my argument, that you
can't make the statement that everything works. That is what was
said at the beginning of the war on poverty, and people were
wrong. I wish they h.d been right; they were wrong. All programs
don't work. Meanwhile, we now have a new view that says none of
the programs worked. It seems to me that it is just as indefensible
as the earlier statement.
The first programs were the programs for the elderly. I can refer
you to table 3 of my prepared statement, but I think that everyone
in this room knows that there was a massive increase in expendi-

tures on the elderly between 1970 and 1980. There was a $70 billion
increase in programs for those folks. The increase :n the programs
for the elderly was more than the total amount spent for the
nonelderly, nor -s_isabled in 1980. There was a massive growth in Social
Security and SSI.
The result was that poverty rates for the elderly dropped from 24
percent o 15 percent in a 10-year period. You started with poverty
rates that were twice the national average and they dropped in
1983 to below the national average.
It seems to me that this is a clear example that sometimes giving
money in fact works. I think that we have a great success with the
elderly. We designed programs and we brought their poverty rates
down below the poverty rates of the nonelderly.
That is my success story.
It is harder to argue that we had an unambiguous success with
AFDC and food stamps.
Thy first thing to realise is that while this has become the focus

of the debate, it is a relatively small program compared to the

other programs. People are sometimes surprised to find that AFDC
and food stamps only comprises 7 percent of the total amount of
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cash transfers. While these are relatively small programs they get
the attention of the public.
What are the facts? Remember that the claim is that increases
in AFDC payments cause family breakups and cause folks to work
less. Both of those tend to be true at the margin. There is some
evidence that those two statements are true, not, as I will argue,
massive evidence.

Table 4 of my prepared statement shows average benefits, female
headship, unemployment rates for teens and overall unemployment
rates. You just need to glance down the column to see that there is
basically very little relationship, in fact, there is no statistical relationship between average benefits and the percentage of families

which are headed by females or the unemployment rate of teenagers or the overall unemployment rate.
That should come as absolutely no surprise to anyone. Anyone
who lived through that decade knows that macroeconomic conditions changed dramatically during that period.
Senator SYMMS. Could you pull your mike in just a little bit
more?
Mr. GOTTSCHALK. Surely.

Senator SYMMS. Welcome to the hearing, Congressman Scheuer.
Mr. GOTTSCHALK. There were massive, changes in the macroeconomy. One would be hard pressed to argue that it was transfer programs which caused structural changes like the oil shock.

And there was also the women's m )vement. There were social
forces going along at that time which made it more likely that
women would get divorced, that they might raise their own chil-

dren. One should therefore not be surprises. hat those factors had
an overwhelming impact that would, if .nything, obscure any
transfer impact.

If you are going to find any transfer impact, you have to go

thiuugh very detailed studies, which have been done. First, there
were the negative income tax experiments which got a lot of attention on the Hill. I did a very simple exercise. No fancy econometrics; it's just a simple average. I just took the increase in AFDC
benefits during this period and Lock the labor supply estimates out
of those studies. The literature is massive. I just took the final results. I said, all right, AFDC benefits went up. How much did the
labor supply go down because of the increased AFDC? The answer
is, for female head of families, 2 hours a week; for husband and
wife families, 21/2 hours a week

Well, I'm not denying that there is a labor supply effect. There

is-2 hours and 21/2 hours.
My interpretation of those facts is that is not adequate reason to
cut programs or eliminate programs, as has been suggested There
are modest decreases in the labor supply, but certainly not enough
decrease in labor supply to cause any backward bending, new poverty curves. The micro evidence is just simply not consistent with
that.
The second bit of micro evidence are studies by Bane and Elwood
on living arrangements, which have now received a lot of attention.
These find that when you look across States that the proportion of
people who are getting divorced, the proportion of people who are
having children out of wedlock is unrelated to the AFDC benefits.
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can refer you to that literature, but that is the bottom line.
Senator SYMMS. Could you summarize your statement, please.
Mr. GmTscHALK. The remedial programs in my prepared state-

ment show that those programs do not work terribly well. While
we had hoped employment training and education programs might
have a massive impact, it had a moderate impact, moderate to
small impact. That's a disappointment.
In summary, the war on poverty was launched hoping we could
make people self-sufficient. The fact that the remedial programs
have not worked very well is a disappointment.

If the goal of the war on poverty was to reduce poverty, it has
done so and has done so in spades, mostly, however, by increasing

transfers. Transfers have ben effective. While they have caused
some side effects they have also reduced poverty.
Thank you.
Senator SYMMS. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gottschalk follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PETER GOT'SCHALK

The Successes and Limitations of the War on Poverty
and the Great Society Programs

The optimistic vision of the early 1960s that a war against poverty
could not only be waged but also won has now been challenged by a more
pessimistic revisionist interpretation.

Charles Murray summarizes this

position succinctly:
A government's social policy helps set the riles of the game. . . The
first effect of the new rules [of the Great Society) was to make it
profitable for the poor to behave in short term ways that were
destructive in the long term. Their second effect was to mask these
long term losses -- to subsidize irretrievable mistakes (Charles
Murray A Response to the Responses to Losing Ground" p. 2 mimeo
1985).

This view is only the latest put forward by a long line of critics of
social welfare programs.

For example, De Tocqueville's 1835 "Memoir cn

Pauperism," which is based on his analysis of the English welfare system
argued that ".

.

. any permanent, regular, administrative system whose

aim will be to provide for the needs of

the poor, will breed more

miseries th.n it can cure, will deprave the population that it wants to
help and comfort.

.

." (reprinted in The Public Interest, 1983, pp.

118-119).

The attack on War on Poverty and Great Society initiatives has taken
two very different forms.

During the late 1970's Martin Anderson

(Welfare, 1978), among others, argued that the increase ,n Lash and in-

kind transfer programs that resulted from these initiatives had va.:tually
eliminated poverty, but had created seri "us disincentives to
save.

work and

More recently Murray (Losing Ground, 1984) has argued that poverty

and other adverse social indicators started to worsen in the late 19608
and that Great Society programs contributed to that deterioration.
This testimony draws heavily from Sheldon Danziger and Peter Gottschalk,
The Poverty of Losing Ground," Challenge Magazine, May/June 1985.
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According to his view, the War on Poverty increased poverty by increasing
disincentives and fostering a change in attitudes among the poor.

The

attempt to wage gar on poverty was counterproductive.
In this testimony I argue that while policymakers may have been

overly optimistic in the 1960s about the e ility of society to eradicate
poverty, the current pessimism is overstated as well.

For a large pro-

portion of the population, public programs have been an unqualified success--one need only look at the steady drop in poverty rates among the
elderly to see that expanded expenditures for the poor (in the form of
increased Social Security and Supplemental Security Income) can sometimes
work.

For other demographic groups, such as households headed by

women,

we have learned that some programs work but that their costs appear to
exceed what society is willing to spend.

Finally, for groups such as

black youth, the problems seem to be more intractable than initially
thought.

A balanced interpretation of the lessors of the past two

decades of antipoverty policy argues for building on what we have
learned, not dismantling programs across the board.

BACKGROUND ON THE WAR ON POVERTY AND GREAT SOCIETY INITIATIVES

In evaluating the War on Poverty and Great Society programs, two
important facts taunt be kept in mind.

First, neither increased income

transfers to the poor nor econcmic growth were thought of as the longterm solution to poverty.

Programs aimed at hcIping individuals overcome

their market disadvantages and improve their skills were the essential
ingredient of the War on Poverty.

Cash and in-kind assistance were con-

sidered necessary only for those who could not earn their way out of
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poverty and as a temporary means to aid those who could work.

The need

for these transfers was expected to diminish over time as the recipients'
skills and opportunities improved.

Likewise, economic growth by itself

was nct considered the solution to poverty, since the hard-core poor in
the "backwash of society" were not assumed to benefit directly from
growth.

Second, War on Poverty and Great Society programs other than cash and
in -kind transfers were never very large.

For example, targeted educa-

tion, emplcvment and training programs never exceeded $10 billion per

year or 0.5 percent of GNP prior to 1970, and were never more than 1 percent of GNP thereafter.

It is, therefore, difficult to argue that an

effort of this size could have had a very large impact, either positive

or negative

on poverty.

TRENDS IN POVERTY AND INCOME TRANSFERS

I now review the broad trends in poverty, income transfers and econo-

mic conditions to see whether the evidence is consistent with the revisionist view that progress against poverty was halted just as government
was starting to do more.

In the following section I examine the anti-

poverty impacts of changes in specific programs.

The pretransfer poverty rate is an indicator of the extent to which
market forces leave some households in poverty.

Column 1 of Table 1

shows that the proportion of persons who were pretrausfer poor declined
from 21.3 percent in 1965 to a low of 17.7 percent in 1969 and then
increased to a high of 24.2 percent in 1983.

This decline in the abil-

ity, or willingness, to obtain market income reflects primarily changes
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Table 1
Poverty, Transfers and Unemployment

Official
Pre transfer

Year

(Post transfer)

Poverty
Incidence

Poverty
Incidence

Real Cash
Transfers
Per Household&
(1972 dollars)

Real In -kind

Transfers per
Household&
(1972 dollars)

(1)

(2)

(3)

1950
1955
1960
1961
1962

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.

$ 365
460
664

$ 29

730
770

43
49

1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

n.e.
n.a.
21.3%
n.a.
19.4

19.5
19.0
17.3
15.7
14.3

791

54

801
816
878
891

58
63

1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

18.2
17.7
18.8
19.6
19.2

12.8
12.1
12.6
12.5

11.9

1,150
1,225

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

19.0
20.3
22.0
21.0
21.0

11.1
11.2
12.3
11.8
11.6

1,272
1,263
1,393
1,513
1,508

1978
1979
1980

20.2
20.5
21.9
23.1
24.0
24.2

11.4
11.7
13.0
14.0
15.0
15.2

1,488
1,419
1,414
1,458
1,475
1,543

1981
1982

1983

20.2%
21.9
21.0

n.e.

911
958
1,010

(4)

Unemployment
Rate
(5)

5.32

31

4.4

40

5.5
6.7
5.5

150

5.7
5.2
4.5
3.8
3.8

204
231
242
273
304

3.6
3.5
4.9
5.9
5.6

320

4.9

327

5.6

386

8.5

427
452

7.7
7.1

464
472
482
505
508
n.a.

6.1
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5.8
7.1
7.6

9.7
9.6

Sources: For pretransfer poverty, computations by authors from March Current Population
Survey data tapes; for consumer price index, and unemployment rate, 1984
Economic Report of the Presidemt; for cash and in-kind transfers, 'Social
Welfare Expenditures under Pu.'ic Pr grams in the U.S.,- Social Security
Bulletin, December 1968, December 1972, January 1971, January 1977, November
981; for official poverty incidence and number of households, Current
Population Reports, Series P-60, "Consumer Income."
& Transfers are divided by all households, not L/ recipient households.
n .a.

not available.
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in labor demand.

As unemployment (Column 5) dropped between 1965 and

1969, pretransfer poverty declined.

Since then, unemployment and

pretransfer poverty have trended upward.

Throughout the 1970s, the

poverty-increasing impact of rising unemployment was offset by rising
transfers.

When transfers stopped growing and unemployment continued to

rise, the official poverty rate (Column 2) rose, reaching 15.2 percent by
1983, a level not attained since

the

late 1960s.

The disaggregated data in Table 2 refute assertions that spending
While poverty 'sates in each

growth did more harm than good for blacks.

year for nonaged nonwhites with children are higher than for similar
whites, the differentials have narrowed substantially the rates declined
for nonwhites, but increased for whites.

in 1967, persons living with

these nonwhite men were four times as likely
(Columns 4 and 5).

By 1980,

the

to be poor as similar whites

ratio had fallen to

two to

one.

Much of

this decline is due to the more rapid Increase in the market incomes of

black men than white men, an increase that more than offsets the effect
of blacks' relatively larger decline in labor force participation.

The

ratio of poverty rates of nonwhite women with children to chat of similar
white women (Columns 6 and 7) fell from 1.8 to 1.5 over the same period.
This is certainly not evideL:.e that poor blacks were disproportionately

harmed as a result of Great Society programs.
The fact that nonwhites have become increasingly more likely to live

in households headed by women with children than have whites means that
aggregate black-white poverty comparisons obscure
Table 2.

For example,

the

advances shown in

the ratio of poverty rates for all L. _ks to all

7?
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Ibble 2
Official 1=1de:we of Pcsttransfer Poverty, for Persons
Classified by Demographic Group of Household Head

All
Persons
(1)

1967

1980

Nonwhites

White Men
with
Children

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Reed:
%ail

tea

(2)

Itawhite
Men with

adldrer.

I4mite

Nona lite

Ibsen with
Children

Children

with

14.32

V.

52.02

7.5%

28.42

35.22

68.52

13.0

13.2

35.7

7.8

16.9

39.1

58.3

-9.1

-51.1

-31.3

44.0

-40.5

+2.4

-14.9

%Change
1967 -1980

&tree:

Computations by tile authors from March Current Population Survey data tapes.
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whites (data not shown) has remained relatively constant.

he conclusion

that government programs did little for blacks follows only it a substant,a1 portion of the increased percentage of families headed by women was
caused by increased government transfers, a result rejected by the
literature reviewed below.

WHAT WERE THE SUCCESSES AND LIMITATIONS?
The history of the War on Poverty and Great Society is a history of

overstatement--there is now wide agreement that thy: stated goals were not
universally met.

The vision that compensatory programs could eliminate

market disadvantages for most groups was unrealistic.

As a result,

achi.wements fell short of expectations and disillusionment set in.

The

overstatement that "everything would work" was replaced with equally
unrealistic ariertions that "nothing works."
three sets of programs which illustrate the

In this section, I review
varying degree of success in

antipoverty programs.
Aid for the Elderly.

Table 3 shows that between 1970 and 1980 real

expenditures on programs for the elderly increased by about $70 oillion.
This increase in expenditures t......eds the sum total of all expenditures

in 1980 on the non-elderly non disabled population.

No serious critic of

the War on Poverty and Great Society would deny than these increases in
expenditures, which primarily reflect increased social sect.rity benefits,
expansion in Medicare - Medicaid, and the introduction of an Income- tested

welfare program for the elderly (Supplonental Security Income) were major
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Table 3
Costs of Major Income Transfer Programs for the Elderly,
Totally Disabled and All Others

1960
1970
1980
(Billions of 1980 $)

Programs for the Elderly
Medicare - Medicaid
All Other Programs

Programs for the Totally Disabled
Medicare - Medicaid
All Other Programs

Programs for All Other Persons
AFDC and Pood Stamps
Medicaid
All Other Programs

Toted

$

0.0
45.3

$

21.1
94.6

$

37.8
148.7

0.0
2.3

2.2
9.6

11.5
20.9

2.8
0.0
17.5

11.9
4.7
19.7

21.1
6.7
41.1

$ 67.9

$ 163.8

$ 287.8

.000
.667
.034

.171
.578
.059

.195
.517
.073

Share of Total Spending
Medicare - Medicaid
Other Progress for the Elderly
Other Programs for the Totally Disabled
AFDC and Pood Staapa received by
non-aged, non-disabled
Other Programs for Non-Aged, Non-Disabled

.041
.258

1706
Source:

.073
.1:0
1.000

I

.073
.143

L000

David Ellwood and Lawrence Summers, "Poverty in America:
Is Welfare
the Answer or the Problem?" Institute for Research on Poverty,
Williamsburg Conference Paper, December 1984.
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factors in explaining the decline in poverty among the elderly)
Societal decisions to make intergenerational transfers were a powerful
influence in bringing poverty rates for the elderly from 24.5 percent in
1970 to 15.7 percent in 1980.

The probability of an elderly person being

poor fell from about twice the national average in 1970 to less than the
average in 1983.

The evidence is overwhelming that programs for the

elderly offer a true success story for the War on Poverty and Great
Society initiatives.
AFDC and Food Stamps.

Table 3 also shows that AFDC and Food Stamps

were never very large programs in comparison to programs for the elderly,
making up only 7.3 percent of income transfer programs in 1980.

While

these programs were not large, they became the :enter of the debate over
the effectiveness of antipoverty efforts.
Do these programs account for the increased family breakup and economic stagnation in the 1970s?

Column 1 of Table 4 shows a large increase

in the real values of the combined AFDC and food Stamp guarantee between
1960 and 1972.

This rise provides the basis for the increased negative

family and work effects attributeo to social programs.

However, the real

guarantee declined just as rapidly during the 1970s, falling below $7,000
by 1984, and implying reduced disincentives.

Yet there have been no

reversals in the trends of either family composition or work effort.

1While future generations may save less and buy less private
insurance because of the institution of these public programs, thus
reducing their antipoverty effectiveness, the beneficiaries of these
early Increases could hardly have foreseen these increased benefits.
Thus even if private decisions partially offset public decisions, early
recipients would not have had time to adjust.
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Table 4

Welfare, Female Headship and Unemployment

Unemployment Rate,
Civilian Workers

Year

Real AFDC
Plus
Food Stamp
Guarantee

Percentage of Nonaged
Families with Children
Headed by Women

Nonwhite
Men,

All Men

18-19 Years

(1)

(2)

1960

96715

n.a.

25.1 %

5.4 %

1964

6604

n.a.

23.1

4.6

1968

7129

10.7 2

19.0

2.9

1972

8894

13.8

26.3

5.0

1976

8743

16.7

33.8

7.1

1980

7486

19.8

32.6

6.9

1984

6955

20.8a

n.a.

7.4

(3)

(4)

Sources:

Column (1):

Weighted average of states' AFDC and Food Stamp benefit level for
a family of four with no income ('n 1984 dollars) from Background
Material and Data on Programs Within the Jurisdiction of the
Ccamittee on Ways and Means, February 22, 1985, p. 532.

Column (2):

Computations by authors from March Current Population Survey data
tapes.

Column (3):

Employment and Training Report of the President, 1982, p. 196.

Column (4):

Economic Report of the President, 1985, p. 271.

&For 1983; 1984 data not yet available.

n.a. - not available

S2
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Consider all households with clildren headed by a person under 65
years of age.

The percentage of these households headed by women

increased steadily from 10.7 to 20.8 percent between 1968 and 1983
(Column 2).

As David Ellwood and Mary Jo Bane conclude, using alter-

native data ("The Impact of AFDC on Family Structure and Living
Arrangements," Harvard University, mimeG, 1984), "welfare simply does not
appear to be the underlying cause of the dramatic changes in family
structure of the past few decades."
Likewise, neither unemployment rates for young black men nor fo% all
men (Columns 3 and 4) correllte with welfare benefit levels.

Betteen

1960 and 1968, when benefits were rising, unemployment was falling; between 1972 and 1980, when benefits were falling, rates were rising.
the 1968 to 1972 period, in which both ...enefits and une

Oily

)yment raps

rose, fits the view that antipoverty efforts increased unemployment.
This is not to deny that transfers may reduce willingness to work, but
only to argue that these disincentives have been, at best, of secondary
importance.

Deteriorating macroeconomic conditions, not increased

transfers, wer, the major causes of changes in employment of the poor.
I

While the time series we have reviewed are suggestive, they do

t

resolve the debate about the relative importance of poor economic p,_,or -

mance or the disincentive effects of transfers in explaining the trend in
poverty.

There is, however, an extensive microeconomic literature that

shows that the magnitudes of the labor supply and camily structure
effects of transfers are much smaller than those required to confirm
the thesis of the poverty-increasing etrects of social programs.
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Robert Moffitt ("The Negative Income Tax:

Work?," Monthly Labor Re'
maintenance studies.

Would it Discourage

w, 1981) summarizes the experimental income

Hie results imply that a $20 per week increase in

the income guarantee (in 1984 dollars) will lead a female family head to
work 1.1 fewer hours per week.

This implies that the $2,179 annual

increase in AFDC and Food Stamps between 1960 and 1972 (shown in Table 4)
would have decreavil we:1-J, work effort by 2.2 hours.

Conversely, the

$1,939 decrease is annual guarantee between 1972 and 1984 would have produced a 2.0 hour increase.

Neither of these figures are sufficiently

large to explain very much of the change in market incomes

the poor.

That the work effort of women heading households is not very sensitive to changes in welfare program parameters has been confirmed by the
recent experience with the AFDC rule changes enacted under the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (OBRA).

While many economists expected

that the increase in the marginal benefit reduction rate in Ai.): to 100
percent would lead to large reductions in lilbor supply, numerous studies

found this not to be the case (see Robert Hutchens,
on AFDC Recipients:

The Effects of OBRA

A Review," Institute for Research on Poverty

Discussion Paper 1764).

Working reipientv did not stop working and non-

working recipients did not reduce their rate of entrance into the labor
force.

Recipients continued to work, either to gain useful skills or to

signal future employers that they were employable.
What about male-headed families?

AFDC -U covers unemployed fathers

with children in about half of the states, but accounts old)/ for 8.3 per-

cent of the caseload.

Applying Moffitt's labor supply estimates for
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husband-wife famklITs to the 7)60-1972 growth in benefits yields a combined reduction in hours worked by husbands and wives of only 2.5 hours
per week.

Likewise, single men, who are eligible only for Food Stamps,

would have reduced their labor supply by small amounts because of the
increased Food Stamp guarantee.

None of these estimated responses sup-

ports the position thtt transfets fail to reduce poverty.

Holding family composition constant, then, it is clear that the
growth in income transfers has substantially reduced poverty.

But how

much of the increased percentage of households with children headed by
women can be attribu'..ed to welfare?

Ellwood and Bane use a vari .ty of

cross-sectIon and time-series comparisons and find only small effects on
birth rates to unmarried women and divorce and separation patterns among
families with children.

They do find that AFDC has a large effect on the

probability that young single mothers live independently rather than with
parents or other relatives.

This negative consequence of welfare can be

remedied by changing the rules so that minors not living with their
parents are ineligible for AFDC.
Reagan administration.

Such a change has been proposed by the

However, even if the proportion .A persons living

in households headed by single women with chiltIrn had remalued ,..onstant

at the 1967 level, pos,erty in 1980 would have been lower by only about
0.6 percentage point ('2.4 instead of 13.0 percent of all persons).

Such

an effect is again not quantitatively large.
In summary. the AFDC and Food Stamp programs must be viewed as
qualified successes.

On the positive side, they acheived their primary

mission of prsviding income assistance tc families in need.

On the neza-

tiv, side, they did have disincentive effec'e, even if these iaxe been
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gr,saly overstated 1r' critics.

However, more important, the hope thrt

these progrcma could wither away as the poor gained skills and achieved
self-sufficiency has not been met.

Remedial Programs.

To admit that not all programs worked is not to

agree that none were successful.

What we have learned from the last

twenty years of evaluar.ons of antipoverty policies is that some groups

are easier to help than others.
In a recent conference on the War on Poverty and Great Scc:ety
initiatives, researchers identified both successes and failures.2
Medicare and Medicaid received high marks for increasing aces to medical care for low-income persons.

Without this imoroved access, fewer

low-income people would have benefited from resent technological
improvements in medicine.

While a substantial proportion of the poverty

population still locos insurance coverage, those covered nov have the
means to overcome disadvantages associate' with ild

bea3th.

Considerable faith was earlier placed in the ab3iity of employment

and training programs to overcome market disadvsztages of low-income
people.

Here, however,

the evidence is mixed.

If the criterion for suc-

cess is that programs raise future earaiags Of participants, then these
programs are only qualified successes.

While most programs (such as

Supported Wore and CETA) which served low-income women and some programs
(such as the lob Corps) which served disadvantaged youth had a positive

impact on future earnings, few labor market strategies increased the
earnings of working-aged men.

2Thia section relies beay.ly on ta-sidon Danziger and baniel Wcinberg,
The War on Poverty:
Taking Stock of What Worked and What Did Not-::,ditors' Introduction (Harvard University Press, forthcoming).
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While several programs had benefits which exceeded costs, these
tended to be the more intensive strategies which had high program costs
(about $10,000 per participant).

The primary Impact of these programs

was to increase future earnings through increased hours worked rather
than through higher wages.

Thus, if society is willing to make a

substantial commitment to raising the earnings capacity of lowincome
people, the investment can be profitable for some, but not all, groups.

This qualified picture is partially the result of expectations that
public programs will raise future earnings.

It should be noted that a

similar criterion is not applied to private sector employment.

A welfare

recipient taking a "dead end" job is still considered successful, since
placement in the private sector is defined as a success, even if it does
not lead to future wage gains.

If a similar criterion were applied to

the public sector, then all public sector employment (PSE) programs would
by definition be successes.

The stpndard rationale for this asymmetry is

that work in the private sector is assumed to lead to the production of
goods which have "passed the market test."

While this argument has

merit, it makes the untested assumption that public goods produced under
PSE have little or ncl value.

Early enthusiasm for educational programs which could "break the
cycle of poverty" has had to be tempered.

While the Head Start eval

uations do show some longterm effects, they are not large.

At beet,

preschool and elementary school programs have had small lasting effects.

The evidence does not sustain the hope that improved education can serve
as the major pillar of antipoverty policy.
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SUMMARY

An objective evaluation of the War on Poverty and Great Society won_.:
describe the

neither as a total success nor a failure.

Analysts

'inderestimated the difficulty of bringing everyone into the mainstream of
society, and the cures did cause some adverse consequences.

The fact

remains, however, that antipoverty policies, especially cash and in-kind
transfer programs, have significantly reduced poverty.

And some

employment and training programs have helped some low-income people
overcome labor market disadvantages.

With twenty years of experience behind us, we are in a considerably
better position today to set realistic antipoverty goals and to design
programs to achieve those goals.

The fact that not every program worked

as expected should not be used as an excuse for not building on those
programs which have worked.

A worthy goal of the War on Poverty was to

eliminate much of the need for transfer programs.

That goal, which can

be embraced by liberals and conservatives alike, seems as valid today as
twenty years ago.
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Senator SYMMS. Mr. Greenstein we have a little confusion here
between the first two witnesses. Now maybe you can clarify it.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT GREENSTEIN, DIRECTOR, CENTER ON
BUDGET AND POLICY PRIORITIES

Mr. GREENSTEIN. Or add to it, as the case may be.

Senator SYMMS. Pull that mike in, if you would, please. I can't
quite hear you. The acoustics in this room are very poor, at least
from this end of it.
Mr. GREENSTEIN. Mr. Chairman, the topic of the hearing asked

whether the Federal antipoverty efforts represented a victory or

defeat.
Senator SYMMS. We can't hear you up here. Pull that mike right
up there and speak into it real loud, if you would, please.
Mr. GiumaysTEIN. The topic of this hearing asks whether the Fed-

eral antipoverty efforts represented a victory or defeat. Clearly
widespread poverty is still with us. So in that sense victory clearly
has not been achieved.
But neither can the Federal antipoverty efforts be classified as a
defeat. Among the e'iderly, the reduction in poverty has been dra-

matic, cut more than in half. There have been striking gains in

areas such as health care and nutrition for the poor. In the absence
of the Federal poverty programs, the numbers of poor would be
larger today and their living conditions would be more bleak. In
short, programs providing cash assistance, food aid and health care
to the poor have, in many cases, been successful and in some cases
remarklibly successful.
To be sure, poverty stopped declining sometime in the 1970's and

has risen in recent years. The predominant cause for this lies not
in the poverty programs, however, but in the relatively poor per-

formance of the economy for over a decade, aggravated by steep declines in real benefits provided tA the nonederly poor since 1970

due to States failing to keep AFDC even benefits with inflation

and, to a lesser degree, the Federal budget cuts enacted since 1981.
In fact, given the rise in inflation and then the high unemployment over the past decade, we can say that the numbers of persons
in poverty, the degree to which they fall below the poverty line,

and their health, housing and nutritional status would all be significantly worse in the absence of Federal antipoverty programs.

This is not to say, of course, that every program has worked.

Clearly some have and some have not. For example, as a Nati( a, we

made less of an effort, and those efforts that we made were less
successful, in finding ways to move more of the employable poor
into jobs. We have found it is extremely difficult to design effective
employment and training strategies at a time when the economy is
failing to generate enough jobs to bring unemployment down from

high levels. We have learned that unemployment and training
strategies that themselves do nothing to expand the number of jobs
in the economy are not likely to yield very significant results.
In the future, as we look to antipoverty policy, we have to focus
.-,n ways to create more jobs in the economy for those in the underclass.
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Let me comment on a few of these items in more detail in terms

of some of ...he positive benefits of programs.

In the area of health care, for example, the infant mortality rate
changed little in the decade before 1965. Then from 1965 to 1980,
the period in which Medicaid and other health care programs were
instituted, infant mortality was cut in half, with especially large
declines among blacks.

Similarly, the mortality rite for men over 65 rose a bit in the

decade before Medicare. In the decade from 1968 to 1978, this trend

was dramatically reversed. By 1980 life expectancy at birth had
grown 4 years and mortality rates, adjusted for age, had fallen 20
percent. Very striking achievements.

While Medicare and Medicaid were not the only factors in-

volved, to be sure, they clearly played an important role.

The food assistance area is another positive story. Agriculture
Department surveys document that the gap in nutrition between
low-income Americans and the rest of the society narrowed significantly from the mid-1960's to the late 1970's, the period when food
stamps and other food programs were developed and expanded.

Other research, also sponsored by USDA, has found that food
stamp recipients have better diets than similar low-income familie
not on stamps, that school lunches improve the nutrition of children, and that the WIC program results in a marked reduction in
the incidence of low birth weight, the leading cause of infant mortality and poor health among children.

Turning to the cash assistance area, the value here can also be
seen in the simple fact that when cash assistance to the poor has
been expanded, declines in poverty have generally resulted. Conversely, when benefit levels have been reduced, progress in reducing poverty has stalled.

As Peter Gottschalk has noted, in the 1960's and 1970's when

Social Security was expanded and SS1 was created, the elderly pov-

erty rate plummeted from 35 percent in 1959 to about 14 percent
today.

This phenomenon is not limited to the elderly, as some would

argue. In the 1960's, when AFDC benefits rose in real terms, poverty among single-parent families dropped. After 1969, real AFDC

benefits fell sharply. During this period, poverty among families
stopped declining.

Since 1970, AFDC benefits have fallen 37 percent in real terms.
Adding food stamps, it is still about a 25-percent decline.

A recent analysis by the Congressional Research Service has

found that in most States AFDC and food stamp benefits, adjusted
for inflation, are at or only slightly above the levels for AFDC alone
all the way back to 1960, before food stamps vas even created.
To the degree that changes in public assistance programs have
contributed to increases in poverty among children, it is because
these benefits have been reduced so much, not because the programs have been made more generous.

I suggest that the trends are rather clear here: Poverty among
the elderly dropped as benefits increased; poverty among families
with children dropped when uenefits were increased in 1960's; in
the 1970's and 1980's Apy benefits start.,-cl falling, the economy
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turned sour, and poverty rates for families with children stopped
declining.
Cash assistance for the poor does reduce poverty.

I would also like to turn to the arguments that are made, such as
those of Mr. Gallaway and Mr. Murray, that these programs actually move poverty in the wrong direction.
One of the principal arguments here is the claim that since the
poverty rate is only about the same level in 1980 as it was in the
late 1960's, since it stopped declining in the early 1970's, and since
social program expenditures were growing during this period, this
illustrates that the programs have `teen a failure.
I think, as Peter Gottschalk has indicated, the most significant
fact omitted from the analyses of the critics is the very fundamental point that the unemployment rate in 1980 was double what it
was in 1968. When unemployment goes up, poverty rises along with
it. It couldn't be more basic.

It should be no surprise that the official poverty rate wasn't

lower in 1980 when the unemployment rate was about 7 percent
than in 1968 when the unemployment rate was 3.6 percent. The
fact that the official poverty rate wasn't higher in 1980 than in
1968, despite the doubling of the unemployment rate, actually provides evidence that these programs were working and helping
people who otherwise would have been impoverished by the sluggish economy.

Other data analyzed by the Urban Institute show that the broader programs as of 1980 were lifting far more of those who otherwise
would have been poor out of poverty than had been the case in the

1960's. In short, during this period the slowing of the economy
dropped people into r- --ty while the broadening of benefit programs lifted them out.
two trends rt ughly balar red each other
out and the official poverty rate stayed the same.
Let me take this one step further.

If you look at real wages, they rose steadily in the 1950's and
1960's; they stopped growing around 1973, right around the point
that Charles Murray notes that poverty among families stopped declining. Productivity, which had also been growng rapidly, started
stagnati around the same period. Real median income stopped

rising a ',ell.
There is one really important point I would like to underscore

here, probably the most important correlation regarding poverty. It
is the correlation between real wages and real median income on
the one hand and the poverty rate on the other.

Virtually every year that real wages and real median income
have fallen end unemployment has risen, the poverty rate has increased. The poverty rate and the economy have moved in close
tandem for a quarter of a century. Critics of the poverty programs
too often fail to acknowlen4e this rather basic relationship.
In a recei.t piece of work by David Ellwood of Harvard University, Ellwood notes that if the thesis advanced by Gallaway and
Murray that the changes in the poverty programs changed behaviors which resulted in increases in poverty were the case, it ought
to show up in some alteration of the oasic up-and-down relationship between the economy, between wages and median income and
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poverty rates during the period of the late 1960's and early 1970's.
As Ellwood shows, no change in the relationship shows up at all.
Ellwood makes a further point, which I think is devastating. He
looks at the earnings of white males who worked all year. They

had no unemployment; they are not influenced by the influx of
women into the labor market; they are not influenced to work less
by changes in family structure given the fact that they are working
full time. What he finds is that 11 al wages for these favored white

workers, white males working full time all year, in real terms
started declining, stopped growing, in 1969.

That is something that accords with the economic trends; it accords with the poverty trends. It can't be explained by the behavior
explanations. The relationship between economy and poverty holds
steady throughout the whole period.
Moreover, two recent important pieces of research convincingly

demonstrate that when the economy turns down, low-income

groups and especially black males are not only affected the most,
but Ere affected more adversely than we had previously recognized
Far from being irrelevant, the economy is the prinicipal reason
that the poverty rate failed to drop since the early 19'70's. Only
government benefit programs prevented it from rising further still.
Charles Murray makes the point that if you look at what he calls
the latent poverty rate. where poverty would have been before Government transfers, it was higher in 1980 than in 1968. He adduces
from this that this shows a negative impact as a result of less selfreliance, less work effort by people who could rely on Government
programs.

In fact, however, the latent poverty rate, by virtue of the fact

that it is based on income before and other than Government benefits, largely represents fluctuations in earnings. As a result, when

earnings stagnate and unemployment climbs the latent poverty
rate goes up. The increase in latent poverty tells us nothing other
than that in 1980 the economy was weaker than in 1968 and produced fewer jobs and less income. The latent poverty rate increase
is consistent with the fact that real earnings stopped growing for
white male workers, a group that had no relationship to the welfare system.
Finally, in a recent article Christopher Jencks of Northwestern

notes that the official poverty rate is not the best standard here
and that if you adjust the poverty rate to count noncash benefits
and measure inflation more accurately, it fell about 40 percent
from 1965 to 1980 even though unemployment went up during this
period.

Jencks' conclusion is, "Legislators should look back on their efforts to improve the material conditions of poor people's lives with
some pride."
On the work incentive effort we can look at the fact that from
1970 to 1980 welfare benefits fell sharply in real terms while Congress enacted the earned income tax credit for the working poor.
The result is that during this period incentives to work versus in-

centives to be on welfare increased dramatically. During this
period people got increasingly better off if they worked rather than
going on welfare, and by 1980 in nearly all States in the country
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the advantages of working at a minimum wage job vastly outstripped those of going on welfare.

If the thesis is correct that the earlier increases in welfare benefits or the availability of welfare benefits generally retard work
effort to a large degree rather than to the minor degree that Peter
Gottschalk mentioned, then we should have seen a reversal of the
trends in the 1970's. If that thesis is right, then we should have

seen black and youth unemployment declining in the 1970's, female
head of household formation dropping. It didn't occur; the number
of female head of households continued to grow, black unemployment declined furtner.

This really shouldn't be surprising, because it isn't benefit programs that were causing this problem.
As Peter Gottschalk mentioned, the landmark study by Ellwood
and Bane at Harvard has found that welfare does not increase ille-

gitimacy, and Ellwood in some further work has notedI think

this is of particular importancethat from 1972 to 1980 the
number of children in black female-headed households rose nearly
20 percent, while the number of black children on AFDC fell by 5
percent.
Senator SYMMS. Are you about where you can wrap it up?
Mr. GamisTEIN. Yes.

If AFDA is to blame for illegitimacy, why did tne black AFDC
population decline at the same time that black female- headed
households were increasing rapidly?

I have a section here, which I will pass over, on the declin;.ng
labor force participation during this period. But, again, a close examination of the evidence shows, I think, that the availability of
welfare is not the story, that there were other factors going on, and

in particular, reductions in labor force participation by young
males cannot be linked to this, both because the welfare benef ts
had stopped growing by the 1970's and for the much more bas;c

reason that men who are not elderly or disabled are not eligible for
much in welfare in most areas to begin with.

The final point that I would make regards the points that M:.
Gallaway made about cash transfer increasing rather than reducing poverty. He noted that the relationship on this is someth ,ng
akin to the Laffer curve. I would only say, Mr. Chairman, that I
would think the analogy couldn't be more apt. This relationship
has about as much to do with explaining what is going on in roverty as the Laffer curve has to do with explaining what iiza happened with tax revenues in the last few years.
There have been many studies on this issue. For example, there
are studies by the Congressional Research Service, the Urban Institute, Peter Gottschalk, and Sheldon Danzinger that show a direct
relationship between the reductions in Federal benefit programs
since 1981 and increases in poverty. These studies come from schol-

ars who have no ideological ax to grind and the relationship is

there, that as you cut these programs and reduce benefits you don't
reduce poverty, you increase poverty, particularly among children,
and you make the situation of poverty facing poor families with
children in this country even more severe than it already is.

I would say the bottom line is, as the Congressional Research
Service has recently noted, that the benefits for families in AFDC
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have fallen 37 percent in real terms since 1970. If we continue to
allow that to go on for another 15 years in this society, what we
are going to have is not less poverty, but more poverty among children than we have had in decades.
Thank you.
Senator SYMMS. Thank you very much, Mr. Greenstein.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Greenstein follows:1
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PRF.rARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT GREENSTEIN

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased t) have this opportunity to appear before
the Committee today.

I am Robert Greenstein, director of the Center on

Budget and Policy Priorities here in Washington, D.C.

The Center is a

non-profit research and analysis organization that focuses on federal
programs and policies affecting low income persons.
The topic of this hearing asks whether the War on Povert;' was a victory
or a defeat.

Clearly, there is still widespread poverty in the U.S., so

that victory -- in the sense of eradication or massive diminution of
poverty -- has not been achieved.

But neither can the War on Poverty be classified as a defect.

Among

the elderly, the reduction of poverty has been -!ramatic, with the poverty
rate being cult by more than half.

There have been striking gains in areas

such as health care and nutrition for the poor.

In the absence of the

poverty programs, the numbers of the poor wuuld bt. larger today and their
living conditions would be more bleak.

In short, programs providing cash

assistance, food aid, and health care to the poor have, ir many cases, been
successful -- and in some cases, remarkably successful.

To be sure, poverty stopped declining sometime in the 1970's ad has
risen in recent years.

The predominant ca -e of this development lies not

in the poverty programs, however, but in the relatively poor performance of

DJ
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the economy for over a decade, aggravated by steep declines in real
benefits provided to the non-elderly poor since 1970 (mostly due to state
action in failing to keep AFDC benefits even with inflation) and the
federal budget cuts since 1981.

Given the rise in both inflation and

unemployment levels over the past decade, we can say that the numbers of
persons in poverty, the degree to which they fall below the poverty line,
and their health, housing, and nutritional status would all be
significantly worse in the absence of federal anti-poverty programs.
This is not to say that every prog am has worked.

As a nation, we made

less of an effort -- and those efforts that were made were less successful
-- in finding ways to move more of the employable poor into jobs.

We have

found that it is extremely difficult to design efffctive employment and
trairing strategies at a time when the economy is failing to generate
enough jobs to bring unemployment down from high levels.

One thing we have

learned is that employment and training strategies that do nothing to
expand tne number of low wage jobs in the economy are not likely to yield
very significant results.

As we look to anti-poverty policy in the future, we must therefore look
for ways 4.) create more jobs in the economy for those in the "underclass"

-- and to move long-term unemployed, chronically poor persons into those
jobs.

Having given this overview, I would like now to explore these issues in
more detail.

First,

I would like to explore the track record of various

poverty programs.

Health Care

The progress made in improving health care for low income persons
illustrates that the poverty rate, as measured in term> of cash

ncome, is
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not the sole measure of well-being among the poor.

In the decade before

1965, for example, the infant mortality rate changed little.

Then from

1965 to 1980, the period in which Medicaid and other health care programs
were instituted, infant mortality was cut in

There were especially

half.

large declines in infant mortality among blacks.

Similarly, the mortality rate for men over 65 rose a bit in the decade
before Medicare was instituted.
trend was reversed.

But in the decade from 1968 to 1978, this

Life expectancy for Americans began to Improve

significantly around 1968.

By 1980, average life expectancy at birth had

grown four years, while mortality rates, adjusted

for age, had fallen 20

percent.

These must be recognized as striking achievements, and while Medicare
and Medicaid surely were not the only factors involved, they clearly played
an important role.

By virtually every measure, prenatal and geriatric care

for the poor improved markedly when these programs were introduced.
Evaluations show very positive results for other health programs as

well, such as the couunity health centers program.
the health of low income communities, reducing

This program improves

hospitalization rates and

Medicaid costs.

Nutrition Progams

Food assistance programs for the poor are another area in which poverty
programs have had important results.

Department of Agriculture surveys

document that the gap in nutrition between low income Americans and the
rest of the society narrowed significantly from the mid-1960's to the late
1970's, the period during which food stamps and other food assistance
programs were developed and expanded.

Other research

as found that food

stamp recipients have better diets than similar low income families not on

55-772 0 - 86 - 4
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food stamps, that school lunches

improve the nutrition of schoolchildren,

and that the Special Supp'emental

Food Program for Women, Infants, and

Children (th. WIC program) results
of low birth weight, which

in a marked reduction in the incidence

is the leading cause of infant mortality and a

major cause of poor health among children.

Cash Assistance
The value of cash benefits can be seen in the fact that when cash
assistance to the poor has been expanded,
generally resulted.

decl'nes in poverty have

Conversely, when benefit level; have been reduced,

progress in reducing poverty has stalled.
The elderly are a vivid example.

Secn,ty benefits expanded and

In the 1960's and 1970's, Social

the Supplemental Security Income (SSI)

program for the aged and disabled poor was created.
the elderly poverty rate plummeted

Largely as a result,

from 35% in 1959 to 25% in 1970 and to

less than 16% in 1980.

This phenomenon is not limited to the elderly.
AFDC benefits rose in real

In the 1960's, when

(inflation-adjusted) terms, poverty among

single-parent families dropped.

After 1969, real AFDC benefits fell

sharply, as states failed to keep benefits even with inflation.

During

this period, poverty among families stopped declining.

Since 1970, AFDC benefits have fallen 37% in real terms.
stamps are added in, the real decline is still about 25%.

It food

Even more

striking, a recent analysis by the Congressional Research Service
has found
that in most states, real AFDC and food stamp benefits combined
are at or

only slightly above levels for AFDC alone back in 1960, before
the food
stamp program was even created.

To the degree that changes in public

assistance programs have contributed to increases in poverty among
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children, it

is because the benefits in these programs have been reduced so

much, not because the programs have been made more generous.
The trends thus are clear:
benefits increased.

Poverty among the e'derly dropped as

Poverty among families with children dropped, as well,

In the 1960's, when benefits increased for them, also.

In the 1970's and

1980's, the poverty rate for families with children stopped declining as
real AFDC benefits started falling (and as the economy turned sour).

The

evidence demonstrates that expand?d cash assistance programs for the poor
do reduce poverty.

Before leaving this overiew of the positive aspects of anti-poverty
programs,

I

do want to take note that other p ograms, such as Headstart,
-'.

have also been shown to be have positive results.

The evaluations of

"oadstart show desirable outcomes in a number of areas, including increased
employment and reduced welfare in subsequent years for Headstart children.

The Attacks on the Poverty Programs

It is ironic that at the very time that much evidence of positive
achievements from these programs is becoming available, the major focus of
public attention has turned to sharp new attacks on the whole concept of
providing assistance to the non-elderly poor.
several basic arguments:

This attack centers on

that poverty rates failed to drop while social

spending increased, and that the programs must therefore have failed, and
that public assistance decreases work effort and fosters illegitimacy.
believe that the evidence does not support these charges.
briefly address each of these issues.

I

I would like to
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1.

Poverty failed to drop, so the programs must have ;ailed

An argument that seems to be repeated fairly frequently these days is
that despite significant increases

in social program spending, the poverty

rate did not drop from 1968 to 1980, but instead remained at about the same
level.

According to prqiponents of this school of thought (such as Charles

Murray, author of f'sing Ground), if the programs were successful, the
poverty rate should have declined.
This sounds attractive on the surface.

But it turns out to rest on

a superficial and flawed analysis that fails to take basic changes in the
e-onomy (and in benefit programs) into account.

Perhaps the most significant fact omitted from the analyses of those
who subscribe to this point of view is the fundamental point that the
unemployment rate in 1980 was double what it was in 1968.
unemployment goes up, poverty rises along with

it.

When

It should be no

surprise that the official poverty rate wasn't lower in 1980 when
unemployment ex,eeded 7%, than in 1968 when unemployment was just 3.6%.
Indeed, the fact that the official poverty rate had not climbed higher

in 1980 than it had been in 1968, despite the doubling of the unemployment
rate, actually provides strong evidence that these programs were working -and were helping people who would otherwise have been impoverished by tne
sluggish economy.

Further evidence comes from the Urban Institute, which found that in
1965, before the poverty programs were expanded, federal benefit programs
lifted out of poverty less than half of those who would otherwise have been
poor.

By the late 1970's, the programs had been broadened -- and were

lifting about 70% out of poverty.

c
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In effect, from 1968 to 1980, the slowing of the economy dropped people
into poverty and the broadening of benefit programs lifted them out.

two trends roughly balanced each

The

°tiler, and the official poverty rate

remained about the same.
In Losing Ground, Charles Murray argues that the economic downturn had

nothing tc do with the failure of poverty to drop in the 1970's.

He states

that economic growth, as measured by growth in the GNP, rose more in the
1970's than in the 1950's, when poverty did decline.

This is supposed to

prove that it was not the economy that kept poverty rates high in the
1970's.

The trouble with this argument, however, is that GNP growth is not

the relevant issue.

Growth in the GNP does create jobs, but this growth

large
was too slow in the 1970's to create enough Jobs for the unusually

numbers of women and young people (from the
entering the job market.

baby-boom generation) who were

As a result, unemployment rose.

1950's
In addition, real wages, which had been rising steadily in the

and 1963's, stopped growing in the 1970's.

At the same time, productivity,

which also had been growing rapidly, stagnated.

Real median income stopped

rising, as well

Now there is a direct correlation -- probably the most important
correlation regarding poverty rates -- between real wages (and real median
income) and the U.S. poverty rate.

In virtually every year that real wages

and real median income have fallen and that unemployment has risen, the
poverty rate has increased.

The poverty rate and the economy have moved in

close tandem for a quarter century.

Critics of the poverty program too

often fail to acknowledge this basic relationship.
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Moreover, two important pieces of recent research* convincingly
demonstrate that when the economy turns down, low income groups
-- and
especially black males -- are affected the most (and affected even
more
adversely than had previously been recognized).
the economy has been the principal

Far from being Irrelevant,

reason that the official poverty rate

has failed to drop since the early 1970's.

Only government benefit

programs prevented poverty from rising further still.
Finally, if one examines not the official poverty rate, but
rather an
adjusted poverty rate that counts non-cash benefits and that
measures
inflation more accurately, then

even the claim that poverty was as high in

1980 as it was in the late 1960's falls apart.

Christopher Jencks of

Northwestern University has explored this issue in a recent article.**

Jencks finds that when the

appropriate adjustments are made to the poverty

rate so that poverty trends over time can be more accurately
measur 1. the
poverty rate in 1980 turns out
late 1960's (and nearlj half of

t) be significantly lower than it was in the
/hat it was in 1965), even though

unemployment was so much higher in 1980.

"Legislators should look back on

their efforts to improve the material conditions of poor people's
lives
with some pride," Professor Jencks concludes.

*Edward M. Gramlich and Deborah
S. Laren, "How Widespread Are Income Losses
in a Recession?" in D. Lee Bawden, ed., The Social Contract
Revisited, The
Urban Institute; Rebecca M. Blank and Alan S. Blinder, "Macroeconomics,
Income Distribution and Poverty," pap
prcsented to conference on poverty
policy sponsored by the Institute
for Research on Poverty and U.S.
Department of Health and Human
Services, Williamsburg, Virginia, December
1984.

**Christopher Jencks, "How Poor Are the Poor?", New York Review of
Books,
May 9, 1985. Jenck's adjusted measure of
poverty adjusts for non-cash
benefits and underreporting of income, and uses the Personal Consumption
Expenditure (PCE) deflator from the National Income Accounts (rather than
the Consumer Price Index) to adjust the poverty line for inflation.
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Incentives for Welfare Rather than Work

Another criticism of federal anti-poverty efforts -- and particularly
of public assistance benefit programs -- has been that they have fostered
incentives to go on welfare rather than to work and are also responsible
for rises in illegitimacy.

Each of these issues deserves examination.

Charles Murray contends that between 1960 and 1970, changes in welfare
benefits made welfare more attractive than a minimum wage job for many
families.

He attributes basic changes in the work ethic among low income

employable persons to changes in the mid-1960's to early 1970's period.
There are a number of problems with this analysis.

First, while

welfare benefits did rise in real terms in the 1960's, a minimum wage job
was still more remunerative than welfare in most of the country in 1970.
(Murray's analysis of this issue is flawea both in incorrect calculations
of food stamp benefits and in the use of an atypical

high welfare payment

state as though it were representative of the nation as a whole).
Secondly, if Murray's thesis were correct that perverse welfare
incentives spurred the growth of female-headed

households and the rise in

black unemployment, then these developments should have occurred to a much
greater extent in the 1950-1970 period in those high welfare payment states
in which adverse "incentives" actually existed than in the low welfare

payment states in which the advantages of working were greatest and
minimum-wage jobs remained vastly more remunerative than public aid.
did not occur, however.

This

In fact, black youth employment fell more during

this period in the South, where the welfare payments were the lowest and
were far below than the minimum wage.

The "perverse welfare incentives" argument is even weaker when applied
to the years afte- 1970.

Starting about 1970, welfare benefits fell
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sharply in real terms.

At the same time, the advantages of working were

expanded through enactment in 1975 of the earned income tax credit fcr the
working poor.

The result is that by 1980, it had become substantially more

remunerative in nearly all states to work at the minimum wage than to go on
welfare.

This is particularly important, because if perverse welfare

incentives in the late 1960's actually led to family dissolution and black
unemployment as the critics contend, then these

trends should have reversed

themselves in the 1970's, when the relative advantage of work over welfare
increased sharply.

But this didn't ,ccur -- the number of female-headed

households comtined to grow and black employment declined further.

In

reality, this should not be surprising, since the benefit programs had
little to do with causing these problems.
Indeed, there is a growing body of impressive research on the question

of whether there is a relationship between welfare and illegitimacy.
Although this may not fit the popular conceptions on this issue, the

research finds no significant connection between welfare and out-of-wedlock
births.

The landmark study on this issue was funded by the Health and Human
Services Department during the Reagan Administration and was completed last
year.

The study, by Harvard researchers David Ellwood and Mary Jo Bane,

found that welfare apparently has some influence
who get pregnant continue to live at home.

on whether unmarried women

But Ellwood and Bane found that

welfare has virtually no impact on whether unmarried women, including
teenagers, get pregnant or bear children in the first

place.

In subsequent writings, Ellwood has issued devastating
Murray thesis.

critiques of the

Ellwood has noted that from 1972 to 1980, the number of

children in black female-headed households

rose nearly 20%, while the
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number of black children on AFDC fell by 5%.

If AFDC is to blame for

illegitimacy, why did the black AFDC population decline at the same time
that black female-headed households were increasing rapidly?

How can

welfare be encouraging more single black women to have children if many of
these same women do not collect welfare when the children are born,
Finally, there is important research that bears on the question of work
incentives.

For those who argue that anti-poverty efforts have sapped work

incentives, the major "evidence" cited generally consists of data showing
that between 1965 and 1980, the proportion of black men in the labor force
declined and the employment gap between young white men and young black men
widened.

The research actually points in other directions, however.

Employment

among black teenagers actually declined more in t'e 1950's, before the
poverty programs began, than in any decade since.

And virtually all of the

decline in black teen-age employment from 1950 to 1970 was caused by the
disappearance of low-paying jobs in the South, as southern agriculture was
mechanized.

Research bj John Cogan, now associate director of OMB and a

former Assistant Secretary of Labor in the Reagan Administration, found
that in 1950, nearly half of all employed black teenagers worked as farm
laborers, and more than 90% of these black teenage farm workers lived in
the South.

disappeared.

From 1950 to 1970, most farm employment in the South
As a result, the main source of employment for black

teenagers vanished.

The evidence, Cogan concluded, is "inconsistent with the view that the
growth in welfare participation among blacks is at the heart of the decline
[in black teenage employment]."

In the North, where welfarii benefits were

higher than in the South, black youth employment did not drop, Cogan noted.
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By contrast, it was in the South -- where welfare
payments were lower -that black teenage employment fell.
To be sure, employment among black youth continued
to fall after 1970,

when the mechanization of southern
by the early 1970's, AFDC

agriculture ..as largely complete.

But

benefits were falling and welfare rolls had

passed their period of growth, so the decline in black employment

in this

period cannot be blamed on expanding government benefits.
There are numerous

other factors that appear to have contributed to the
decline in black employment
in the 1970's and to the widening job gap
between black and white youth.

competition for jobs, as record
youth entered the labor market.

The 1970's was a period of unprecedented
numbers of white women and black and white
In those swollen labor markets, further

enlarged by increases in immigration, many young blacks
from poor families
(and often with poor educations)

appear to have been pushed to the "back of

the queue."

The stagnation of the general economy aggravated this
problem.
Employment rates for young black males are more sensitive
to the

performance of the economy than
demographic group.

are the employment rates for any other

When the economy soured in the 1970's, young blacks

were affected most.

Other factors also appear to have contributed lo low
employment rates
among black youth (such as, perhaps, the growth of the "undergrocnd
economy").

in addition, the fact that many more young blacks were

attending college or enrolling in the armed forces in the 1970's
meant that
significant numbers of the most employable black youth
were no longer in
the civilian labor force, a factor which also tends to result
in higher
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unemployment rates for the less employable persons who remain in the labor
force.

But the existence of public_ assistance programs is, at most, only a
small part of the unemplc, .nt story.

The research in this area indicates

that the availability of welfare has only small effects in reducing the
degree to which AFDC mothers work outside the home.

The effect on black

men does not appear substant'al either -- for the basic reason that men who
are not elderly or disabled are not eligible for much in welfare in most
areas.

Cash welfare benefits available to unemployed young males range

from meager to non-existent in most jurisdictions.

Where Do We Go From Here?

Claims that poverty programs backfired and made things worse -- or
simply that the programs were failures -- do not stand up.

The very real

and troublesome problems of high unemployment (especially among black
youth) and significant illegitimacy rates cannot be laid at the feet of War
on Poverty efforts.

And as noted, in a number of key areas these programs

dramatically improved living conditions for millions of low income
families and elderly persons.
But

I would not want this discussion of poverty issues to be seen as

simply a defense of the status quo or a call just for more of the same.

If

the benefit programs did reduce poverty and improve health care and
nutrition, they did riot, on the other hand, create jobs or increay.
earnings for large numbers of the poor.

This, as well as efforts to tackle

the extremely difficult task of reducing teenage pregnancy, remain tasks
that continue to confront us.
To be sure, creating jc 's for the poor would have been an extremely

difficult task in an economy that, in the 1970's, was not generating enough
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jobs to prevent unemployment from rising and real wages from stagnating.
But new, creative endeavors in this area are essential (and, if the
economy
improves in coming years, are more likely to he successful).
Other efforts are also important.

Tax burdens on the working poor have

soared in recent years -- and while the Congress debates lowering marginal

tax rates to 35% for upper income Americans to spur incentives, the

marginal tax rates for many working poor Americans are close to 100%.*
an example of a perverse work incentive, the
working poor are hard to beat).

(As

marginal tax rates on the

The tax reductions the President has

proposed for the working poor are a first and very necessary step to deal
with this problem.
Expanding the earned income tax credit (EITC) further to benefit single
individuals and larger families who work would be another Important
step
that would specifically reward those of the poor who work
-- and would
strengthen incentives for working.
Further efforts to toughen child support collection are also needed.

To the degree that we enhance the income of the working poor through
an
expanded EITC, and increase the income of low income mothers through better
child support collections, the need for families to rely on public
assistance will be somewhat diminished.

If we can also mount successful

job creation strategies aimed at the underclass, and can expand
programs
that enable low income persons to compete
market (such as supported work

more effectively in the job

programs for low income mothers and work

*For the working poor, additional
earnings result not only in higher taxes
but also in the loss of benefits.
For each additional dollar earned by
working poor mothers who receive AFDC and food stamps, close to a dollar
is
taken away in reduced benefits and increased taxes.
As a result, effective
marginal tax rates for these families approach (and in some cases exceed)
100%.
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programs similar to that now being run for welfare eligibles in
Massachusetts), the numbers of those needing public assistance checks will
be reduced further.
For those families with children who do need public assistance,

however, we should at long last provide national minimum benefit levels
that are tied to inflation, as we do for the elderly in the SSI program.
We can debate statistics on poverty for years, but if we allow AFDC
benefits to fall another 37% in the next 15 years, we can be certain that
the numbers of American children living in destituLion will reach levels
not seen in this natioi for decades.
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Senator SYMMS. Mr. Murray, we welcome you here. Also, Senator
D'Amato.

Representative SCHEUER. Mr. Chairman, the acoustics in this
room are absolutely dreadful, and I am having trouble understanding much of what is being said. So I would ask the witn:iss to just
hug that mike and speak right into it loud and clear.
Mr. MURRAY. I will do my best.

Representative Sc mum. I apologize for that.
Senator SYMMS. I am having trouble myself. Mr. Murray, please
pros
STATEMENT OF CHARLES MURRAY, SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOW,
MANHATTAN INSTITUTE FOR POLICY RESEARCH

Mr. MURRAY. Thank you for the invitation to testify.

Senator Simms. Your entire prepared statement will be made

part of the record.

Mr. MURRAY. I will skip over most of it.

I would just lik,., to begin by noting that there are certain things
that are agreed upon, and I, foi one, would Bk., to subscribe to
Peter Gottschalk's description of what has happened to the poverty
statistics.
This is not something that we need to spend a whole lot of time
-.-orrying about, because the facts are known. The problem is the
causal relationship of what caused what, and when my colleague
Peter Gottschalk says things would have been a lot worse otherwise and I say no, it went the opposite direction, we are both involved i making some assertions about causality which require us
to explore the dynamics of what went on.
Let me very briefly take up the one major issue of unemployment, because as other witnesses have pointed out, when you have
rising unemployment you arc;, among other things, probably going
to have rising poverty. That makes good sense. But I think that if
you are going to understand what happened, you also have to look
within those dynamics to see who gained, who lost, who is getting
the jobs that are created.

In that regard, I would direct the attention If the members of

the subcommittee to the section in my prepared statement where I
break down job acquisition in the United States.
There were lots of jobs created in the United States from 1960 to
1980 despite rising unemployment, a huge number of jobs, as many
have pointed out.
Well, who got those jobs? I specifically compare blacks with
whites, and 1 break down the jobs oy low skill versus high skill jobs
using basic Department of Labor categories to do that, and there is
a very striking contrast, which I don't think proves a thing.
I would like to emphasize this with regard to a great many of the
things being said at this table and things being said in my book
and m others, which is we are in the position right now of trying to
explore a very complicated process. This is one way of trying to get
into that process.
If you take a look at high skill jobs from 1960 to 1980 and look at
how blacks did, they did terrific. The line on the graph, figure 5 of
my prepared statement, indicates how well they did. Jobs climbed
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very rapidly from the 1959 baseline and they have climbed much
higher on a percentage basis than they did for whites. That is good,
because blacks were vastly underemployed in the higher skill jobs.
That's a positive step. I would point out it was taking place well

before strong affirmative action took hold too. But never mind
that. They did well.

I present that graph primarily in order to establish a contrast
with what I consider to be a very provocative set of trends, as
shown in figure 6 of my prepared statement, the acquisition of low

skill jobs from 1960 to 1980 by race. If you look at those lines,

again you are looking at the percentage increase in those jobs from
1960 to 1965, al d you will find that from 1960 to 1965 blacks con-

tinued to acquire low skill jobs proportionately as fast as whites
did, which is -as° a healthy matter, because you had very high unemployment rates among blacks and you couldn't expect all of
them to move into high skill jobs. They should have been acquiring
low skill jobs.

In 1965 the bottom drops out of low skill job acquisition by
blacks. For one reason or anotherlet's not worry about why right
nowblacks suddenly stopped getting low skill jobs.
If you take a look at that not just in terms of the percentage increase but actually the raw numbers, as in figure 7 of my prepared
statementfigure 7 is to be a question demanding an answer, because if you are creating many millions of new low skill jobs, why
is it blacks didn't get any of them? I will go further. From 1965 to
1980 blacks lost another 117,000 low skill jobs. Now, something
went on, and there are lots of explanations for it. There is the baby
boomers competing with blacks; there are women entering the
labor force.

In the prepared statement I present I describe at some length

some reasons for thinking those don't really explain very much. If
you have an opting out of the competion for low skill jobs at the
same time you have rising unemployment rates, I would say you
have to try to explain why.
Well, my explanation, based on what I can read from the literature, goes something like this if I try to relate this to the question
of social programs.

Let me put it in terms of a phenomenon we are witnessing here
in the District of Columbia right now. Let's think of the young man
or woman living in the inner city of Washington, DC, today, where
unemployment remains extremely high despite 2 years of a growing economy. We know that jobs are available in large number in

the DC area. Across the river in Virginia there is a pronounced
labor shortage.

Why, then, have the unemployment rates among blacks in the
District remained so obstinately high? The most common explanation, as was described in the Washington Post at great length a few
weeks ago, is that the jobs are too far away and public transportation is bad and it takes you a couple of hours co get to those jobs.

Well, that explanation and the uncritical acceptance of it is to
me a fascinating commentary on the elite wisdom about social

policy. To see this, stop for a moment and consider how preposter-

ous that explanation would have sounded to our parents and

grandparents.
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For that matter, it is useful to ask oneself how many of one's
middle class acquaintances routinely spend a few hours a day, perhaps even on public transportation, commuting to and from work.
How many are routinely at work or on the way to and from work a
total of 12 hours a day? How many have uprooted their families in
the past and moved them across country to get a new job?
It is curious, but true, that public policy toward the poor applies
a double standard in this country. What is reasonable and usual
behavior for the middle class has come to be considered cruel and
usual for the poor. This double standard has been pervasive in the
way we have developed social policy since the
whether the
topic is unemployment or education or obeying1960's
the law or standards of personal responsibility for one's behavior.
In my mind no other single factor explains more about why we
constructed social programs the way we did, administered them as
we did, and fostered so many unhappy outcomes. The double stand-

ard has been nowhere more divergent and more injurious to the
poor than the attitude of affluent whites toward poor blacks.
But let's suppose for a moment that the net pay for any one
person taking such a low-income job is too small after you take out
the transportation costs. Why don't you have two or three people
from the same unemployed family take those jobs and pool their
wages and have a net take that puts them well above the poverty
line?
Well, you can't do that unless families consist of husbands and
wives; you can't do that very easily unless there are fathers serving
as role models for children. And these
inappropriate expectations to have of the typical poor family inare
urban America.
The tightly knit interdependent family hea historically been the
indispensable instrument for coping with poverty in America and
around the world. But now there are alternatives to the spouse as
a helpmate, alternatives to the parent as a provider, alternatives to
the child as an insurance policy for one's old age, and those alternatives are in large part a direct creation of the public assistance
programs. To expect large numbers of American poor to cope with
unemployment as a family unit is now unrealistic. It didn't used to
be.
If transportation is inadequate, why don't you have more low

income housing over there in Virginia?
If you try to build low income housing in this country, you are
going to lose your shirt. Rent control in some areas and rules about
evicting tenants for nonpayment are so strict that nondiscriminatory statutes are going to prevent you from screening your tenants
so that you can get good risks. You can't afford to build low-income
housing, because you can't make money on it. Even if there were
low-income housing, you can't necessarily expect a poor person to
move to Virginia, because if they have a subsidized house here in
Washington, they have a vested interest in remaining rhere they
are.
But here the problems get worse when you try to explain why it
is that you have a labor shortage in Virginia, because if the unemployed youth does go out to seek that job he may very well not get
it. It's not just because of racism; it is also because he doesn't deal
with numbers well enough to be cashier; he doesn't have the basic
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s social skills and language skills to be a sales clerk even though he
has a diploma and went to a school with a large grant under title I
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. And he
won't have learned those things for a whole variety of reasons, but

a lot of them have a great deal to do with an elite wisdom that
decided it was wrong to compel students to absorb the habits and
values of the majority middle class.

If the youngster does get a job, earns $4.00 an hour, takes it
home, he has to explain why it is that his friends next door are

making so much more money from much less difficult and demanding jobs, mostly in the underground economy.

Well, in this explanation I think it is quite clear that a lot of

things are going on, and they don't all have to do with the size of

the AFDC benefit, and here I must say that the controversy I

helped inflame with "Losing Ground" never said that they did. I
must decline to accept the formulations of either Mr. Gottschalk or
Mr. Gallaway as representing what I said in the book about the
nature of these causes. The fact is that it was not the Medicaid program that caused the breakdown in public education and it was not
AFDC payments which changed our law enforcement standards.
You have a variety of things happening, all of which interacted
and all of which changed the world in which a young person grew
up, but all together across the various areas of social policy I would
say there are changes which were fostered, facilitated, and enabled
by social policy.

I conclude the prepared statement with a couple of pages suggesting what we might do. I think I have used up most of my time
right now, so I will withhold those statements, except for one brief
comment.

I do not think that this country is yet ready to have major

changes in social policy, because we are still, most of us, much hap-

pier thinking that compassion lies in the way of spending rather
than less. I th;- we art probably going to do better if we don't try
to have minor cuts in AFDC and minor cuts in the food stamps
program. Personally I would be in favor of agreeing to the advocates of larger spending in those programs, because as the years go
on and we continue to see more hungry children, and we continue
to see more babies that require AFDC payments, as we continue to
see an increase in the problems despite the continued effort to increase the expenditures in these programs, perhaps finally we will
come around to a point where we will be able to confront much
more squarely the nature of the dilemma we face.
Thank you.
Senator SYMMS. Thank you very much, Mr. Murray.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Murray follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES MURRAY

Mr Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee

I thank the Subcommittee for the opportunity to appear before it today, but

the assignment is daunting The last time

I

tried to answer the question, "Did we

win or lose the ei at- on Poverty?" it took me a book to do so l And properly so

There is alm3st nothing to be said about the ettects of the War on Poverty that is
both simply, and completely true Let me consine myself tooay to what I see as a

few basic issues
A SIGNIFICANT SUCCESS

Did the reforms we now associate .,ith the War on Poverty v. or for anyone?
The answer is yes, without much question, Tor one group people 01 retirement age

Figure 1 below shows the poverty trendline 'or those aged 65 or over
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Among the elderly, the large increases in public assistance programs in

the1960s and early 1970s were associated with very large reductions in the
poverty level among the elderly, concentrated from the years1956' through1974
On the less positive side, it should be added that these reductions were achieved

inefficiently Without a means test for Social Security benefits, a very large
proportion of the increased expenditures have gone to elderly people who are not

poor (Even in 1965. it must be remembered, 70 percent of all persons over 65
were Bat poor ) It should also be noted that the reforms may have had some

adverse side-effects In rates of savings and other behaviors 2 But the increases in
spending for the elderly did reduce poverty

For the workm?-aged, the picture is very different Figure 2 on the following page shows the pe-centage of the population under the age of 65 living in

poverty from 1959-1983 The fierce defense currently being waged on behalf of
income transfer programs for the working-aged ultimately comes down en effort
to explain why Figure 2 does not really mean what it seems to mean Standing
unadorned, without exegesis, the measure of poverty that was created by the

federal government es the metric for assessing progress says that the public
spending intended to lift the working-aged Door out of poverty wes a conspicuous
failure Before 1969, and stretching back to the end 01 World War 11, this measure
revealed steady progress 3 As the economy grew, the poor diminished in numbers,

and the working-aged poor diminished fastest of all

The United States was not

2 See for example Martin Feldstein and Anthony Pet lechio, "Social Security and Household Wealth
Accumulation New Microeconomic Evidence," Review of Econom , and Statistics 61 (August 1979), pp

361-68
3 The official poverty measure has been calculated retrospectively back to 1947, when it is estimated to
hove stood at 33 percent of the population See Molly Orshansky, ed , The Measure of Pvertm, Technical
Pacer 1 vol 1 (Waehinaton D C Government Print; ng Office, n d ), p 349 We do not he -e 3 tr-.1{(di.Nn
yea' ) prier Tv i is; Ooseo on experience trom 1;159-67, oefore the maior
uy bye group luf
increases in Social Secunty began, reductions were concentrated among the working- aged -as could be
predicted logically When government transfers are relative' y small , reductions in poverty are produced
almost exclusively by economic growth, and the benefits of economic growth accrue initially to the work
force
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only getting richer as a nation, It was getting richer for those at the bottom
Wealth was not just "trickling down", it was flowing down at a rate that promised
to eliminate poverty among the working-aged altogether within anotner decade or

so Then, just as the income transfer programs got into high gear, progress
against poverty among the working-aged stopped
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Figure 2. Poverty Rmong the Working-figed, 1959-1983

THE ROLE OF INKIND BENEFITS

Perhaps progress did not really stop Perhaps it only appeared to stop,

because the poverty measure is misleading And in tact it is, in two quite different ways First, as the Congress has been discussing for some years, the

otficial measure does not take in-kind benefits into account A variety of methods
for doing so have bean explored by tne Bureau of the Census 4

I nsof or as we c*n

4 Three recent papers from the Bureau of the Cerois. Technical Papers 50,51, and 52, have been
grappling with Una etremely difficult methodological problem The most recent 13 Technical Psper 52,
sttmitesof Poverty Incl udi ngthe "'slue of Nor,cagh Benefit! 19R3 vhshi ngton Government Printing
Office, August 1984)
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tell from the available data, however, none has much effect on explaining away the
problem posed by Figure 2 According to the most widely used figures prepared by
Professor Timothy Smeeding, reductions in poverty for the population as a whole
continued to 1972-73, and stopped thereafter, regardless of whether the measure

is the 'official" one or a measure incorporating the value of in-kind benefits' We
also know that the apparent reductions in poverty among the population as a whole
dunng the penod 1969-73 masked the end to progress among the wori'ing -aged
This same phenomenon must be presumed to have affected the apparent reductions

in 1969-73 after in-kind benefits are taken into account, because such a large

proportion of the in-kind benefits were earmarked for older citizens

In 1970, for

example, Medicare, exclusively for the elderly, was a $7 1 billion program compared to $577 million for Food Stamps and and $562 million for public housing

(both of which were themselves substantially directed at the elderly) Medicaid,
the only major in-kind benefit program in which the elderly did not participate,
cost $52 billion in combined federal and state expenditures 6 In the early 1970s,
in-kind benefits cannot be expected to have pushed the poverty rate among the

working-aged more than one or two percentage points below the levels shown by

the official statistics The shape of the trendline shown in Figure 2 would be
essentially unaffected by the inclusion of income transfers
L ATM POVERTY

The official poverty statistic misleads in a Eecc.r.cl 'a, .-.,, :r.,-., r; together
income from all sources When Lyndon Johnson signed the first anti-poverty bill,

5 Using the analysts of Timothy Smeeding, who was, commissioned by the Bureau of the Census to write its
first major paper (Technical Paper 50) on this issue `ee also Timothy Smeeding, "Recent Increases in
Poverty in the US Who' the Official Estimates Fail to Show Testimony prepared for Subcommittee on
Oversight and Subcommittee on Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation, Committee on Ways
and Means, U S House of Representatives, Washington, D C October 18, 1983

6 Bureau of the Census, 5tatistIcal Abstract of the United States 1 980 (Washington, D C Government
Pn nti rig Office, 1980), Table 534
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he made his intention clear Success would be measured by getting people off the
dole, able to make a decent living on their own, not by sending out enough checks
to enough people to keep them above the poverty line

The official poverty

statistic does not measure progress toward this goal The poverty statistic that
does measure such progress Is what I call -latent- poverty, sometimes also

ref erred to as "pre-transfer- poverty This statistic reports the number of people
who would be poor if it were not for government transfers Figure 3 shows the
level of latent poverty in the years for which a figure h,s been calculated by
researchers at the Institute for Research on Poverty
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Figure 3. Latent Poverty from 1959 -1983
On this measure, we did not simply stop making orogress In 1969 We
started heading in the wi ong direction

See 'Johneen Sure Nita NIA Poverty Piet** New Ere, t4Nt York Tunes 21 Auquet 1964
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How important is the measure of latent poverty? In recent years, analyses

of the poverty statistic' have been based virtually without exception on the
assumption that more money automatically means greater well-being for poor
people Few of these analysts would make the same claim for mil-idle-class

people, let alone the nch On the contrary, the pursuit of higher incomes at these

levels is more often treated as intellectually and morally suspect But for poor
people it has been assumed that $14,000 is always better than $12,000, $ 12,000

is always better than $10,000, and the question of where the money came from is

tnvial, the kind of thing that concerns only curmudgeonly moralists who don t
understand the realities of poverty
I disagree profoundly, for reasons that I have described at length else-

where 8 Self-reliance is not desirable just for abstract reasons The selfreliance of a family is intimately bound up with the way that parents see
themselves and raise their children, the way that children see their parents and
their own responsibilities, and, by extension, intimate, I bound up with many of the

problems in cnme, education, illegitimacy that make life in our poor communities
nearly unbearable

To me, Figure 3 portrays not just the failure of the transfer programs to
continue the progress aaainst ocverty, but a change involving : centrally impertant
measure of the American ideal

For many years

throughout American history, one

may speculate -this country had provided a system !n whicir larger and larger
numbers of people were able, through their own efforts, to provide a decent living

Tor themselves and their families For whatever reason, that historic trend

reversed at the close of the 19605 The official poverty statistic is indeed
misleading, but the most Important way it is misleading is by masking this
reversal Measured officially, progress against poverty among the working-aged
8 Murray,

Ground pp 178-91

1
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stopped Measured in the way that Liindon Johnson wanted to defeat poverty--in
the way that, ance upon a time, was the gLily acceptable way to defeat povertywe have been lcsing ground for more than fifteen years''
"IT WOULD HAVE BEEN WORSE OTHERWISE"

This leads us to the great conundrum about the poverty statistics My
colleague Peter Gottschalk who is also testifying today can examine the same

trendline for latent poverty and see in it dramatic confirmation of the need for the
expanded public assistance programs of the 1970s and for continued expansion in

the 1980s Unemployment and nonparticipation in the labor force, especially
among young blacks, have shown a secular upward trend since the 1960s, and
unemployment is a major cause of poverty 10 Households headed oy , single

female, especially households headed by a single, poorly educated young female,

have also increased rapidly since the mid-1960s, and such households raturally

tend to be poorll On these and similar grounds, it has been argued that the flat

trealline in poverty is in fact evidence of success without the income transfers,
poverty would have Increased much more than it actually did
Neither side in the dispute can make its case in the absence of some crucial
causal assumptions

if the decline in employment among black youths is caused by

variables exogenous to social policy, and if the rise in female-headed households
among blacks is caused by variables exogenous to social policy, then the con9 Can the increase in latent poverty be attributed to en increase i n the elderly? It seems more likely that
the opposite is true The evidence on this point is fragmentary but provocative The "inflation" of the
latent poverty rate caused by the elderly was substantially smeller in 1976 then it wee in 1983, a finding
that is consistent with collateral data about the changes in the economic situation and the size of different
age cohorts during the I 970s It appears likely that the slope of the increase In latent poverty after
1968-69 would have steeper, not shallower, if date excluding the elderly were fully available See

Murray, mails Ground p 274
10 Ibid., Chapter 5
11 Ibid., Chapter 9 For effects on the poverty rate, see Gordon Green end Edward Wel mak ,C_Iimi no

family Comoosition and Income Differentiall,ligragatmornbultina CDS-80-7 (Washington,
D C Government Pnntmg Office, 1982)
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cluslon is inescapable without the increases in transfer payments, poverty among
the working-aged would have risen substantially during the 1970s If these
phenomena were in pert effects of social policy, then one may examine the
massive Job creation that occurred and ask why certain segments of the American
population opted out cf competition One may ask. why increasing numbers of

blacks and poor people in general formed single-parent families that virtuall
guaranteed they would remain poor ao matter what happened to the economy Yf nat

is causing what?
UNEMPLOYMENT AND CAUSES: THE CASE OF BLACK JOB ACQUISITWN

Let me take up this question with regard to one of the most obvious culprits
for the end to progress against poverty, increasing unemployment Who lost what
kinds of Jobs, when? Who gained? To what extent can we at least take comfort
that the increases in public assistance programs had lust been put in place when, by
happg coincidence, the need for them began to increase?

First, consider the nature of job creation in the United States during the
1950s and 1970s Figure 4 shows the growth of jobs broken down by race It is

.

presented to emphasize a fact that is too often forgot ten in the discussion of rising
unemployment some people were net getting a piece of the pie, but the pie itself
was growing very fast
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Figure 4. Jou Creation tram 1960-1980
As Figure 4 shows, blacks es well es whites increased their total number of
jobs

But there was a curious pattern in the nature of the jobs they got

begin

I

with higher-skilled lobs, using the Labor Department': categories ot white collar
end "craft and kindred" to represent such jobs 12 Figure 5 shows the relative

success of whites and blocks in improving Apon their situations 03 of 1959
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1980 (Washington Government Printing Office, 1901), Table A-20 "Skilled" is the
sum of workers in the white collar and -craft & kindred" categories

Figure 5. Requisition of Skilled Jobs from 1960-1980, by Race
Figure 5 is expressed in terms of percentage increases, which is the best

way of understanding how blacks did relative to the size of their population But
black progress looks impressive as well when the numbers are expressed in terms

of raw number of jobs Overall, blacks gained a net of 40 million jobs in the
skilled-job categones Contrast this with Figure 6 below, calculated in the same

fashion, for low-skill jobs
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Figure 6. ficqumition of Low-Skill Jobs from 1960-1980, by Race
Through 1965, blacks continued to acquire new low-skill jobs as last ss
whites did Then they stopped doing so The economy continued to general_ such
jobs, in very large numbers Many of them passed invisibly into the hands of

illegal aliens But even if we limit the data to the visibl ,obs for which blacks
and whites were competing, the black record is disheartening Lest it be thought

that Figure 6 reflects en artifact created by the use of percentage increases, I
repeat it in Figure 7, using raw numbers of jobs
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Figure 7. Numbers of New Low-Skill Jobs from 1960-1980, by Race

From 1959 to1980, the economy generated 62 million new low-skill jobs
Of those, blacks had a net gain of 231,000 All of that net gain of 231,000- -

indeed, more than that net of 231,000-- had been obtained during the period

1960-65 After 1965, t lacks lost a net 117,000 in the iow-skill categories, at
the same time that whites were acquiring almost 49 mllion 13 Those of us who
disagree on why things happened may nonetheless egret in one unaeniable fact
something happened to change either the behavior of blacks, or the behavior of

employers, or both Whet might this 'something' have been

13 It should be noted that these figures all refer to nonfarm jobs, to avoid confounding with the effects of
the loss of agricultural jobs
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A DIMINISHING NEED?

The need for jobs for low skilled olecks would seem to have been greeter
than ever before The employment situation among young blacks, those who were

most likely candidates for low-skill jobs, was deteriorating rapidly Even during
the boom economy of the Vietnam War from 1965-69, black teenage unemployment
never dipped below 24 percent 14 The employment position of young blacks relative

to young whites actually worsened during the boom A black/white teenage
unemployment ratio that had remained stable at approximately 1 9 to 1 during the
early 1960s increased in a single, year, the boom year of 1966 from 2 0 to

1

to 2 3

to 1, where it stayed for the rest of the decade Meanwhile, a gap was also
opening up in the labor force participation of white and black youth 15 There was

ample need for low-skill employment among blacks after the mid-1960s
THE AMBIANCE OF THE SIXTIES?

Menial jobs are demeaning such was one of the discoveries of the 1960s,

and it may be hypothesized to nave affected black attitudes toward low-paying

jobs more than it affected white attitudes, primarily because of aspects of the
black pride movement 1 will not try to identify the extent of these changes, but

two observations seem relevbnt

One is that heightened black pride .-201I1C1

easily

beexpected to produce a ?name of mind in which blacks were determined to be

',de.Tencientthe immigrant syndrome Why should we Think it naturdi that rising
black pride would produce a pre? erence for no job to a menial job% A second

observation is that in this case attitudes do not enable behavior Any of us might
neturellu (ref Pr 1aisurF to A mem& !nh if v.na had tho rhAlr

"Af

14 Unless otherwise specified these and other labor force data are taken from BurPau of Labor Statiztrs,
Labor Force Statistics Derived from the Current Population Survey A Databook .,olume ; kVias,toriqtcn
DC Gayer oment Printing Office, 1982)

15 Murray, Lowy 8rcund, pp 75-8
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toward such jobs might be very negative But we are unlikely to act on that

attitude unless we have an alternative Very few of us will choose to starve
rather than accept an undesirable jcb The reforms of the the 1960s are most

accurately seen in this arena as a facilitator for behaviors that are always
waiting to happen, not as changes that provoked strange new ways of acting
THE BABY BootiERs?

The changes might be explained by the enormous increase that took place in

the size of the labor force Professor John E Schwarz, writing in America's Hidden
Success has rgued that the "crowded generation" entenng the work force from
1965 onward is to blame 16

The causal mechanism whereby the baby boom or the

influx of women into the labor force produce these effects is competition More
whites are in the job market Given a choice, employers hire the more attractive

candidates, who tend to be whiteeither because of superior prehraticn or simple .
racism The job market is perceived as a queue in which blacks stand at the end
In Losing Ground I suggested that such explanations ere inadequate because

of the peculiar timing of the changes in behavior The gap in labor force participation did not open up dunng a time of economic slowdown, but dunng the boom years
of the 1960, vhen jobs were being created fester then even the baby-boomers could

enter the labor market Also, f the baby boomer hypothesis is to be accepted, it

must be explained why older alecks did well They, after all, tended to be poorly
educated, they had grown up in en ere of open racism, and were without even the

esseL

youthf ul vigor and flexibility They should have bean most vulnerable to e

changing economy and to increased competition from the baby boom and women But

1.

..6701in E Schwarz, ArBrica's Hidden Sumes3. A Reassessment of Tventy Years of Public Policy (Nev

York WW Norton, 1983), pp 124-30

1,2 /
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older blacks continued to improve their employment pisition long after the position
of young blacks had deterioratpd 17

The swelling labor force hypothesis is susceptible, however, to more direct
treatment than I presented in Losing. Ground insofar as it implies that increases in

the size of the labor force are associated with tne deterioration in the employment
position of black youths Has this been the case? Have, in fact, increases in the
number of persons competing for jobs been associated with the increase in the gap

in black-white labor force participation or the increase in the black-white
unemployment retiu9

If a relationship exists, it is not immediately apparent From 1955-50 the
labor force increased at a mean of 1 7 million persons annually, and the range of the

annual increase was great, from a low of 155,000 in 1962 to a high of 3,242,000 in

1976 But there is no direct association between the size of the increase from year
to year and the changes in the unemployment and LFP gaps between blacks and

whites Using data for the period 1955-80, the correlation of the annual changes In
he size of the labor force with the corresponding change in the size of the

black/white LFP gap among teenagers is effectively zero (+ 03), as is the

correlation with changes in the black/white teenage unemployment ratio (also
+ 03) 18 Black teenagers did not experience greater employment problems in

year

with the larger increases in the labor "i'ir-ce
A more useful representation of change in labor force size is one that takes

the job-creation performance of the economy into account The indicator in this

instance is net wnrk- SisP ara" t ha lif:itec inrroaeo

the

of 4 Me 13k3.-

17 Murray, Losing Ground, pp 72 -4
18 Pearson L using annual changes in total civilian labor force, black/white unemployment ratio for 1 61 9 veer -olds, and the black-white percentage gap in LFP for 16-19 year-olds "Bieck* in all cases
denotes "black and other
It should be noted that comparable results obtain when the change i in size of the
labor force is expressed 83 a percentage 1 ,ermoe insteet Jf a raw numencal increase

o ci
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minus the year s change in the number of employed persons A positive number thus
represents more new work-seekers than jobs and a negative number represents
more new Jobs than there were new workers to compete for them

Again using the experience from 1955-50 for black and wrhte teenagers

(ages16-19), the data do not fit expectations

In fourteen of those years, the

Increase in the number of employed persons exceeded the increase in the labor

force, yet in 12 of those 14 years, the gap in labor force participation increased

Overall, the correlation of

In 11 of those years, the unemployment ratio increased

"net work-seekers- with annual changes in the labor force particiotion gap was

02, the correlation with first difference in the unemployment ratio was strongly
inverse ( -53) Some of the worst deterioration in the black employment situation
relative to whites occurred not when there was a shortage of new lobs. but in the
years when there was a surplus

We mey also explore the hypothesis that it was Specifically the increase in
the number of teenagers, not general increases, that affected the indicators in

question Here too the bivariate relationships remain low The correlation of the
first difference in the size of the teenage population ages 16-19 with first
difference in the gap in LFP is + 16, with first difference in the unemployment ratio,
+ 06

Space does not permit extension of these numbers to other age gr3Aps. nor

will I attempt to develop more complex models here

I

will leave it as an

assertton (one that can be readily explored from data in the appendix of Losing

Grounq) that the weakness of the relationship between the increase in the labor
force, size of the teenage cohorts, and the labor force behavior persists across age
groups and across sexes This does not mean that Ihanges in these demographic

variables had no effect at all

I would expect that they did, and that a well-

specified model will reveal such independent erf ects The question Is whether the

55-772 0 - 86 - 5

12J
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relationships have much explanatory power, and to this the answer so far seems to
be no

The more complex modelling that has been done t; date supports this

conclusion 19
THE EMPLOYERS' FAULT?

I have been suggesting, here and in Losing Ground, that the posture of lowincome persons toward Jobs changed It was "their fault," if one wishes to put It

that way, that they were unable to acquire at least some proportional number of

the low-skill jobs that were being created Another possibility Is that the
competition for such jobs was not only numerically too great, but qualitatively too
great
To examine this, let us return to the successes and failures of blacks to

acquire jobs dunng the penod960-1980, breaking down the job categones more
precisely Given the queue explanation of the deterioration in the employment of
blacks--that blacks were at the back of the line- -what proportions of these new
lobs might be expected to have gone to blacks" Or to put it another way, for which

of these job categones was the competition from the influx of white women and
baby-boomers most intense? I invite people to answer the question before

examining Table 1, which shows the proportion 01 the new jobs acquired by blacks

19 NI 1. Wachter and C Kim, 'Tune Series Charyr, in Youth

University of Pennsylvania, 1979
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Table 1. Percent of New Jobs Obtained by Blacks
White

Craft

Collar

Kindreu

Operatives

nonfarm

Service

Labor

1960 -65

11.4%

16.0%

16.6%

11.3%

24.4%

1965-70

14.0.

18.2%

63.5%

(i0.4%)

(9.1.)

1970-75

11.6%

12.7%

Oa*

C0.4%)

7.21

1975-80

14.9?

15.0%

30.9t

(4.2%)

i3.6%

Open figures refer to the net increase in black jobs during that period expressed as a
percentage of all new jobs in that category during that period.

,igures in parentheses

denote a net loss of black gobs, expressed as a Percentage of the jobs in that category
held by blacks in the baseline year.
a The number of jobs in the "operatives" category decreased during this period.

Sources

Employment and Training Report of the President, (Washington, D.C. : Governnent

Printing Office, 1981), Table R-20.

Table 1 recapitulates from another perspective the trends shown in Figures 6

and 7 'Blacks and others' constituted roughly 11 percent of the population in 1960

and 14 percent in 1980 Applying this information to Table 1, it may be said that in
the early 1960s blacks were ecquir rag at least their share of new jobs in every
category of employmEnt I suggest that after the mid 1960s, blacks got their jobs

where the competition ti o

baby-boomers and women was greatest, and lost jobs

(or failed to acquire their proportional share) where the competition from babyboomers and women was leat

Consider the loss of black jobs in the nonfarm labor category, a trend that

persisted from the mid 1960s through 1980 Were women naturally so attractive to
rot ontiAl ampinuprc? Wnrnpn iilcn hart to finht flicrrimnisit inn ponprinllu in t hp

nonfarm labor sector For nonfarm labor and service jobs involving heavy work,
women were also at a competitive disadvantage because of size and strength Nor
can it be assumed that employers gave oreferPnce to Job candidates Who had extra
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academic or other credentials--"overqualification" can be as much of a handicap as
other forms of discrimination. The notion that en employer, given the choice, would
naturally rather hire a white woman or a college-educated white than a young,

poorly educated black for low-skill labor is not necessarily valid
On the face of it, blacks competing for the skilled labor and white-collar
positions would seem to have faced the most severe obstacles in a rapidly expend-

ing labor force The higher the skill, th1 more likely that licensing restrictions and
union rules impeded black entrance into the workplace 20 Blacks seeking

professional positions faced a burgeoning pool of white competitors who had gone to
better colleges and had higher grades end test scores 21 Why then did blacks do so

well in getting their share of the higher-skill jobs while doing so poorly in the

lower-skill jobs9 Affirmative action'? But blacks were doing well in 111 job
categories in the early 1960$, before the affirmative action legislation end court
decisions were made They continued to do well in the late 1960s in the higherskill categories, before the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission had begun to

wield enforcement powers end before "strong" affirmative action (quotes) had begun
to take hold
It may well be true that beginning in the mid-1960s employers did tend to

favor whites, women (or Asians) for positions that formerly tended to go to
blacks, but not necessarily because white employers were waiting for the

opportunity to express their racism Rather, I argue, job-seeking behaviors and
un- the -job benavior were charming in ways that made the youths from working-

class and rmadlO-class families more attractive employees then youths from the

poorest seaments flf the rnrnmilnitu The ovplAn!t inn

ch,11,-1 Ann, irr,o1c,

specific prediction Microeconomic analyses of the employment experience of
20 See Walter Williams, The State Against Blacks (Ned York McGraw-Hill, 1902)

21 Charles Murray, "Affirmative Racism," The New Republic 31 December 1984, pp 18-23
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black youths from blue-collar and middle-class families will reveal that they
arqigreu and held low-pauing lobs at rates approaching those of whites Similar
analyses of the experience of poor white youth will reveal that their patterns of
low-skill employment are similar to those usually associated with black youth
THE ROLE Of THE FOCIAL PROGRAMS

I began by pointing to the sudden end to progress against poverty among the

working-aged A common explanation fur the end to progress is that unemployment among poor people has risen, ergo poverty could not continuo dropping I have

then tried to match this explanation against a puzzling, complicating phenorrenon,

the apparent inability of blacks after the mid-1960s to compete for low-skill
jobs All of this is anexample of the kind of Enalysis that I believe has been too

uncommon in recent appraisals of social policy We have tended to cry out or
"Unemployment" or -Inflation" or "Racism- as explanations for why things have
gone wrong, when these are not so much explanations as incantations The more

they are looked into, the less they explain
But this brings us to the question that is behind the hearings today What do
social programs, and specifically the public assistance programs, have to do with
the end to progress? In Losing Ground

!

take three chapters to describe my

interpretation, I will be much more brief here, but I must warn also that I will be
cutting corners
The effects of social programs on unemployment can be most easily con-

veyed by thinking in terms of a young man or woman living in the inner city of
Washington D C today, where unemployment remains extremely nigh despite two

years of a growing economy n
22 The D C teenage unemployment average for 1964 -s year of high economic growth- -was 3b 5
percent Bureau of Labor Statistics, kogaphic, profile Q1 Ernallinent Ind Unemployment 19°4
Bulletin 2234 (Washington, DC Government Printing Office, 1985)
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Jobs are available- -large numbers of lobs, requiring few skills Across the
river in Virginia, there is even cl pronounced labor shortage Why then do so many
remain unemployed?

The most common explanation is that the Jobs are too far away

It can take

an hour or two to get to them on public transportation Of course unemployment in
the inner city remains high despite a labor shortage across the river, we are told,
because the jobs are too hard to get reach vie public transportation A person
spend as much as twelve hours away tram home for en eight-hour, low-pai;ing job

This explanation and the generally uncritical acceptance of it is a
fascinating commentary on the elite wisdom about social policy To see this, stop
for a moment and consider how preposterous that explanation would have sounded

to our parents and grandparents For that matter, it is useful to ask oneself how
many of one's middle-class acquaintances routinely spend a few hours each day

(perhaps even on public transportation) commuting to and from work? How many

are routinely at work or on the way to and from work for a total of twelve hours a
day? How many have uprooted their families at one time or another, perhaps

several times, and moved them across the country in order to take 3 job? It is
curious but true that public policy applies a double standard What is reasonable
and usual behavior for the middle class has come to be considered cruel and

unusual for the poor This double standard has been pervasive in the way we have

developed social policy since the 1960s, whether the topic is employment or

education or obeying the law or standards of personal responsibility for one's
behavior No other single factor explains more about why we constructed social
cAti-Intctarcial

and rui,ze,

bi-/ many

unhappy outcomes The double standard has been nowhere more dives gent, and

more in litmus to the poor, than in the attitude of affluent .Hhites toward poor
blacks
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But let us iccept for the moment that the net pay for one person is small
Why not have two or three people from the family get lobs and pool their wages,

thereby producing a handsome net take that put; tie formerly unemployed family

well above the poverty line? But that solution is hard to implement unless
families consist of husbands and wives It is hard to implement unless children
have fathers serving as role models

These are not appropriate expectations to

have of the typical poor family in urban America The tightly-knit, interdependent
family has historically been the Indispensable instrument for coping with poverty,
in America and around the world But now there are alternatives to the spouse as

a helpmeet, alternatives to the parent as a provider alternatives to the child as an
insurance policy of one s old age, and those alternatives are in large part a direct

creation of the public assistance programs To expect large numbers of American
poor to cope with unemployment as a family unit is now unrealistic It did not
used to be 23

if transportation is inadequate, why not move to where the _lobs are? For

one thing, there is too little low-rent housing Why is there so little low-rent
housing? In pert, because anyone who builds low-rent housing is likely to lose his
Rent control in many locations means that the rent cannot be changed to

money

keep pace with rising costs Tenants who do not rly can avoid eviction for many
months

If one screens tenants to keep out the bad risks, one is in violation of

non-discrimination statutes and a sitting duck for a lawsuit
Let us assume that housing is available Moving can still be far too
expensive if one lives in subsidized housing setter to stay in the cheap
apartment jobless than take a low-paying job and pay tne morcet price tor

For an example of how recently we could ex ptct drffet ently, ee Joseph D Money, "Ur ban Pnverty and
Labor Force Participation," Arne_rican Economic Reyla,4 57 (March 1967) pp 104- 1Q, protecting
reriuctiorm in poverty hated um historical experience and Do-inr,ome families among the urban poor
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housing Unemployed poor can have a vested interest in not investing in their

futures
Let us assume that the unernployec, youth does go out to seek a job Often,

he will not get it He is unable deal with numbers well enough to be a cashier He
does not have the basic language skills to be a sales clerK Why not? Beca4se
while he has a diploma, and went to a school with large grants under Title I of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, he will not have learned these

most basic of skills Why not? For a melange of reason that, among many others,
include Supreme Court decisions on due process for students, an elite wisdom that

decided it wee wrong to compel students to absorb the habits and values of the
majority middle class, and en Office of Education that used its control over the

dispensation of funds to implement that elite wisdom
fp

Finally, let us suppose our unemployed young person does liet a job

He

makes, let us say, $4 an hour He works hard, goes home with his $32 for the day,

less transportation costs and withholding, and has to explain to his friends why he
is willing to work for such chump change when they can make many times that,

with much less effort and very little risk, dealing a little dope or fencing stolen
goods

My point should by now be clear The public assistance programs of the War

on Poverty did indeed contribute to the kinds of dynamics that produce dependence,

but in my descnption there is also a tangle of other factors How can changes in
the AFDC program be blamed for the collapse of inner-city education? How can the

food stamp program be blamed for the drastic change that occurred in law

enforcement in poor communities? How can Medicaid be blamed for rent control?
The

tt.

r is They can't There is no single demon to blame, and no single fix
but things right again

1 3u

.

13.1

This is a message that has gotten lost Somehow as I fear is represented 'n
to

s testimorg, it has become an article of faith that the controversy about

social programs that Losing Ground help

',flame can be resolved by using the

mounts of money spent on such programs is the independent variable in

regression equations With all respect to bot 1 Professor Gottschalk and Professor

Gallaway, I must point out that their formulation of the Murray hypotheses ere not
mine, and their tests, whether they produce results that are interpre'3d as
favorable or unfavorable, are not ones that Losing Ground would justify In

summing up the nature of the relationship between social programs and the many
ways in which the poor have been losing ground, perhaps it is appropriate to cite

not what others say I said, but what I actually said when I summed up the argument in the book

:actions for crime and
The discrete empirical /Inks between changes
criminal behavior, between changes h7 school rules and learning, or between
changes in welfare policy end work effort ere essentiel bits of the puzzle, but

they ere also too tightly focused None of the indiiiduel lints is neer/ y es
importefi. as the aggregate change between the world in which e poor youngster

grew up in the 1950s end the one in which he or she grew up in the 1970s All
the changes in the incentives pointed in the same direction

job

It wes easier to get along without a

It was easier fore man to have a baby without being responsible for it, for a woman to have

for
a baby without having a husband it was easier toot away with crime Because it was easier
others to get away with en me, it was easier to obtain drugs Because it was easier to get away
with cn me, it was easier to support a drug habit
job, it was easier to ignore education

Because it was easier to get along without e

Because it was easier to get along without a job, it was

easier to walk away from a job and thereby accumulate a record as an unreliable employees

In the end, all these changes in behavior were traps Anyone who gets caught often enough begins

going to jail Anyone who reaches his mid-twenties without a record as e good worker is
probably stuck for the rest of his life with the self-fulfilling prophecy he has set up- -it is
already too late for him to change the way he thinks about himself or to get others to think
different? y of turn Any teeneger who has children and moat rely on publicassistance to support

them has struck a Faustian brgatn with the system that nearly ensures that she will live in
pow-ty the rest of her days The interconnections among the chants in incentives I have
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described and the behaviors that have grown anYing the poor and disath,antegel ere endless

So

also are their consequences for the people who have been seduced into long-term disaster by that

most human of impulses, the pursuit of one's short-term best ..sterest (Emphasis added)24

How easy fixes would be if only the problems were as simple as a welfare

benefit that is slightly too high, or a jobs program that was slightly mis- designed
They are not
WHAT IS TO BE CHAM?

The Subcommittee asks which programs have been most and least
successful I am reluctant to try to answer that because some of the least

effective programs cl rave in mind set tam of the training and educational
programs) have not been necessarily ineffective I em reluctant as well because I
am not convinced that bad programs are improved by small reductions In

formulating new policy, I think we would do well to apply two guidelines
One is that a consensus for major reforms of the social welfare system
does not exist, and attempts to force the pace will probably be counterprodnctive
Most policymakers and a major ; of the public alike are still convinced the way of

compassion lies in doing more, not less Because of this, I personally would favor
giving in (up to a point) to pleas for more food stamps, more generous Medicaid
coverage, higher AFDC benefits, more public housing Jnits Let us give their

advocates one more chance And when for some perverse reason the number of
hungry people keeps increasing, the number of babies who need those AFDC checks
keeps increasing, and the number of unemployed and unemployable youth keeps

increasing, perhaps some day we will be able to confront squarely the need for

major reform We are not ready yet

24 Murray, akieg Ground, pp 175-6
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The second guideline is to do what we can for those low-income families
who have been trying to everything right- -hold a Job, educate their children, obey

the law, be good citizensand have been punished by policies that have catered to

the least deserving 25 let us provide them with phystical safety for themselves
and their children - -from violence, from theft, from drugs

It is probably the most

far-reeching benefit we could give them, and one that we have been most remiss irf

withholding Let us provide them with schools that teach children who are ready
and willing to learn The easiest way, in my view, is the educational voucher,
giving to poor parents the same power to reject the public schools that affluent
parents in urban America have already exercised so widely Let us increase

training opportunities for youth -wit(

3 first slots open not to delinquents or to

drug abusers, out to the youths who are already holding down jobs but want to do

better When we do attempt programs to help the delinquent, drug abuser, or

teenage mother, let us try to find ways to use the energies and capabilities of
local institutions--"mediating structures: as Richard Neuhaus and Peter Berger
have called them--rather than continue the lif eless efforts of government

.

bureaucracies 26 These steps will not do much to help the underclass, but they will
do something to help those who ask only a chance They have been pushed aside far
too long
Thank you

25 This theme has frequently and eloquently been expressed by Professor s Thomas Sowell and '. 'alter

Williams
26 Peter L Berger and Ric hard John Neuhaus, To Empnwer People The P de of Mediating StruLtures in
Public Policy (Washington, D C American Eriterprite Institute, 1977)
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Senator SYMMS. Normally in the JEC we operate under a 10minute rule, but since we have two Members of the House here
and one former Member of the House, we will go into the 5-minute
rule. I might say that all of the witnesses got through in about 45

minutes, so you came pretty close. I compliment all of you for helping us move the hearing along and get the basic thrust of your positions on the record.
There have been some very contradictory comments made here
this morning.
Mr. Greenstein, you made a statement that bordered on being

outrageous about the current situation with regard to revenues.
You are certainly aware of the fact that the revenues to the Federal Government have been going up every year, aren't you? Did you
mean to leave that implication? The Federal Government gets
more money every year than it has in the past year. We have had
a constant increase in revenue flow to the Treasury and the percentage of the GNP that comes to Treasury is almost 20 percent
now.
Mr. Gaximerzni. Senator, we could have a long discussion on
this. Let me simply say that, sure the revenues are going up now,
because the economy is on the upside of a recovery cycle. Business
investment as a share of GNP, however, is lower than it was, in
the Carter years; and personal savings, which were supposed to go
way up, are actually at some of their lowest levels in decades. In
addition, the promised supply-side revenue boom did not materialize, leaving us with record deficits. I think you would find that
most mainstream economists would view the economic experience
of the last few years as largely disproving the supply side claims of
1981 rather than supporting them.
Senator SYMMS. I am glad you said that even though I might not
agree with you. There is an article on the subject of this hearing
this morning in the Washington Times, which is probably America's finest newspaper, which refers to the "unhelping hand of government." I am glad to have this all on the record and have those
of you here that have a different point of view.
I would like to hear from Mr. Gallaway. I only have 5 minutes.
We can go around twice this way.
Mr. GALLAWAY. I have a couple of very quick things to say.
Senator SYMMS. About that point?

Mr. GALLAWAY. Well, about a couple of points. One is to correct
an erroneous impression about the analysis that I have reported. I
realize that Messrs. Gottschalk and Greenstein have not had access
to it, but if they will take the time to look at the technical analysis,
they will discover that the very factors that they say explain everything are fully controlled for. There is an unemployment rate and
an income variable included in every one of the regression equations that generates those poverty-welfare curves. So their claims
that we have not adequately controlled for unemployment or general economic conditions are just not true. They are controlled for.
Incidentally, those relationships shift violently in 1972, and I will
show you the regression equations.

As to the gratuitous remarks about the Laffer curve, I will

debate the validity of the Laffer curve anytime, anyplace, with Mr.
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Greenstein. I don't think this is the appropriate forum. He knows
not whereof he speaks.
Senator SYMMS. What you are saying is, if I hear your correctly,

that the economic growth rather than transfer payment offers the

best way out of poverty.
Mr. GALLAWAY. The potential for growth is still there. What is

happening is the effects of growth are being masked by the disincentive effects that are generated by the growth in transfer pay-

ment income.
Senator SYMMS. What do you expect to happen in 1984?
Mr. GALLAWAY. My expectation, and I assume it would be Mr.

Gottslialk's and Mr. Greenstein's also, is that with the fall in the
unemployment rate you are going to expect some improvement in

poverty conditions. This would be my expectation; it would be fully

predicted by the regression models that have generated the testimony I have reported today, because those regression models indicate very strong, statistically significant, relationships between
poverty and income growth and unemployment, as well as public
aid.

Senator SYMMS. I have just a little less than 1 minute on my 5
minutes, so Mr. Gottschalk and Mr. Murray, if you want to contribute to this discussion, try to do so very briefly.
Mr. GorrscHALK. Thank ,you. I will be interested in reading the
study. However, I am skeptical.

What that graph is saying is that when you give a person a

dollar of transfer that person will reduce their work effort by more
than a dollar. That's the only way you can get Gallaway's result.

That is the assertion behind the graph, a dollar of transfer in-

creases poverty because people earn a dollar less. There are, I am
sure, over a hundred labor supply studies., probably on the order of
200 labor supply studies. I would like to know how many of those
studies show labor supply responses of that magnitude. Is it half?
Is it a garter? Is it 10 percent? Is it 1?
SenaLur SYMMS. My time is up.

Congressman Hawkins.

Representative HAWKINS. Mr. Chairman, may I first ask Mr.
Gallaway what was his answer to the chairman's question on what
effect does economic growth have on poverty.
Mr. GALLAWAY. Economic growth, as hab been demonstrated all

the way along, Congressman Hawkins, has a significant role to
play in eliminating poverty. The problem in recent years has been
that its effects have been masked by the disincentive effects of the
growing levels of transfer payment income.
Representative HAWKINS. Would you say that a decrease in the
growth ; ate in 1985 will increase poverty?
Mr. GALLAWAY. Holding other things constant, yes.

Representative HAWKINS. Your answer seemed to indicate that
you are optimistic about decreasing poverty, and yet the economic
growth rate is tending to go down, and consequently it would seem
to me that would perhaps create somewhat of a contradiction.
Mr. GALLAWAY. No, because I thought I was asked specifically
about what I expected for 1984.
Senator SYMMS. In those statistics.
Mr. GALLAWAY. Yes.
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Representative HAWKINS. You did say that you expected the poverty rate to go down in 1985, did you not?
Mr. GALLAWAY. No. I was referring to the 1984 statistics that are
about to be released in August.
Representative HAWKINS. Let's shift away from it then.

In your statement you indicated a new concept of poverty by

choice. What do you mean by poverty by choice? Do you mean that
individuals choose to be poor?
Mr. GALLAWAY, Well, very simply, there are situations where, at

the margin, individuals will have a choice between different

income-leisure combinations. Some income-leisure combinations
will generate work effort, will be regarded by individuals as superior to income-leisure combinations that involve just the receipt of
transfer payment income.

There is a marginal area, an area where these things become
roughly equiwslent with a sufficient amount of transfer payment
aid. You can demonstrate this with some formal orthodox theoretical analysis using indifference curves and the like.
Representative HAWKINS. Well, I didn't want to get into all of

that. I think you are confusing the issue. What we are talking

about is not some people; we are talking generally about a class.
Mr. GALLAWAY. You cannot generalize that all the poor will act
the same.
Representative HAWKINS. Are you explaining the great increase
in poverty to be one which was done by choice of individuals rather
than by economic policies?
Mr. GALLAWAY. Yes. Certain leisure-income combinations that
involve transfer payment income and poverty become preferable to
other leisure-incotc.e combinations. It is a tradeoff between work
and transfers. Let's not beat around the bush.
Representative HAWKINS. Would you say that if jobs were being
made available by the economy to individuals they would choose
those jobs rather than poverty?
Mr. GA ',LAWAY. Not necessarily. It would depend upon the relative earn. __:,'s potential of the jobs and the level of the transfer payment income.
Representative HAWKINS. What evidence do you have that individuals would choose welfare?
Mr. GALLAWAY. Oh, there is a wealth of evidence, Congressman.
Representative HAWKINS. What is it? What studies have you

made that indicate that people will resjectjobs? Because all the

studies that I know about say the opposite. %That studies have you
made that indicate that people would select welfare, as low as it is,
in preference to a reasonably decent job?
Mr. GALLAWAY. Welfare or transfer payment income. Let me
refer to the classic incident in 1962 where this happened. The Congress passed a piece of legislation which opened up to elderly males
the option of retiring with actuarially reduced benefits at age 62.
The reasoning was that no one would opt for that unless they were
in distress; they would not give up a job and take the transfer payment income because it was too low. The predictions were that 5
percent, at most, would take actuarial reductions. The reality was
that 50 to 60 percent opted for early retirement because they preferred the transfer payment leisure-income combination to continu-
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ing with their established patterns of work effort. It is the classic
case of this at work.
Representative HAWKINS. I wish you would submit that study to

the committee. I don't have time to pursue it, but it is sort of a
strange history that you are repeating here, and I don't know the

reliability of this, because it is thrown out, and I think it is in conflict with all other studies. Would you submit the documentation of
that to the committee so we will have an opportunity to study it?
Mr. GALLAwAY. I will be delighted to.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]
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In the 1961 amendments to the basic Social Security legislation,
the option of early retirement, at age 62, was extended to include males,
as well as females.

It was a seemingly minor modification, one that both

those who initiated the change and those who administered it felt would have
virtually no effect on the system.

By way of background, it is important

to keep in mind that at the time early retirement was introduced, it
was never envisaged as being a truly major feature of the retirement
system.

Thinking hung legislator!: and the

administrators of the Social

Security program viewed the early retirement option as being largely a
"stopgap" program that would appeal to a relatively few individuals whose
employment was interrupted unexpectedly in the years immediately preceding their normal retirement ag7.1.

In the xeeul. I of the House Ways and

Means Committee on H. R, 6027, the bill that enacted the early retirement option for men, it was stated:1
The provision of benefits at age 62 for men will help
to alleviate the hardships faced by that sroup of men who,
because of Ill health, technological 'unemployment, or other
reasons, find it impossible to continue working until they
reach 65
The plight of the older unemployedmmin is
particularly bad,
lt is, of course, worse during periods
of recession and in areas of chronic unemployment. Even
with relatively high unemployment there will always be
individuals nearing age 65 who will lose their jobs and
in it impossible to get new ones. Adoption of this amendment will make the program, to which these people have made
contributions over the years in expectation of receiving
benefits when they are too old to work, flexible enough to
provide a degree of protection for them when they find themselves unable to get work because of conditions beyond their
control when they axe getting along in years, even though
Ley have not yet readhed the age of 65.
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This view of early retirement dominated the acta_ons of the Social

Security Administration when it came to implementing the Congressional
action.

For example, in deciding upon the appropriate actuarial re-

duction in benefits, it was stated by an employee in the Division of
the Actuary, Office of the Commissioner, writing in the Social Security
Bulletins that:

2

No allowance is made for the loss of contributions that
could result from early retirement, but that loss is probably
insignificant since early retirement is apt to occur only among
those who do not have employment possibilities.
Thus, early retirement was to function as much as an addendum to
the social welfare system as anything else, being indistinguishable in
intent and function from other forms of public aid to the low income
meMbers of society.

Then, the first rata on new entitlements under

the early retirement option became available.

In the period August to

Deoenber, 1961, 57.9 percent of regular currently payable new awards
were actuarially reduced and, for the next four years, that percentage
hovered About sixty (see Table 1).

There was something of a sense of

dhock and surprise that ran through the various echelons of the Social
Security AdMinistration.3

Rather early on, it had become apparent that

there was a massive acceptance by retirees, the great bulk of then
with employment possibilities, of the early retirement option.
With the advantage of hindsight, the inaccuracy of the general
perception of what early retirement involved is difficult to understand.
There were clues available that should have sounded alarm bells.

for

example, early retirement for women had been put in place beginning

1
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Table

1

Reduced Benefit Awards Currently Payable As Percent Of
All Currently Payable Regular Awards,
Males, 1961-1965

Period

Percent of Awards
That Are Reduced

Aug.-Dec.,
1961

58

1962

59

1963

60

1964

62

1965

62

Source: Social Security Administration.
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with 1956.

In the first year under that provision, 31.9 percent of

regular currently payable awards of retie
actuarial reduction.

nt benefits involved an

By 1961, over sixty percent of such awards were

actuarially reduced (see Table 2).

However, this seemed to go unnoticed,

largely because the prevailing view of the retirement system within
the Social Security Administration was that the absolute level of retirement benefits was inadequate and that hardly anyone would "voluntarily" choose to retire because of the availability of the retirement
benefits under the Social Security program.

Put simply, the benefits

ware not peroeived as being a part of a complex
available to the elderly,

f sources of income

Thus, the persistence in regarding early

retirement as an option that would be exercised only by thise in
extremis.

Other evidence suggestive of a voluntary retirement response to
the presence of transfer payment incone was available.

For example,

between 1947 and the late 1950's, as the retirement provisions of the
Social Security system began to have their full impact, the labor force
participation rate of elderly (65 years of age and over) males fell
from 47.8 percent into the low thirty percent range (31.7 percent in
1959).

Again, though, an involuntary retirement interpretation was put

on the data, emphasizing deteriorating health, employers forcing workers out of their jobs at age 65, etc.4

Had th,_ people within the

Social Security Administration moire properly attributed the precipitous

decline in labor force participation among aged males to the phenomenon
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Table

2

Reduced Benefit Awards Currently Payable As Percent Of
All Currently Payable Regular Awards,
Females, 1956-1961

Year

Percent of Awards
That
Pre Reduced

1956

32

1957

54

1958

55

1959

60

1960

64

1961

67

Source: Social Security Administration.
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of voluntar, retir

nt, stimulated by the presence, at the margin,

of retiienent benefits under Social Security, they might have been
more alert to the possibility that early retirement would induce a
relatively large number of actuarial reductions.5

The early response to the introduction of the early retitemmt
option was not a temporary thing.

If anything, as the years have

passed, it has become more, rather than less, popular.

For example,

in 1970, sixty percent of all old age benefits awards moving to payment status were actuarially reduced while, by 1980, that percentage
had risen to 70 (see Table 3).

As a consequence, the proportion of

all retired worker benefits that were actuarially reduced rose from
39.9 percent in 1970 to 57.9 percent in 1980 (see Table 4).

The rela-

tive handful of retirees opting for an actuarial reduction that had
been envisaged by the designers of early retirement had grown to more
than ten million by 1980.

As the result of the rising popularity of the early retirement
option, the labor for

participation rate among men in the immediate

pre-age 65 years has been on the decline.

This is manifested in the

behavior of the labor 7orce participation rate for males in the age

group 55.64, which has fallen from 86.8 percent in 1960 to about
6

seventy percent currently,

The parallels between the early retirement case and the general

poverty-welfare br

it nexus are striking.
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In both instances, we have
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Table

3

Percent of All Awards Moving to Payment Status
That Are Actuarially Reduced,
1970-1980

Year

Percent of Awards
That Are Reducea

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

60
63

'980

70

63
59
66
68
71

76
73
71

Source:
Social Security Administration
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Table

4

Number of Retired Worker Benefits in Current Payment
With and Without Reduction For Early Retirement, Aged 65 and Over, 1970-198

Year

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

Source:

Number of Beneficiaries 65
and Ov'r
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programs designed to f-ans'rer incas to people who find themselves,
"involuntarily", in economic distress.

But, in both cases, large

numbers of people who are not the Intended beneficiaries of the legislation in question avail themselves of the opportunities created
by these programs.

There is a lesson to be learned from these ex-

periences.
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Senator SYMMS. Thank you very much, Congressman Hawkins.

We will make that part of the record and get it in as part of that
answer.
Congressman Scheuer.
Representative SCHEUER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, I am having great difficulty understanding what
is being said here. It is largely the incredibly poor acoustics in the
room, and I hope, with all due respect, the Senate will take the responsibility for doing something about it.
Senator SYMMS. I can tell you one thing. They are not all agreeing. I can't hear very well either, but I can hear that well.
Representative SCHEUER. I am going to just use my 5 minutes to
ask some questions, and I would ask unanimous consent that mem-

bers may submit questions in writing also and that we hold the
record open for a week or 10 days to get answers from all of the
witnesses.
Senator SYMMS. Without objection, so ordered.
Representative SCHEUER. I am going to ask all of the witnesses a

few questions, and I hope to get the benefit of their indulgence and

patience.
To follow up on Congressman Hawkins' questions, I think implic-

it in his questions there is a problem in the phenomenon known as

structural unemployment. It is perfectly obvious that we have a

residue of unemployed black urban teenage youth, to put the problem in its most stark form. It seems impervious to changes in the
economy, whether it goes up to whether it goes down.
There have been estimations that as the percentage and number
of jobs in our economy that require little or no literacy and numeracy skills goes down this underclass as it is developing in going to
create incredible problems in our economy and in our society. Agonizing problems.

What do we do with a generation of kids who can't seem to connect with a job? Especially with the prospect in mind that the kind
of low skill jobs that the few of them have are going to decrease

virtually to the vanishing point in another decade or two. How

does society answer that problem of structural nemployment and
a generation of kids graduating from high school, many of them
having completed 12 years of elementary and secondary education,
without having achieved numeracy and literacy skills?
That's one question, a very simple question. I will get to some
complicated ones.

I was on, and Gus was on, the Education and Labor Committee
in 1965 at the time we passed the poverty program. Gus and I were
veterans of that great struggle. We thought we were doing something very noble and wonderful. I think in some respects we were
and we did.

Can you tell us from your experience, from hindsight, from

Monday morning quarterbacking, what was good about the poverty
program and what wasn't so good? What worked and what didii t
work? What are the lessons we should learn from it? What are the

elements that we cranked into that program that produced suc-

cess? And what are the elements, when you find diem in the poverty program, that produced waste, fraud, mismanagement, ripoff?
And all of us know that there are those elements.
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I think the Congress probablywell, no question about it. We
were too slow in providing the oversight in those programs that
would have corrected those mistakes. We treated our failures like
our successes, and we didn't analyze them and cut out the elements
that produced failure, and we treated our successes as we treated
our failures. We didn't identify the programs that were really producing pay dirt and say, boy, this is a shining light, and add more
resources to that and shore them up and extrapolate them and institutionalize them in our society We didn't. Otherwise the school
system would extend down to 2 years old.
I went to a Head Start Program over 60 years ago. We didn't call

it that then. We called it prekindergarten or something like that.
Head Start worked very well. It didn't work so well when there

wasn't a good followup program. That is perfectly self-evident.
Why haven't we institutionalized to a certain extent the regular
public school program down a couple of years?
It always makes me very -uspicious when people say, oh, people
at the State and local level know what is best. If people at the local
level knew what was best, why don't all those school board members and school board chairmen say, well, Head Start apparently is

a fantastic program? How come all those middle class and rich

guys, all those Congressmen down there, most of whom had prekin-

dergarten, kindergarten, nursery school when they were little infants, how come we haven't given that to all of the kids in our
society?

What have we identified as the critical elements that produce
either waste, f-aud, abuse, failure, or success? I think if we can distill in a scientific way those elements out of 20 years of experience
with the poverty program we will have really done something for

our country. I hope all of you will take the time and give the

thought to give us answers to those questions.
Senator SYMMS. Thank you very much, Congressman.
Senator D'An.ato.
Senator D'AMATo. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. First
let me commend you and this subcommittee for unaertaking these
hearings. There is much in the way of distressing information that
we learned.
I am wondering if the panel wouldn't attempt to take a momeni

or two aid respond to

Murray's presentation and indicate
whether you agree, disagree, and what might account for, as it related to the employment gains, the incredible gains from 1960 to
1980 that apparently blacks made in the labor market as it related
to high-skill jobs. And then his account, if you don't agree with his
analysis, that during the same period of time, particularly 1965 to
1980, as I read the graphs, the tail-off in this. Do you agree or disagree with it?
We will start with Mr. Gottschalk. What interpretation would
you put to that?
Mr. GorrscHALK. Let me start off by saying that the last two
speakers have identified what is the hardest problem, which is
what do we do with black youth. How can you get black youth back
working? I think that is a tremendously important social problem;
I think it is the most difficult problem. I work in this area. I know
that there are no simple solutions to that problem.
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Senator D'AMATO. That is in essence what Mr. Murray's graphs

really point to. The bottom line is, hcw do we create the atmosphere, the opportunity, et cetera, to involve young unemployed
blacks in the cycle of life, in the work ethic?
Mr. GorrscHAnx. I think that Charles Murray and I agree on the

facts. I think we disagree on what should be done. Certainly cutting out AFDC for female head of families seems to me to be just

simply swatting in the wrong direction.
I think w;.: do have some successes. They are very expensive. The
Job Corps is a successful program. The evaluations of that program
say that it works. The problem is it is an expensive program. The
cost-benefit ratio is favorable, but you have got to be willing to put
in a lot of money.
I think that those kinds of programs are exactly the kinds of programs which you should be building on.
It turns out that the evaluations do have something in common.
Women and youth are people who you can help if you are willing
to spend sufficient amounts of money. As I said, you spend a lot,
you get a lot in return. The question is, are you in Congress willing
to spend that kind of money for future returns?
Senator D'AMATO. What about State and local efforts as well,
particularly in the area of the Job Corps kind of program?
Mr. GorrscHALK. I would be perfectly glad to see local govern-

ments do it. I agree that they haven't been doing it. They are
strapped for funds. But I have absolutely no ax to grind on which
level of govern. __t does it.
Senator D'AMATO. Given the tremendous amount of money that

local governments in AFDC and other programs paywe may wind
up paying about 50 percent in my Statewouldn't it behoove them
also to become involved more in the creation of these kind of Job
Corps opportunities? They've
training programs; they're
really life experience programs. I think they pay great dividends.
Mr. GorrscHALK. I am on record as advocating an expansion of
work programs at both the State and local level. I think it is the
way to move. I think that the American public has shown that it
prefers to give people work than to give people transfers. If that is
the way people want to help other people, that seems to be perfectly reasonable.

Senator D'AMATO. It's almost necessary, isn't it? How do you
break the poverty cycle?
Mr. GOrrSCHALK. However, we should be careful not to have

overly ambitious goals. The evidence is that when you provide

people with employment a few of them aren't helped at all; most of
them are helped a little bit; some of them are helped a lot. What

we should recognize is that the function of this program is to
employ this person today, give this person a job today, that that is
the end product of the program.
Senator D'AMATO. I might take slight exception to what you said.

I don't think that is the answer. I defer to my colleagues in the

Congress, Congressman Scheuer, who has helped initiate some of
these programs, but I think one of the reasons that the Jobs Corps
is so successfulby the way, I don't think most Americans know
what we are talking aboutis you actually take that youngster out
of that environment.
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We have complained for so many years that if the youngster goes
back to the ghetto with his pals and his buddies in these circumstances where, if anything, he is ridiculed, if he gets into a regular
schedule, he's never going to do it.

If you take him out of that setting for 3, 4, or 5 months, he

begins to become part of the system of rising at a particular time,
going to an appointed task; he begins to take on basic skills, et
cetera; if they begin to train him in areas where there are job opportunities you will find a 70- or 80-percent success ratio in them
going out and returning back to the private sector and holding a
job with that training that gives them that ability. I think that is
the finest investment we can make.
Mr. GoTrscHmul. It's expensive. But I agree with you.
Senator D'Ahtarro. Mr. Chairman, my time has passed. I would be

interested in hearing Mr. Murray respond. He decided not to give
us specific suggestions for dealing with poverty today, and I am
wondering if at some point in time he might address himself to
what are those specific suggestions that he did not include in his
statement.
I can't ask you to do it on my time, but I would certainly be interested in getting your suggestions, because we need some help.
Thank you, Chairman.
Senator SYMMS. Mr. Murray, do you want to make a comment on
that? You can do it on my time, and then I have a question I want
to ask.
Mr. MURRAY. I think education and training is the thing that we
can do that can do a lot of good.
Senator D'AmArro. How about the Job Corps? Are you familiar
with the Job Corps?
Mr. MURRAY. Yes; I am familiar with the Job Corps.
Senator D'AmArro. What are your thoughts on that?
Mr. MURRAY. I would say that our training programs have handi-

capped themselves in a couple of specific ways, and I think we

could change that fairly easily.
One is, let's start giving the first place in line not to the kid who
is a drug addict, not to the kid who has been delinquent, not to the
teenage mother. Give the first place in line to the kid who is holding down a jamb on the loading dock, who has already demonstrated
he has invested in himself; he wants something better; he's the kid
that we ought to be paying more attention to.
Senator SYMMS. I think Senator D'Amato touches on an important point; the young people that are less advantaged need the opportunity to have a job, have the dignity of a job, have the vision of

upward mobility where they feel like they are going to have a
chance to break out of that disadvantaged position. On the other
hand, there might be some people that live in those areas that are
in a nuclear family that would say, "-lon't worry about us. We're
not disadvantaged. We're holding dowi. a job, we're happy, we have

our place to live and our family together, and you do-gooders get
out cf the way and leave us alone."
What is wrong with on-the-job tax credits for companies to encourage them to hire these people and have on-the-job training? Is
it the unions that block this all the time? is it just the politicians
in general who would rather control the program? Wouldn't the
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market be more efficient if we would encourage the private sector
to privatize the whole Job Corps in some fashion even if we had to
put it on a voucher system?
Mr. MURRAY. My general response is I think the private sector
does a better job with these kinds of thLigs. I think if the private
sector runs these programs they are much more likely to connect
rewards with behavior, which is something the Job Corps did very
badly: The less you went to class in the Job Corps the harder they
tried to keep you in.
Senator SYMMS. I had some personal experience with the Job

Corps before I got in politics, because we had an office close to

where my place is. We were desperately looking for apple pickers. I
went over to the Job Corps and had some of the Job Corps employees pick apples on a part-time basis.
I said, "Why don't you just bring a crew over here of about 40 or
50 of these young men and we will teach them how to pick apples
and they will make from $25 to $40 a day?" This was in the middle

1960's. 'They can put the money in the bank and then they will
have that savings account and they will have that pride of having
it."

The Government wouldn't let them do it because it interfered

with the bureaucratic program. We could never get them the jobs.
In every fast food place in northern Virginia right now there is a
sign up that says, "Help Wanted." Wouldn't it be to the advantage
of our society to hire the unemployed young people in the District
of Columbia, even if the tax credit that was paid to the company

paid their transportation costs or something, and to let them go

down to northern Virginia? They can ride the bus down and work.
Mr. MURRAY. I am afraid that what you find happens when you
do that is 2 weeks after you have provided the job, cajoled somebody into taking a job, that you have a large number of those that
aren't there arlyrnr.:re.
Senator SYMMS. Are you saying the reason they are not there is
because life is not too bad on the welfare program, or what?
Mr. MURRAY. Because of a lot of reasons of which that is one.
You have a phenomenon which is simply a factual one. You know,

when you have the line around the block applying for the 30 jobs
that are open, and it gets covered in the evening news. Well, you
can go back to that place a few weeks later and ask of those people
who stood in line, how many are still in the job? You find relatively few.

The reason is, I think, that we have misconceived what is going
on here. It is not that you have the lazy bum out on the street that
doesn't want to work. He does want to work. He has some image of
that. But he also avesn't have a lot of the other things going for
him he needs. So he gets a job and it's a tough, dirty job, and it's
not very much pay and his friends tease him about it. So he says,
well, I'm going to quit that one, but I'm to get another job later. So
he quits.

But what happens is, in the critical age from 18 to 24, let's say,

you have that sporadic on-again-off -again behavior, when what you
need to have at that point for people with little education is a
steady accumulation of a job record so they get a little bit better as

they go on, they get on-the-job training, they get a chance to do
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something better, they get into a more secure industry, and by the
age of 24 they are part of the work force.
What we have done with our welfare programs is not created a
lot of contented lazy bums; what we have done is created shortterm decisions at that young age which locks them into poverty.
They reach that 24th birthday and they have nothing to show an
employer, they have no work habits, they have no skills.
Senator SYMMS. So what is the answer? I've never met anybody
that wanted to be poor.
Mr. MURRAY. Absolutely.

Senator SYMMS. Most people I've met want to better themselves.
Human nature is that one would prefer to do that. If a guy makes
$5,000 a year, he wants to make $10,000; if he makes $10,000, he
wants to make $20,000; if he makes $20,000, he wants to make
$40,000, and so on. What is the answer to that? Is it the family
problem? Is that what you are saying?

Mr. MURRAY. The way to make him hold on to that job that is
going to lead to something better longer down the road is a necessity. I am not, by the way, talking about a culture of poverty. I am
asking us to think about things we did when we were 17 and 18
years old.
Senator SYMMS. Lawrence Welk said we should repeal the child
labor laws. Would you agree with that?
Mr. MURRAY. I don't want to go on record with a snap answer to
that.
Senator SYMMS. I didn't mean to put you on the spot. He made
quite an argument on television one time that we don't get people
started in the habit of working at a young enough age. Farm kids
all ,_,:o because they all go to work on the farm, but there are less
and less of us from the farm nowadays.
Mr. MURRAY. When I say "necessity" I mean it. The thing that
creates respect for low paying jobs, the thing that creates the atmosphere in the community that you are proud of Johnny because
he holds a job and you are not proud of Dick because he is not
holding a job, is the fact that holding a job is absolutely necessary
to the survival of the family and the community, and that implies
getting rid of a vast range of support programs, and then we are
right back in the problem we asked earlier: But what do you do
with the people that are already in that situation?
So if I am doing no more than reciting a dilemma, I apologize,
but there are no fixes short of major reform in the way of creating
greater necessity for young people to get in the work force and stay
there.

Senator SYMMS. I think my time is up. If there isn't someone
burning to say anything to answer that, I will yield to Congress-

man Hawkins.

Mr. GREENSTEIN. I woulu just say that I think that the approach
you are suggesting is not an alternative to the Job Corps. I think
the Job Corps does some very important work and is successful
with a certain portion of its enrollees who, in the absence of that, if
you simply do the tax credit you're talking about, aren't going to
show up. After Job Corps they may. I think that the kind of idea
that you are suggesting is something we really should explore.

Senator SYMMS. Maybe merge them?
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Mr. GREENSTEIN. They could be two separate elements.

Senator SYMMS. What I mean is be more flexible with the Job
Corps, not be so hidebound to the regulations that emanate from
them.
Mr. GREENSTEIN. I am actually saying something different. I am

saying you can leave the Job Corps, or you can expand it, which I
would favor. The Job Corps is never going to cover more than a
very small fraction of the youth we are talking about. part of what
we need to do is not only create more incentives for employers to
hire these people, we have to create more jobs for these people.
There may be a bunch of jobs in northern Virginia and there may
be jobs on your apple farm, but there are many areas of the country where there aren't enough jobs for those people.

On the one hand, the past experience shows mixed failure in
using tax credits in the private sector to actually get them to

create more low wage jobs, but I don't think we should write the
effort off for that reason. We have to find a way in many areas

both to create more low-wage jobs and push these people into them.
I don't think we can simply assume that all the jobs are there.
The other thing I would say is we also need to improve the incentives, the rewards from taking these jobs, and one of the problems
right now is how heavily we tax people below the poverty line that
take low-wage jobs.

I do think that the part of the President's tax program that deals
with eliminating income tax for people below the poverty line and
expanding the earned income tax credit is very important. Unfor-

tunately, the one group under the President's program that still
pays taxes even though they are below the poverty line are single
individuals like young males that we are talking about.

I would like to see us find some way to restruthire the earned
income tax credit so we can both reward these young individuals
who work more as well as larger families, which would be profamily. If you are a large family, you can be below the poverty line and
not get the earned income tax credit because it is not family-size
conditioned.

I think the evidence is strong, as Peter Gottschalk says, that
public assistance isn't the big factor here. Most of these black

youth we are talking about are not eligible for 'public assistance in
the first place. They can't go on AFDC.
We need more job creation strategies; we do need to push these
youth more into jobs; we need to stop taxing them if they take jobs;
we need to do a variety of things, and we need to do a lot of experimentation. We really don't know all the answers.
Senator SYMMS. Mr. Gallaway.

Mr. GALLAWAY. Yes, one comment on what Mr. Murray was
saying. He spent a good deal of time talking about tne elite wisdom
and its view of the poor and the double standards with respect to
the poor. I think we tended maybe to pass that over, and this may
be the most critical way in which you can change the environment
surrounding being poor.
It is fashionable, particularly among intellectuals, to perceive of

the poor as a group that somehow needs the loving care of those
intellectuals and their political leaders; that they are incapable of
functioning on their own without that care. It's a very patronizing
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view of the poor. And after a while people do start to believe it,
and they wait for the patronizing care, and in the process normal
Incentives are destroyed. And what it leads to is poverty by choice.
senator SYMMS. Do you mean poverty by choice or taking a
check from a transfer payment instead of a job?
Mr. GALLAWAY. You have choices between alternatives. It doesn't

mean that they are nice alternatives, but you still have to make a
choice between those two possibilities. The fact that you elect one

over the other means that it is preferred to the other, but that

doesn't mean that it is necessarily a pleasant condition.
What we are doing with poverty by choice is we are playing with
the incentives.
I am intrigued that some of my fellow witnesses here are willing

to talk about incentives in some contexts, for which I applaud

them, and then deny that they work in other contexts.
The essence of the problem is the way we structure incentives.
Even though we create a situation that you or I might not opt for,
it may be a more preferred one. Admittedly, it may not be a pleasant condition, and it may become officially recorded as poverty.
That is poverty by choice.
By no means should this be construed as passing judgment on
the poor. If we are doing anything here, those of us who argue this
position are passing judgment on the political leaders of the society
who have created a set of alternatives which lead people who are

making normal economic decisions to function in this fashion.
There is no blame to be attached to the poo--. They are behaving
just as they ought to behave under those conditions. If we don't
like the outcomes, the only thing we ought to do is look in the
mirror tomorrow morning when we shave or put on our makeup,

whatever, because there is the source of the problem. The source of
the problem is not the poor. They are behaving in response to the
sets of incentives that we have structured for them.
Senator SYMMS. Thank you very much.
Congressman Hawkins.

Representative HAWKINS. I find the statement so preposterous
that it is very difficult to even frame a question.
I just picked up a page from the Children's Defense Fund, which
I think is very significant. There are 13.3 million poor children in
America; 8.5 million of them are white; 3.3 million children have
fallen into poverty. So this is not a problem of a few black youths.
This subject always gets down to what I would say is 500,000 or
600,000 young black people. We could put them on jobs tomorrow
and they would accept them, I am willing to venture, if we offered
them jobs tomorrow at least at the minimum wage. We could do
that for $1 billion. But we aren't going to do it in this session, it is
pretty obvious. Anything that costs as much as $100 is eliminated.
So we are dealing with a problem not of a few minorities, a few
black youth; we are dealing with a problem that affects at least 13
million unemployed people in America. We are dealing today with
a poverty situation in which in the last 10 yes rs we have created
over 13 million poor people by governmental policies. They didn't
just happen; there wasn't something magic about it. We have been
cutting back for 5 or 6 years. We started under President Carter, a
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Democratic President, to cut back on programs, employment and
training programs.
Today we are talking about the Job Corps. We are cutting back
on that as well. The :resident a year and a half ago said it was a
wonderful program. He now advocates eliminating it. So what we
are doing, we are eliminating employment programs; we are cutting back on jobs. And then we turn around and say individuals
choose poverty by choice.

I think it is well demonstrated in the most conservative Aewspa-

pers whenever jobs have been availablerecently in Baltimore,

MD, they offered in the neighborhood of a thousand jobs and about

20,000 people stayed up all night in the cold trying to get one of
those jobs, and that has been duplicated all across this country.
And to say that individuals don't want jobs when we are deliberately eliminating jobs and we have been budget cutting for at least
6 years, if you want to say something has failed, certainly that has
failed, because poverty has gone up; 13 million have been added to

poverty. So we must have done something wrong.
Between 1959 and 1969 poverty was decreased by 40 percent, and
yet we seem to have trouble even among ourselves in trying to say
what has failed and what hasn't failed.
Certainly Head Start has been one of the successful programs. It

took us 15 years to evaluate and say so. In the meantime, some of
these black youths that we are talking about today didn't get Head
Start. Chapter I, compensatory education, certainly has proved successful. I haven't heard anyone attack that. And yet we are reaching only about 4 percent of those who could benefit from it.
We are also eliminating and seem to be saying the Job Corps

hasn't worked. Well, the ones who are operating Job Corps are

IBM, Xerox, General Motors; those are the ones, the private sector,
who happen to be operating Job Corps, and it has been evaluated
as returning $1.42 for every dollar we invested. That's a good investment. Yet I am quite sure, Mr. Gallaway, you probably would
oppose it. I don't know Mr. Murray's position. I haven't read his
book. But he certainly has challenged me. I am going to read his
book. That is one copy you are going to sell. I am going to buy it,
because i would like to read it.
Mr. GALLAWAY. I commend it to you. It's a very fine book.

Representative HAWKINS. It's not a difference in intellect here;
it's a difference in courage and the ability of the people to say we
are going to put Americans to work as other countries have done.
Transfer payments are not used on other countries that have done
a good job. Japan doesn't have youth unemployment. Why is it
they can solve the problem and we can't? Scandinavian countries
have done an excellent job in employment and training programs.
And what is more American than to say the work ethic means that
we are going to provide jobs for these people and not create unemployment as we did in the 1981-82 recession and threw people out
of .jobs?

So I think we need a new approach to this problem. I think we
need to look at what has worked and what hasn't worked and build
on it.
As Congressman Scheuer says, some of these programs did work,
and why don't we go back and pick those up and not have this fa-
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talistic attitude or this elitism that I've heard expressed today that
only those who are qualified should get the jobs, they should get
the jobs first and we will write off those we call disadvantaged,
those that we disadvantaged because we did not provide the education and training for them. It wasn't by choice. They didn't have
the choice. It was those who made these policies at the State and
Federal levels that determined that there would be some unemployed, and I think we have to begin where the trouble lies.
Mr. GALLAWAY. Could I respond briefly?
Senator SYlifhiS. Certainly, go ahead.
Mr. GALLAWAY. I would commend to Congressman Hawkins the

programs that have generated 8 million new jobs in the United
States in recent years and have carried the employment ratio in
the United States to an all-time high.

Senator SYMMALS. Do you want to make a comment on that, Mr.

Greenstein?
Mr. GREENSTEIN. Congressman Hawkins, I would certainly agree
with what you are saying. We only serve 18 percent in Head Start.

Title I often gets criticized; it has positive impacts in elementary
school and then some of that seems to fall back in later years. You
can look at that two ways. One is saying, well, the results aren't
long lasting, so we should cut title I. I think it could and should be
looked at another way, which is that we need to make more efforts
in junior high s fool and high school. Most of the title I money
goes just to elementary schools and there it seems to work.
It does seem to me that if you put the employment and training
programs and Head Start and title I together, they are very impor-

tant, and yet they leave us well short. They enable many of the
people they help to compete more effectively, but if the total
number of jobs available for low income doesn't enlarge, then what
we are doing to some degree is reshuffling the deck on which
people from disadvantaged backgrounds get the jobs, which I think
means that we have to supplement as you've proposed for years.
Head Start and title I and training by themselves are not going
to yield as dramatic results as if we coupled them with some job

creation. If we don't have the job creation, then we are going to say
the training programs didn't work, they were failures and so forth.
The training programs will not yield that much if, after we finish
the training, the jobs aren't there.

The one other point I would make is that I really think that
while a lot of what Charles Murray said about looking at the
charts on the jobs for youth in the 1970's has merit, it is not the

whole story. The other side of the story is that in many ways, certainly in the period up until 1970, the principal source of low-wage
jobs for black youth was wiped out. If you go back to 1950, the overwhelming source of jobs for black youth were agricultural jobs in
the South which were wiped out, and there was not an equivalent
replacement.

We also forget the fact that when more youth go to school, particularly black youth, or go into the military they are not counted
in the labor force anymore, and that tends to lower the employment ratio and make things look somewhat worse than they otherwise might be.
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No one has mentioned today the lingering effects of discrimination. I would suggest that it is somewhat different to hire a black
youth to work in a field or to work in a factory than to work in
offices, and we are increasingly working in services and offices. I
would suggest that one of the factors that lingers here very much

is the factor of discrimination.
Let me stop there.
Representative HAWKINS. Let Mr. Gottschalk comment, if it is
OK with you, Congressman Scheuer.
Representative SCHEUEL. Sure.

Mr. Gown"' Aut. I will take literally 1 minute.
Let me again say that I think the job strategy is the right strategy. Right now there are some evaluations of workfare. What people

are finding is that welfare mothers are perfectly happy to earn

their checks, that people do not object to having 4o work in order to
be paid.
The one suggestion which I would hope you would at least consider is to make a very simple change in the workfare program. Instead of saying you have to work to earn your check, you say you

can work, and if you want to earn more than your welfare check,
all power to you. In other words, just a simple change in that piece
of legislation which goes from saying you only earn up to your welfare check to saying you can earn ali you want would make a sub

stantial difference. I think that what you would find if you ran

that experiment would be that people want to work and they want
to earn more than what they are getting.
I agree with you, Senator Symms, that every study has shown,
and Charles Murray agrees, that welfare people have exactly the
same aspirations that you and I have. You have to give them the
opportunity, and I think that the legislation which Congressman
Hawkins has advocated is exactly the right way to go.
Senator SYMMS. Thank you.

Congressman Scheuer has another mand of questions to ask. I
have a few questions I am going to submit for the record. Then we
might try to allow each one of you a minute or two to summarize if

you had a point you wanted to make and then we will end the
hearing.
Congressman Scheuer.
Representative SCHEUER. I am going to just expand a little on the

questions that I am hoping all four of you will address yourselves
to.

I asked before what can we learn from the experience of the past
with the poverty programs and the other experimental programs.
How can we take a swoon's scalpel to those programs and identify the elements that produce success and identify the element that
produce failure and rebuild the programs building on that experience?

I would like to add a couple of other things. Where do we intervene, let us say, in the human life cycle. Do we try and get the kids
very, very early at the Head Start age and concentrate resources at

the Head Start and follow through at elementary and secondary
education, hoping that we will have done the job of giving the kids
all the literacy skills they need to enable them to have marketable
skills?
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I think we have to assume that we can do anything but we can't
do everything. Job Corps is expensive. I think that somebody just
saiLl that we can't afford to put more than a very small percentage
of the kids of secondary education years or postsecondary education

years into the Job Corps. I think we are going to have to make

some tough decisions on costs and benefits. Where do we spend our
available funds to get the biggest bang for a buck in enabling these
kids to make it in the private job market?
I think most of us have not held on to the hope that the Govern-

ment as the employer of last resort can be the answer to joblessness.
I think most of us feel that somehow or other we have to enable
these kinds to compete for jobs that the private sector is producing.
Given the trends :lad the kind of jobs that the private sector will
be producing, and it seems to me we have t take that as a given,
what do we do with the cohorts of young people who are coming
into the job market every year from now until the end of the century? Where do we intervene specifically to break the cycle of joblessness, to break the cycle of poverty?

I think these are the kind of questions that would be extremely

helpful if you could address yourselves to them.
Thank you.
Senator SYMMS. Thank you very much, Congressman.

I want to thank all of the witnesses and the Members of the
House and Senate that participated in this hearing this morning.
We may have a few more questions, as I. mentioned, to submit for

the record.
If you all want to have 1 more minute each, why don't we just go

in the order that you originally testified, starting with Mr.

Gallaway. Try to keep it as short as possible, because the chairman
has another meeting that started at 12 noon.
Mr. GALLAWAY. I think the analysis that we presented pretty
well stands as it is. If we pursue the strategy of transfer payment
income, we are going to reach a point beyond which the disincentive effects are going to overwhelm the direct income enhancing effects. It's consistent with economic theory; it's consistent with the
data; and I think we are clearly well into that stage now.
Senator &DAMS. I might just ask one little question on that. Mr.

Murray made the point that he didn't even advocate trying to
worry about it right now because the consensus in the United
States is not there. The old saying is if you tell a story often

enough that after a while people begin to believe it. If we continue
with this, does it do any good? You are the first people on the horizon that have raised this type of controversy.
Mr. GALLAWAY. I think Charles Murray may be a little pessimistic, because the consensus that I suspct he talks about is the consensus within the Beltway surrounding the Capital of the United
States.
Senator SYMMS. Like I always say, within the 10 square miles
surrounded by the reality of the rest of the United States.
Mr. GALLAWAY. Out there in the reality of the rest of the world,

if I were to go around anti market the results that I have talked

about here most of the people I would talk to would look at me and
say, "You mean they pay you good money to reserch the obvious? I
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knew that. So tell me something new." But there is something peculiar about the mentality of this city.
Senator SYMMS. It may even go deeper than that. The only way
we are going to win this argument and actually really help those
disadvantaged people is that the people who believe in private ownership and its moral and humanitarian efficacy have to out humanitarian the humanitarians in the presentation of the facts.
So I compliment you for your answer, because there isn't anybody in this room that wants to have their fellow citizens in a state
of poverty. It's just a question of what is the best way to deliver
them from that state of poverty.
I think also there is an assumption in the general liberal thinking that somehow if one makes $20,000 a year, anybody that makes
$18,000 is less advantaged. Now some of those people are not that
unhappy in many cases and don't feel like they are being put upon
in some instances where they do have families and homes and an
opportunity to make it on their own.
Did you want to have any comments to close, Mr. Gottschalk?
Mr. GOTTSCHALK. Just to reiterate that the place where the war

on poverty went astray was in ultimately relying on transfers.

Transfers work; they do reduce poverty; but thet don't necessarily
create self-sufficiency. The way to move th in job creation and programs like the Job Corps.

Again let nie reiterate that something where you and I may

agree an is that workfare is something which one can build on, and

I would seriously suggest that people look e that progam and

make the one very minor change I have suggest '
Senator SYMMS. It is the old saying that you shouldn't give a guy
fish, instead teach him how to fish. You have to teach him how to

grow it or how to make it so that he can in fact carry in after the
transfer program stops. It is supposed to be a stepping stone toward
employment, because the ultimate dignity for all human beings is
to be able to work. That is why we are here on this Earth, to work.
Mr. Greenstein.
Mr. GREENSTEIN. Mr. Chairman, let me take your statement than

everyone wants to reduce or eliminate poverty one step further. I
think probably all of us at this table would agree that we would
like to diminsh reliance on welfare. The question is how you do
that. I think the absolutely wrong way to go is simply to cut out

the benefits. We are just going to impoverish more children. I
think there is an alternative way to go, and it has a number of
parts to it.

First, building on the President's proposal, we should reduce
taxes and expand the earned income tax credit, which is a direct
work bonus for low-income people who work.

Second, we have to do more in the area of jobs programs. I don't

think that necessarily means that the Federal Government is an
employer of the last resort, but it has to include job creation that
includes, as you suggested, proiding incentives to employers to
create more jobs and hire more low-income people. We have to advance strategies of that sort.

Third, we probaly need to further to toughen the area of child

support collection both as an alternative way to get income to lowincome mothers without going into the welfare system, and as a
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way of :,,acouraging more discipline and responsibility on absent
fathers.

Fouth, when we finish with those steps we are going to be left
with a number of low-income families with children who are poor
who need assistance and transfer payments. For those families we
ought to have a national minimum benefit that is tied to inflation
so that they don't live at 10, 20, or 30 percent of the poverty level
and we don't keep pushing poor children in those families deeper
into poverty.

That is an approach, I think, to reduce both proverty and reduce
reliance on welfare at the same time. It may entail spending some
additional Federal funds, but I think we should recognize that poverty programs are only 8 or 9 percent of the Federal budget now. I
am all for cutting a number of other parts of the domestic budget
but not the poverty program area, although we may need to spend
the money in a a somewhat different ftshion than we currently do.
Senator SYMMS. Thank you.

Mr. Murray, I will give you the cleanup spot for the day.
Mr. MURRAY. Very quickly, I think that we have to recognize

that there is no painless way to break through the cycle that we
have been talking about this morning. The choices that we are
going to have to make in society are going to have to be ones where

we, the affluent folks who have been paying the bill, stop taking
comfort in how hard we are trying to help the poor by being compassionate, and we are going to have to adopt solutions which will
cause some pain, but we are also going to relieve a great deal of
pain in the process. Until we are ready to make those hard choices,
I am afraid the consensus out there is to cut budgets by 10 percent.
The consensus out there is not to confront the realiy hard choices
and to make the major changes that are going to be required to
make a start on this problem.
Senator SYMMS. I thank al) witnesses and thank all the Members
of Congress who participated this morning.
The subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject
to the call of the Chair.]
[The following additional written questions and answers were
subsequently supplied for the record:]
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RESPONSE OF LOWELL GALLAWAY TO ADDITIONAL WRITTEN QUESTIONS POSED BY
REPRESENTATIVE SCHEUER
Questions

1

Cash plus in-kind transfers were about tne same in 1977 and 1983.
Yet, the poverty rate, as you know, has increased from 11.6 percent to
If Murray's thesis were correct, it snoula have gone
15.2 percent.
How do you explain this phenomenon? Do you believe tnat the
down.
increase in unemployment from 7.1 percent in 1977 to 9.6 percent in
1983, and the real decrease in benefits could explain the increase in
the post-transfer poverty rater

2

Dr Gallaway argues on page 4 of his testimony tnat social
welfare programs have created "a sub-class of the American population
that is detached from the mainstream of American economic life." That
statement implies that a permanent population pool depends upon welfare
How do you explain the clrse cor,clztion of increases
for its sustenance.
in poverty witn tne overall performance of the economy? Indeetl, when
unemployment rose as it did in 1981 and 1982, so did the poverty rate.
It would seem that the less fortunate in our society are indeed in
"the mainstream of American economic life" because trey are tne first
victims when things turn sour. Do you agree'

3

How long do most AFDC recipients stay on welfare? Would it seem
to you that welfare is not the "trap" Mr.Murray implies, rather, the
President's "safety net is a better metaphor'

4

As sou know, poverty among the elderly has declined as programs,
like social security, which unlike AFDC is indexed to the rate of
Is this
inflation, protect the aged poor from the perils of povert
something you regret?

5

What is the significance, in your opinion, that while poverty among
the elderly, according to the CRS-LBO ptudy Children in Poverty declined
from 24 percent in 1970 to 14 percent in 1983, it has increased in
children from 14.5 percent to over 22 percent in 1983?

According to the new CRS-C110 study Children in Poverty more than
one-sixth of all poor children, 2.5 million, had at least one parent
emoloyedyear-round at a full -time Job' What in your opinion is the
significance of this fact'
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Lowell Gallaway's Answers

Replies to written queries for The War on Poverty - Victory or
Defeat?, Hearing before SubcomMaTee on Monetary and Fiscal 156licy,
Joint Economic Committee of thE Congress, JUne 20th, 1985.

The first two questions posed involve the issue of the relationship
between poverty rates and general economic conditions.

The standard

argument is that the poverty rate is reduced by increases in per capita
real income levels in the economy and increased by higher unemployment
rates.

Here, I refer you to the technical submission, "The 'Neve Struc-

tural Poverty: A Quantitative Analysis," which demonstrates that over
the interval 1953-1972 there is a powerful relationship between the
poverty rata and general economv: conditions.

From 1973 through 1983,

though, that relationship disappears almost completely.

The primary

reason for this is the disincentive effects associated with increasing
amounts of transfer payment income.
tionship that existed earlier.

These operate to obscure the rela-

In fact, once the impact of variations

in transfer payment income is controlled for, statistically significrnt relationships between poverty and measures of general economic
activity emerge.

Thus, the specific answer to tnt first question is

that changing economic conditions contribute to the rise in the poverty
rate between 1977 and 1983.

aie hypothesis.

However, that does not invalidate the "public

It is operative in addition to the impact of overall

economic conditions.

Might I add at this point that I am puzzled at the resistance to
the "public aid" hypothesis.

There appears to be such widespread

agreement that the disincentive effects that underly the public aid

I

U
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hypothesis exist.

I refer you to the CRS-C80 study, Children in

Poverty, Part I, Chapter V. where a study by Sheldon Danziger and
Robert Plotnik, when properly interpreted, strongly confirms the
arguments in my and Charles Murray's testimony.

For example, it

indicates that $ 12.6 billions (1983 dollars) of transfer payment
income in 1967 produced a reduction (net of disincentive effects,
which were positive) of 0.7 Percentage points in the poverty rate for
families headed by a person aged 20-5....

By 1974, the level of trans-

fer payment income had moved to $ 76.6 billion (again, 1983 dollars)
and the net effect on the poverty rate was to reduce it by only
an additional 0.3 percentage points (giving a total reduction of
one percentage point).

Some simple calculations from the Danziger-

Plotnik findings indicate that the elasticity of the disincentive
effects with respect to transfer payment income is 1.20 while the
elasticity of poverty-reduction with respect to transfer payments is
only -0.89.

What this indicates is that further increases in

transfer payment income would have the effect of producing relatively larger increases in disincentive effects than in transfer
income induced poverty-reduction.

At some point, with increases in

transfer payment income, the disincentive Effects .ill overwhelm
the poverty-reduction effects.

The only question that seems open

to debate is the magnitude of what I call the threshold level of
public aid in my testimony.
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With respect to Question 0 3, how long AFDC recipients stay
on welfare,

I

cite for you the evidence reported in Cnildren in Pov-

erty, p. 219, to the effect ghat

the majority of persons enrolled

in the program at any pont in time are in the midst of /AFDC
spells that last at least eight years."

T

What interpretation you

put ON this statistic is a matter of perspective.

It suggests that

AFDC is not primarily something to handle incidental economic distress, that it deals with longer term poverty.

Our analysis argues

rather strongly that a significant portion of that poverty represents
"poverty by choice", suggesting a poverty "trap".

It is important

to remember that almost 60 percent of the poverty observed at any
point in time represents "spells" of poverty of eight or more years
and that the average poverty spel' for persons observed poor

t any

point in time is 11.0 years (p. 46, Children in Poverty).

Questions 0 4 and 0 5 deal with the phenomenon of declining
poverty among the elderly.

I decline to answer 0 4.

and demeaning, an implicit attack ad hominem.

It is insulting

It suggests that m)

motive

in appearing at this rearing is to "grins the face of the

poor".

Further, the question is not gn-mane to the issues at hard.

Any useful remarks I have about this matter

are contained in my

answer to question 0
The decline in poverty among the elderly over the interval 19701933 is not surprising, on two counts.

First, the period of "double-

indexing" of Social Security benefits during the 1970's escalated the
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level or real transfer payment income accruing to this group.
No one denies that there is a direct income enhancing effect associated with transfer payment income.

The critical question is the

impact of the transfers on work activity, -elative to the income
enhancing effect.

This brings me to the second explanation for the

decline in poverty amo.ig the elderly, their relatively low labor

force participation rate.

Currently, the labor torte participation

rate among the elderly (aged 65 and over) is about 11 percent, compared to about 70 percent for the remainder of the population aged
16 and over.

Thus, the opportunity for labor supply responses

increases in transfers to operate is quite restricted.

to

Incidentally,

it is worth noting that the labor force participation rate among
the elderly has fallen by about one-half since 1960.

This is quite

consistent with a labor supply response to rising levels of real
transfer payment income.

As to the rise in poverty among children, our analysis indicates that a major factor in this respect is the labor supply disincentive effects discussed both in replies to earlier questions and
in the technical submissions, especially the one entitled, "Suffer

the Little Children: The True Casualties of the War un Poverty."
Finally, there is question if 6.

The evidence cited in the body

of the question, in conjunction with other data developed in the
CRS-C80 study, argues strongly for the importance

of work activity
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as a deterrert to poverty.

The 1982-1983 poverty rate among children

in families where only one parent worked full time was 9.9 percent,
much lower than the overall rate of 21.7 percent.
full time, it was 2.6 percent.

Where both worked

The important question is, "Why the

relatively low volume of full-time work activity among parents of poor
children?"

The analysis contained in the two technical submissions for

the record indicates that a significant source of this phenomenon is
the work disincentives associated with the present level of transfer
payment income available to low income members of the society.

As to the more general queries directed toward the witnesses,

I

must confess that there is little of a positive nature that can be said
They have almost totally followed

about the Great Society programs.

the special treatment and transfer payment income routes, doing great
damage to work incentives in the process.

Beyond that, they have been

remarkably inefficient in targetim,; ^n the "poor" population.

For

example, 1983 data from the Current Population Survey indicate that
14,521,000 households were receiving at least one non-cash means-tested
government benefit.

The same data show 12,469,000 households with

poverty levels of money income.

However, only 7,344,000 (less than 60

percent) of those households were receiving non-cash means-tested
benefits.

Over 40 percent of poor households did not receive benefits

from even one of these programs.

At the same time, for every poor

household receiving these benefits, there was a non-poor household that
was also getting thel.

Add this record of inefficiency in reaching the

truly poor to the impact cn work incentives and you have a devastating
indictment of the social usefulness of the Great Society programs that
have been the heart and soul pf The War on Poverty.
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RESPONSE OF PETER GOTTSCHALK TO ADDITIONAL WRITTEN QUESTIONS POSED BY
REPRESENTATIVE SCHEUER
Questions

1

Cash plus in-kind transfers were about the same in 1977 and 1983.
Yet, the poverty rate, as you know, has increased from 11.6 percent to
15.2 percent.
If Murray's thesis were correct. it should have gone
down. How do you explain this phenomenon? Do you believe that the
increase in unemployment from 7.1 percent in 1977 to 9.6 percent in
1983, and the real decrease in benefits could explain the increase in
the post-transfer poverty rate?

2

Dr. Gallaway argues on page 4 of his testimony that social
welfare programs have created "a sub-class of the American population
that is detached from the mainstream of American economic life."
That
statement implies that a permanent population pool depends upon welfare
for its sustenance. How do you explain the close correlation _f increases
IndeA, when
in poverty with the overall perfor..ance of the economy?
unemployment rose as it did in 1981 and 1982, so did the oov?rty rate.
It would seem that the less fortunate in our society are indeed in
"the mainstream of Ameriran economic life" because they are the first
victims when things turn sour. Do you agree?

3

How long do most AFDC recipients stay on welfare? Would it seem
to you that welfare is not the "trap" Mr.Murray implies, rather, the
President's "safety net is a better metaphor?

4

As you know, poverty among the elderly has declined as programs,
like social security, which unlike AFDC is indexed to the rate of
Is this
inflation, protect the aged poor from the perils of poverty.
something you regret?

5

What is the significance, in your opinion, that while poverty among
the elderly, according to the CRS-C80 study Children in Povert declined
from 24 percent in 1970 to 14 perc.1., in 1983, it has increased in
children from 14.5 percent to over ?? e cent in 1983?

According to the new CRS-C80 study tnildren in Poverty more than
one-sixth of all poor children. 2.5 milliin, had at least one Parent
employed year-round at a full-time Job?
lot in your opinion is the
significance of this fact?
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Peter GettSchalk'S Answers

1.
Do we know why many black male teenagers have lower labor
force attachment than other socioeconomic groups?

No simple story gives a very good explanation of the low
labor force participation of this group. Their labor force
behavior does vary with the business cycle, indicating that low
demand for their services is at least part of the answer.
Howeverteven during expansionary periods this group experiences
more unemployment and has lower labor force participation rates
than other groups.
While there is still a lot to be learned, it is hard to
imagine that increased transfers are an important explanation.
Unemployed male teenagers are not well covered under the major
welfare programs and many do not qualify for Unemployment
Insurance.
This group simply receives too few transfers to
exhibit large labor supply effects.
Furthermore, it should be remembered that this group makes up
only a small proportion of the poverty population-- black males
between the ages of 16 and 21 make up 4.5 percent of the persons
in poverty. Thus, while unemployment among black youth is an
important social problem its solution would have only a minor
impact on poverty.

2.

What are the sucesses and the failures of the Great

Society?

As indicated in my written tesimony
the programs for the
elderly were an unqualified success. The real value of Social
Security increased and SSI was implemented during the same period
that poverty rates among the elderly were cut in half. There can
be little doubt that the expenditure growth was largely responible
for the reduction in poverty.
,

Strategies to help the nonelderly poor gain marketable skills
have turned out to be consderably less sucessful. While it has
been demonstrated that many investments in training programs for
women and youth offer benefits greater than costs, these programs
are expensive.
Sucessful stategies to help prime aged males have
been the hardest to find.

3.

1983?

What explains the increase in poverty between 1977 and

t
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As my testimony indicated, rising unemployment is a key
factor in explaining the rise in poverty. Increased transfers
during the beginning of the period kept poverty from rising. When
transfers started being cut, this further increased poverty.
Is there a permanent welfare or poverty class, as is
4.
implied by the Gallaway view?
The extensive evidence shows that there is considerable
Bane and Ellwood
turnover in the poverty or welfai-e population.
estimate that half of AFDC spells are over within two years.
Likewise the median spell of poverty will last less than two
years. This is not to deny that a small percentage of those ever
poor (or ever on welfare) will remain in that state for an
however, not use this minority to
extended period. One should
draw inferences about the larger population. If there is a
welfare or poverty trap, the vast majority manage to escape.
,

S.

Do I support the indexation of benefits?

I believe that the same arguments whicu have been effectively
used to argue that tax rates should be indexed can be applied to
If benefits are to be cut, this should be the
welfare benefits.
result of an explicit legislative decision, not the capricious
result of inflation.
I believe that if such explicit decisions had to be made,
Legislators would not accept the
benefits would not be cut.
argument that higher benefits increase poverty. Such arguement::
do not make common sense and are contradicted by massive empirical
These arguements should be dismissed by thinking
evidence.
(It should be noted that
liberals and conservatives alike.
Charles Murray has rejected just such a position.)
What is the significance of the rise of poverty among
6.
children, even in families with a full-time year-round worker?
The recent rise in poverty was concentrated on the groups
able to poverty--male heads
which had previously been less susc(
with significant labor market attachment. It was exactly the
group with the least attachment to the welfare system which were
the most likely to enter poverty. Su:h evidence directly
contradicts the view that increased welfare is responsible for the
rise in poverty.
If welfare caused poverty, th'n poverty among children in
female headed households should have fallen as welfare benefits
Just the opposite happened.
were being cut.

1 r/
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RESPONSE OF ROBERT GREENSTEIN TO ADDITIONAL WRITTEN QUESTIONS POSED BY
REPRESENTATIVE SCHEUER
Questior
1

Cash plus in-kind transfers were about the same in 1977 and 1983
Yet, the poverty rate, as you know, has increased from 11.6 percent to
15.2 percent.
If Murray's thesis were correct, it should have gone
down.
How do you explain this phenomenon? Do you believe that tne
increase in unemployment from 7 1 percent in 1977 to 9 6 percent in
1983, and the real decrease in benefits could explain the increase in
the post-transfer poverty rate?

2

Dr. Gallaway argues on page 4 of his testimony that social
welfare programs have created "a sub-class of the American population
that is detached from the mainstream of American e,onomic life." That
statement implies that a permanent population pool depends upon welfare
for its sustenance. How do you explain the close correlation of increases
in poverty witn the overall performance of the economy? Indeed, when
unemployment rose as it did in 1981 and 1982, so did the poverty rate.
It would seem that the less fortunate in our society are indeed in
the mainstream of Americza economic life" because they are the first
victims when things turn sour
Do you agree?

3

How long do most AFDC recipients stay on welfare?
to you that welfare is not the "trap" F4r.Murray
President's "safety net is a better metaphor?

4

As you know, poverty among the elderly has declined as programs,
like social security, which unlike AFDC is indexed to the rate of
inflation, protect the aged poor from the perils of poverty.
Is this
something you regret?

5

Would it seem
rather, the

What is the significance, in your opinion, that while poverty among
the elderly, according to the CRS-C80 study Children in Poverty declined
from 24 percent in 1970 to 14 percent in 1983, it has increased in
children from 14.5 percent to over 22 percent in 19837

According to the new CRS-C80 study Children in Poverty more than
one -sixth of all poor children, 2.5 million, had at least one parent
employed year -round
A full-time fob'' What in your opinion is the
significance of this fact?
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Robert Greenstein's Answers
Several studies have been done of the increase in poverty (including
analyses by Gottschalk & Danzlger, the Urban Institute, and the Congressional
Research service).
The studies generally find that the most important
1.

reason for the increase in poverty is the economic downturn and that the
second most important reason is the reduction in benefits. A much smaller
The
contributing factIr was the increase in female-headed households.
fact that reductions in benefits increased poverty would indeed appear
to present evidence contrary to Murray's thesis.

That changes in the poverty rate correlate closely with upturns and
downswings in the economy has been established beyond question. Moreover,
recent research shows that when the economy turns sour, low income black
Finally, work by Duncan and Coe conclusively shows
males are hurt worst.
that the majority of the poor are not permanently poor or part of a permanent
underclass, but rather are persona ho are poor for a while and then lea.,,e
Neverpoverty as the economy, and/or their personal situations, improve.
he poor who, while a minority of the
subgroup of
theless, there is a
poverty population, are poor for ye rs at a time and do not move out of
This subgroup is disproportionately
poverty when the ecoromy improves.
female-headed and black, and ::an not be said to be in the mainstream of
economic life. We need to be r!ry concerned about this group.
2.

Most recipients stay on AFDC only a few years or less -- v'ich is
Some
however, do ste,
AFDC
strong evidence that AFDC is no. a trap.
for extended periods of time because they are poor for extende **Hods
of time. Still, there is little evidence that it is AFDC that is trapping
these women into poverty. Rather, it is likely that most of these women
would be long-term poor with or without AFDC and that AFDC helps them
avoio greater destitution during these periods.
3.

4.

To the contrary, the decline in poverty among the elderly is something

It also shows that increased benefits, indexed to inflation,
to be zelebrated
do reduce poverty.
it is strong evidence that we should establish national

minimum behfit levels indexed to inflation in AFDC.
The increase in poverty among children reflects the economic downturn
;:hich has little effect on elderly poverty rates), the severe erosion
of AFDC bene::,s during a time of high inflation in the late 1970's and
early 1980's, buoy:q cuts heavily concentrated in programs for families
5.

with children and increases in the number of female-headed households.
The significat,ce is that working full-time is
avoid poverty for many families. This is due to:
6.

O

a decline

in

the real

mo longer enodgh

to

value of ,he minimum wage of nearly 20%

since 1981.

sharp curtailment in AFDC benefits & other benefits for working poor
families, especially in the 1981 budget cuts.

sharply increased federal tax burdens fn

working poor families.

of these issues indicate that the nation needs to make a concerted
effort, as one of our principal national priorities, to adopt new policies
to combat poverty among ,hildren.
All
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RESPONSE OF CHARLES MURRAY TO ADDITIONAL WRITTEN QUESTIONS POSED BY
REPRESENTATIVE SCHNEk
Questions

1

Cash plus in-kind transfers were about the same in 1977 and 19b3
Yet, the poverty rate, as you know, has increased from 11.6 percent to
15.2 percent
If Murray's tnesis were correct, it should have gone
down.
How do you explain this phenomenxi?
Do you believe that the
increase in unemployment from 7
percent in 1977 to 9 5 ,,ercent in
1983, and the real decrease in benefits could explain the increase in
the post-transfe poverty rate?
1

Dr Gallaway argues on page 4 of his testimony that social
welfare programs nave created "a sub-class of the American population
that is detached from the mainstream of American economic li 'e." That
statement implies that a permanent population pool depends upon welfare
for its sustenance
How do you explain the close correlation of increases
in poverty with the overall performance of the economy?
Indeed, when
unemployment rose
it did in 1981 and 1982, so did the poverty rate.
It would seem that the less fortunate in our society are inueed in
the mainstream of American economic life" because they are the first
victims when things turn sour
Do you agree?
3

4

5

How long co most AFDC recipients stay on welfare' Would it seem
to you that welfare -; not the "trap" Mr Murray implies, rather, the
President's "safety net" is a better metaphor'

As you know, poverty among the elderly nas declined as programs,
like social security, which unlike AFDC is indexed co the rate of
inflation, protect the aged poor from the perils of poverty.
is this
something you regret?

What is the significance, in your opinion, that while poverty among
the elderly, according to the CRS-C80 study Children
Poverty declined
from 24 percent in 1970 to 14 percent in 1983, it has increased in
children from 14.5 percent to over 22 percent in 1963?

5

According to the new CRS -CBO study ihildren in Poverty more tnan
one-sixth of all poor children, 2 5 million, had at least one parent
employed year-round at a full-tin,: job' What in your opinion is the
significance of this fact,
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Charits Murray's Answers

I have enumed the written questions subsuued by Congressman Scheuer There were
its of Lbw and I shall refer to them as ordered Let me preface ay remarks by noting that I
dealt with these issues in my testimony, and but therefore my answers are brief
theeellem 1. I have no idea what the question means by "Murray's thesis.' nor can I
think of anything I have written would lead to the "prediction' imputed to me I do agree with
the proposition that increases in unemployment are decisively linked to increases in poverty
As I put it in Uninkfirmag, 'If one has no job, it makes no differen:e how much the economy

grows Poverty remains.' (p 69)
Question 2 No Some people are unemployed because they cannot find a job no
matter how hard they try SAN people are unemployed because, although healthy, they
cannot hold. or do not choose to accept. any job The notion of a permanent underciess is baud
on evidence that the latter group is large and has been getting larger
Question 3. According to the data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, 502
percent of sll persons on the AFDC cseeloed st any given moment of time during the study vu
in the midst of a spell on AFDC that would ism for It or more years More than three-fourths
(73.6 percent) were in the midst of a spell of 3 years or longer If one prefers to argue that
moat pool* are on AFDC for short periods of time, one may instead count everyone who has
ever been on AFDC (even for only a few months), which balloons the denominator and thereby

yields a rosier picture. (See Mary Jo Bane and David T. Ellwood, Theknamituflasugatua,
The Routes to Self-:;ufficience. paper prepared for the Assistant Secretary for Planning and
Evaluation, Department of Bubb end Human Services. June 1913, Table I and discussion, pp 714 ) With regard to the second half of the question. my answer is -no'
Quassia. 4. It is good that poverty has declined among the elderly, one as I stated in
my testimony, I think that the increases in Social Security had a great dud to do with Ibis

trend
Question 3. The significance is that a growing number of single women who are unable to provide for the are of children by their ova ulcers, are nonetheless choosing to get
present, bear. end keep children rather than not getting pregnant, or getting married, or
hying an abortion, or putting th. Mild up for adoption This is in my view the most tragic
and in the long term most profoundly destructive trend for poor communi des or a:: time

Monti*. G. The significance of this fact is that 63 percent of ill poor children ct me
from Wallin in which no one verbs regularly at a full tame job

c)
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